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Transliteration and Abbreviations

There is no single system of transliterating Persian that satisfies everybody. In an effort to reflect the classical pronunciation of the language and opt for a standardized system, even though it differs from the pronunciation of Persian in Iran today, I have used a simplified form of the Library of Congress transliteration system (only long vowels are marked; the various consonants, s, t and z are not distinguished).

Due to the frequency of their use, I have not italicized the word *qasida*.

All dates are given in the Common Era system.

The following abbreviations have been used:

- *EIr* = *Encyclopedia Iranica*
- *EI²* = *Encyclopedia of Islam*, 2nd. ed.
- *Q* = Qasida
- *Qt* = *Qit'ab*
This book is a study of the poetry of the Persian poet Mas'ûd-i Sa’d-i Salmân (d. 1121), born in Lahore but whose roots were in Hamadan in Iran. Mas’ûd Sa’d was a professional court poet at the Ghaznavid courts of Lahore and Ghazna. Primarily a panegyrist for the Ghaznavid rulers and administrators, he also wrote poetry for eighteen years about his sufferings as a prisoner and an exile. Mas’ûd Sa’d’s early career was spent at the Ghaznavid court in Lahore, which was at the frontier of the world of Persian poetry, and this location, along with his sojourn in prison, was an impetus to his poetic creativity and innovation. It is tempting to view Mas’ûd Sa’d as a poet whose vast body of poetic output was influenced entirely by his exotic and foreign (medieval) Indian locale, but the situation is complicated by the various anxieties that consumed the poet. Living at the meeting point of two cultures, Indian and Iranian, he was anxious about being a Persian poet in a location peripheral to the centre of Iranian culture, and was very conscious of the tradition of Persian poetry. At the same time he was not unaffected by his Indian milieu. This resulted in a career driven by one chief consideration: how to innovatively utilize and expand the literary tradition of Persian poetry that he inherited in order to gain access to and recognition in courtly circles from which he was absent.
Writing at a time when ghazâ or jihâd was the driving force of the Ghaznavids in India, the careers of professional poets located at frontier cities like Lahore were primarily dedicated to extolling this cause, in addition to maintaining Iranian courtly values associated with the festivals of nawrûz and mihragân. The chief vehicle of this martial and courtly poetry was the Persian victory ode, the qasida. The victory qasida was developed at the court of Sultan Mahmûd (d. 1030) in the hands of poets like ‘Unsurî and Farrukhî, and continued to be a viable poetic form throughout the later Ghaznavid period.

The court poetry of this period is so much linked with the historical process of the rise and fall of the Ghaznavids that unfortunately it has more often been viewed as source material for historians than as the product of creative individuals. In the case of Mas’ûd Sa’d, his divân has been carefully mined for dates of conquests of Indian cities and the establishment of a chronology of the Ghaznavid rulers, but has rarely been critically examined. Given the particular interplay of history and autobiography in this poet’s divân, Masud Sad’s poetry particularly needs to be contextualized against the background of a complex nexus of political, social and personal histories that contributed to the multiple levels of alienation in the poet’s work. This is the subject matter of Chapter One.

Exile from spaces where the practice of poetry is privileged, i.e., courts and literary centres, is the primary, and chronologically earliest form of alienation in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s poetry and is examined in Chapter Two. Removed from Ghazna—the seat of culture and Mecca for poets—in the initial stages of his career, Mas’ûd Sa’d found refuge in language and takes up the theme of the journey, a common component of the qasida, and uses it in multifarious ways. His poet persona repeatedly makes the ritualistic journey in the early qasidas written in Lahore, usually leaving a heartbroken beloved behind in India and always ending up in the sultan’s court in Ghazna. Due to the coincidental fact of his first patron being Mahmûd, his feeling of alienation was translated into a complex form of nostalgia for the poetic Arcadia of Sultan Mahmûd; Mas’ûd Sa’d wanted to be a second poet laureate, as ‘Unsurî had been, to the namesake of the great king, and used his poetic virtuosity to exploit the possibilities of the qasida form to this end. His alienation in this respect fits into the larger mood of his times, and his voice is one among many, others being Nâsir Khusraw and Sanâ’î, who composed poetry of protest in exile.

A second level of alienation is found in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s habîyât, the body of poetry that he produced during his eighteen years of imprisonment. In the third chapter, the formation of this genre and the full extent of the poetics deployed in it by Mas’ûd Sa’d are studied. Conceptualized as a discrete body of poetry by medieval Persian literary historians and classified as a sub-genre of lyric poetry, the habîyât are a test-case for working out issues of the origins and development of literary genres in classical Persian poetry. It was with the habîyât that Mas’ûd Sa’d moved on from working solely with the qasida form to exploring other poetic forms such as the qit’âb, rubâ’î, and tarkîbân. It was also as a prisoner and exile, while faced with the danger of being forgotten by the court, that Mas’ûd Sa’d began to fully exploit the use of his pen as a takhallus in his poems, for which he has not been properly credited before now. In his poetry, the takhallus is not merely a poetic signature appended to a poem—perhaps as an act of copyright—but an expression of his individuality and a reminder to the world of his ability to practice poetry in a non-courtly setting. The habîyât remain the primary form of innovation in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s divân since no subsequent Persian poet matched these poems in their sheer volume or the range of their poetics.

In Chapter Four, I study Mas’ûd Sa’d’s generic and formal experiments and innovations that date from his post-prison period. These so-called new forms and genres such as the mustazâd are the result of generic hybridization and the canonization of informal poetic forms that were not usually included in the divân of poets. A problematic area in his divân has been the shahrâshûb and bârahmâsà genres of poetry which have been thought to be inspired by his Indian environment. Having failed to find exact models in Indic literatures for these genres, I have chosen to explain their development within the context of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s received literary tradition and as a result of his attempts to vary the traditional modes of composing panegyric and
occasional poetry. However, I do believe that his Indian environment acted as an inspiration for the poet to branch out in new directions. Moving on to the poet’s own views on this subject, I have interpreted his frequent boasts about the qualities of innovation or originality and versatility in all forms in the broadest terms but within the parameters of his poetics. Innovation for him signified a wide variety of things: his command over two or more languages, introduction of new images, topoi and genres, and his virtuosity in all the poetic forms and genres that he utilized.

The final form of alienation, explored in Chapter Five, is connected with the reception of his work in Iran and India during the last millennium. For a poet whose life and career straddled two adjacent cultures, the resulting effacement of his actual persona over time, in combination with a garbled biographical tradition, has resulted in a schizophrenic view of him: one, as a panegyrist who glorified ghazâ, and the other, as a prisoner who wrote soulful and personal poetry about life in a medieval prison. In Iran, his prisoner persona has been kept alive in poetic memory from the time of literary historians like Nizâmi ‘Arûzî and ‘Awfî in the twelfth century, to the twentieth century in the works of poets who have been imprisoned, such as Malik al-shu’arâ Bahâr, and even those who have not, such as Rahî Mu’ayyîrî. Whereas in India, the emphasis has been on his place in the canons of three separate literary traditions: Indo-Persian, Hindi and Urdu. Based on a chance statement by ‘Awfî that Mas’ûd Sa’d wrote poetry in Hindû’î, probably a designation for the vernacular used in North India in the Ghaznavid period, he has been the site of contestation between the literary histories of Hindi and Urdu. Thus, the construction of canons on nationalistic or communal lines have often resulted in Mas’ûd Sa’d being denied his proper place in the annals of Persian literature, contributing a metaphorical level of alienation to the study of his poetry.

My approach in sorting out the widely differing, and at times competing, literary traditions and histories dealing with Mas’ûd Sa’d is through an engagement with the recent body of criticism on him by the Iranian scholars Mahdî Nûrîyân and Sîrûs Shamîsâ, and the general studies of Ghaznavid poetry by Julie S. Meisami, J.T.P. De Bruijn and Frank Lewis, while being anchored in the poetry itself. This work also hopes to raise a number of larger abstract issues in classical Persian literature, such as the indigenous conceptions of genre and originality, the problems of marginality and canonization, which can all be further elucidated by expanding the established canons of poets who are read and studied to include lesser-heard, but nevertheless, significant voices from the periphery.
Let Germanicus know that I shall dedicate my talent—however much remains—to his service. Being a poet himself, he may take it kindly, or anyway not despise the gift. Had his name been anything else, he might have prospered as one of us, would have outshone us all, but he had more urgent and vital duty to furnish the themes for other poets’ paeans. I have no doubt he still finds time to pick up the pen now and again, to keep his hand and tongue alive and in touch with his feelings. Apollo, whose hand is equally skilled with the strings of his lyre and bow, favours Germanicus, scholar and prince, with a doubled blessing. And for my part, I have had to learn new tricks, have become a soldier-poet, buckle myself into armor, and take my turn on watch, my eyes peeled for shaggy Coralli and savage Getae, but hoping to be relieved of this duty. If Rome remains closed to me, maybe someplace less distant can be found where I could sit at a desk and at peace praise his deeds of war.

—Ovid


A. At the Frontiers of Islam: The Poetics of Ghazâ

Frontier societies, i.e., societies at the periphery of one cultural complex and adjacent to another, have a special significance in the history of the spread of Islamic culture, having served as outposts in a continuously expanding and dynamic socio-political phenomenon. J.F. Richards writes about South Asia:

Muslim expansion into South Asia is one of the most important and prolonged instances of cultural encounter to be found in world history. Beginning as early as the fourth decade of the seventh Christian century, this process has not yet ended—as the recent political history of South Asia testifies. Indeed, the extended interaction between two radically different civilizations, Islamic and Hindu/Buddhist, is comparable to the similar encounter of Muslim and Christian civilizations. European and Middle Eastern historians have long recognized the complexity, severity and intensity of the clash between the two civilizations. The concept of the frontier, a zone of military, political and cultural interaction, existing through long periods of time, and moving across space has greatly stimulated and assisted historians and other scholars. However, those scholars concerned with Indo-Muslim history have been much less aware of a parallel frontier on the eastern flank of expanding Islam. Often, if they have noticed the existence of a military/political frontier in the Sultanate period, they have ignored the continuity of this phenomenon from the seventh to the twelfth century.

2 The term ‘frontier’ although not often used in the field of literature, is the focus of an independent branch of historical studies. For an introduction to this concept, see Robert I. Burns, ‘The Significance of the Frontier,’ in Medieval Frontier Societies, ed. Robert Bartlett and Angus MacKay (London: Clarendon Press, 1989), 307–30. David Harry Miller, discussing the imperial Roman frontier with its ‘barbarians’ in the north, makes a relevant point, ‘When a militaristic society is expanding, it will tend to see its frontier-zone as amorphous, with an ongoing potential for further expansion outward, whereas, once that society comes to think of itself as having reached some limit, or, comes even to see itself as shrinking it will tend to see its frontier as a defensive line,’ ‘Frontier Societies and the Transition Between Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages,’ in Shifting Frontiers in Late Antiquity, ed. Ralph W. Mathisen and Hagith S. Sivan (London: Variorum, 1996), 161, footnote 15.
centuries AD. The time depth, the continuity, and the cultural significance of this enormous human encounter have been thus underrated.3

Not all frontier societies in Islamdom were similar; cultural contacts between Muslims and non-Muslims differed to a great extent depending on the degree and nature of interaction,4 but nonetheless there were some common elements in all such societies. A community based on the spirit of warfare against infidels (*ghazâ*) gave rise to a frontier society where many disparate cultural elements would have come into contact with each other. Such a complex process of conquest and dissemination of hitherto alien cultural elements had a significant influence in the realm of the production of literature, both at the court and popular levels. The description of literary activity in Spain, which was the Western frontier of Islamdom, can equally be applied to eleventh-century Indian society in the Panjab:

When the conquerors set foot on Spanish soil, at the end of the 1st/beginning of the 8th century, Arabic literature was still only represented, in the East, by the Kur’ân and the religious sciences, as yet in their infancy, and by a lively poetic muse. It is therefore probable that the Arab warriors, who were poets to a greater or lesser degree, respected the old tradition, but probably confined their literary activity to the composition of a few poems designed to extol their tribe, celebrate their military exploits, lament their dead, or bewail their exile from their homeland, in the same way as their fellow-Muslims sent to conquer other parts of the world.5


4 In the case of Anatolia, which was another frontier of Islam and where a Persianate Turkish culture encountered the Byzantines, a different cultural process was at work. Marshall G.S. Hodgson writes about the differences between Anatolia and India, ‘We know a great deal less about the frontier with India than about the frontier with Europe, though for Islamicate civilization in the long run the passage into India was the more important of the two . . . India was culturally far more alien to the Irano-Semitic traditions than was the Hellenic Mediterranean. The frontier was less famous and fewer ghâzîs went thither,’ *The Venture of Islam* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977), 2: 275.

5 *EP*, ‘Arabiyya, Appendix: Arabic Literature in Spain.’ Another area which

The nature and quality of literary production was connected to the extent of interaction and assimilation of Muslims with other cultures, and also the degree of alienation they felt in those cultures. So far there has been no study of this kind of literary phenomenon for societies whose literatures can be called Persianate in their orientation. Frank Lewis’s description of the cross-cultural interaction in Ghazna, an important centre of Persian culture at this time, is even more applicable to the Panjab:

Although the Ghaznavids managed to bring the area of eastern Afghanistan solidly into the Perso-Islamic cultural sphere, which, from the 5th/11th century became increasingly a unified elite culture, the substratum of popular culture remained free to draw on native elements, and the history of Iranian philosophy and letters demonstrate that traces of the Zoroastrian, Manichaean and Buddhist cultures continued to surface throughout the period.6

Courtly works, which were commissioned to broadcast the expansion activities of the conquerors, differed from popular literature, which dealt with more immediate subjects. Concerning the literary activity offers many points of comparison with India is Caucasia, where the interplay of Islam and Christendom can be seen in the literary output of the poets active there; for a description of these *ghâzî* communities, see Jan Rypka, *History of Iranian Literature*, tr. P. van Popta-Hope (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1968), 201–3; ‘Abdulhusayn Zarrînkûh, *Pîr-i Ganjah dar justujû-yi Nâkojââbâd* (Tehran: Sukhan, 1372/1993), 18.

6 *Reading, Writing, and Recitation: Sana’i and the Origins of the Persian Ghazal* (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1995), 116–17. Miller’s comments on the Roman frontier are also relevant here, ‘[C]ross-cultural interaction led simply to the development of an exploitation-based, hierarchalized and militarized social system—which was recognizably the product of the non-Roman cultures that had been forced to change in that way. Non-Roman Europe, both before and after Roman intrusion, was a group of cultures among whom hard-and-fast breaks between cultures and communities were non-existent—differences were graduated progressions over distance. Militarization and seigneurialization, therefore, took similar forms across the spectrum and, when peoples from diverse origins within that spectrum met, assimilation remained relatively easy despite imperial rhetoric denigrating the so-called aliens,’ *Frontier Societies,* 169–70.
in Anatolia, another important frontier in Islamdom, Yorgos Dedes writes:

As far as Anatolia is concerned, whatever the metaphor or neologism one chooses to describe the cultural experience of the Muslim Turks in the region, whether transplantation, osmosis, diffusion, or acculturation, the most widespread and on-going process was one of translation. Over the course of the next four centuries, the emerging Turkish literati themselves realized the importance of translation. Authoritative Islamic culture was written and required book-learning, therefore translation of books was a praised and prized achievement in any field.\footnote{Battalname (Cambridge: Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations, Harvard University, 1996), 1: 35; also see Hodgson, \textit{Venture of Islam}, 2: 273.}

In the realm of popular literature, Dedes goes on to cite the names of texts that deal with conquest themes in the form of religious folk-epic, such as the \textit{Battalname}, \textit{Danishmendname}, and \textit{Saltuqname}. Interestingly enough, no such popular epic seems to have survived from the Ghaznavid frontier society. The \textit{Shahriyârnâmah}, the exploits of Shahriyâr, the great-grandson of Rustam, that was formerly attributed to Mukhtârî (d. ca. 1149–50) and deals with the \textit{jihâd} activities of the Ghaznavids in India, has been shown to be apocryphal.\footnote{EI², 'Mukhtârî,' Julie. S. Meisami. Meisami dates the work to the Mughal period in India.} On the side of the conquered, there was a whole range of ‘anti-Muslim epics’ in Indian vernaculars, such as the \textit{Prithvî Râj Râso}, which glorify resistance to Islam.\footnote{See Aziz Ahmad, ‘Epic and Counter-Epic in Medieval India,’ \textit{Journal of the American Oriental Society} 83 (1962), 470–6.} According to J.F. Richards, ‘The Hindu epic of defeat serves as an unconnected, but parallel form to the Muslim genre of victory . . . ’\footnote{‘The Islamic Frontier in the East,’ 101.} Aziz Ahmad links the later ‘epics of conquest’ written on the Muslim side by poets such as Amir Khusraw (d. 1325) and ‘Isâmî (d. 1327) as growing out of the Ghaznavid victory qasidas,\footnote{‘Epic and Counter-Epic,’ 470.} which often combined epic elements with panegyric poetry.

At the level of court poetry patronized by the Ghaznavid sultans, increasing contacts with India resulted in the expansion of the traditional repertoire of genres and images. However, the lack of much of the literary output of the early Ghaznavid poets in India prevents one from making broad judgments about the extent and nature of the production of such poetry. The surviving \textit{divâns} of two poets of Lahore, Abû al-Farah Rûnî (d. after 1102) and Mas’ûd Sa’d (d. 1121), portray a society similar in terms of the sentiments of religious zeal and exile being important sources of inspiration for creative activity. The work of such poets in the service of empire immortalized their patrons even as the incorporation of their poems in the material culture of the period ensured their own renown. The palace at Ghazna was adorned with verses of the court poets Mas’ûd Sa’d and Mukhtârî who chiefly wrote panegyric poetry.\footnote{All quotations from Mas’ûd Sa’d are from Mahdî Nûrîyân’s edition of the collected poetry of the poet, \textit{Dîvân-i ash’âr-i Mas’ûd-i Sa’d} (Esfahan: Kamâl, 1364/1985), unless otherwise indicated. All translations are this author’s. See Appendix for Persian text of poems cited.} The courtly ethos that underscored all aspects of the court poet’s life is summed up by Mas’ûd Sa’d in this line from a qasida dedicated to his patron Prince Mahmûd:

\begin{center}
I know two things as the essence of my pleasure and repose: 
one, union with a beauty, and the other, praise of the prince. (Q154)
\end{center}

Poets wrote on amorous themes and described the valour of their patrons, and oftentimes the two modes, lyrical and panegyric/epic, are skilfully interwoven in a single qasida.

In fact, the victory qasida, or \textit{fathnâmah}, was the predominant genre of poetry among Ghaznavid court poets.\footnote{Alessio Bombaci, \textit{The Kufic Inscription in Persian Verses in the Court of the Royal Palace of Mas’ûd III at Ghazna} (Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1966), 33. He states that ‘the Yaminid sovereigns of Ghazna were distinguished by their sound training in Islamic culture and Persian literature,’ 41. The connection of Ghaznavid architecture to the material results of \textit{ghazâ} is also a point of interest, 32.} The qasida of the
early Ghaznavid poet, Farrukhî, on the momentous occasion of the conquest of the rich temple-city of Somnath in India served as a model for many subsequent poets who commemorated in verse every major victory of their patrons. Sultan Mahmûd’s poet laureate, ‘Unsurî, was perhaps an even more influential model for these poets, as can be seen in the frequent references Mas’ûd Sa’d makes to him. Structurally, the poetics of ghazâ can be situated within the boundaries of the conventional panegyric qasida. Although much of this poetry becomes repetitive and tedious, each poet used his virtuosity to describe in ever more unusual and exaggerated terms all the accoutrements and attributes of his patron that made his victory possible, i.e., his sword, horse, army, courage. Abû al-Faraj Rûnî and Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân, who were actually living in the land of the infidels and not writing from afar, were inspired by their environment to engage in all sorts of verbal play using established images and tropes. For instance, here Mas’ûd Sa’d addresses Sultan Shîrzâd in an extremely rhetorical manner:

The troop-breaking, lion-hunting king Shîrzâd
cleansed the soul of infidelity with his Hindu sword. (Q79)

The Hindu sword (i.e., of Indian steel), a clichéd image by this time, necessarily figures in martial poems and here it becomes the instrument to conquer the very people who gave their name to it. In a poem addressed to Prince Mahmûd, whom he frequently calls amîr-i ghâzâ, the poet again uses the image without the cultural epithet for the sword, at the same time displaying more detailed knowledge of Hindu cultural practices:

The Brahman whose pride is his sacred thread,
out of fear of your sword will rip it off his body. (Q111)

The abundance of such elaborate rhetorical devices in his poems shows that already these must have become stock expressions of praise and do not have any newness to them. A victory qasida that may have been Mas’ûd Sa’d’s innovation in terms of its rhyme word, fatḥ (victory), is addressed to Sultan Mas’ûd:

This is a journey of victory, as you return from this journey,
the kings of the world call it the ‘journey of victory.’
May you have a hundred victories, and a hundred years hence in India every moment let them see the effects of victory . . .
I will versify all of it and at every occasion a narrator will recite the stories of victory at your bedside. (Q47)

Here, the poet has created an ingenious poem with a difficult rhyme word, and the repetition of the word fatḥ in each line almost turns it into an anthem. In addition, where the sultan’s glorious deeds are mentioned, the poet’s mention of his own skill and purpose is not distant.

Iran and India are demarcated in the dîvân of Mas’ûd Sa’d in a way that leaves no doubt that the poet situates himself in India, representing himself as the cultural heir of Iran. The poet is less conscious of the mingling of diverse cultural elements in the frontier areas than of the differences which separated the two cultural complexes, keeping alive the spirit of conquest. India was a land that had to be made an extension of the Iranian world, as indicated in this hortatory line:

May you establish a thousand forts like Iran in India;
may you capture a thousand kings like [the Sasanian] Kasra from posterity. (Q17)

Although Lahore in India was his birthplace and he expresses his attachment to it in tender terms in many poems, Ghazna and the Iranian world was the cultural qiblah for him as it was for other poets of this period; the tension between the two especially informs his exile poetry as will be shown later. In essence, Mas’ûd Sa’d belonged to both worlds and to neither, and we shall see how his feelings about his location inform his poetry.

15 For a discussion of the geographical region of ‘Iranshahr’ as conceptualized in pre-modern sources, see Firoozeh Kashani-Sabet, ‘Fragile Frontiers: The Diminishing Domains of Qajar Iran,’ in International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 29 (May 1997), 205–9. The author’s comments on the shortcomings of the theoretical discourse on nationalism and mapping spaces are supported by the poetic sources of the Ghaznavid period.
B. Lahore: The Second Ghaznavid City

When Mahmûd founded Lahore-Lahanûr, He laid the foundation of a Kaâba, which was the desire of the heart, When I considered for the year of foundation, Fortwith reason said, ‘Mahmûd is the founder.’

The western boundaries of the Ghaznavid empire, expanded to include most of the Iranian lands during the reign of this dynasty’s greatest ruler, Sultan Mahmûd (r. 998–1030), and then shrank within a short span of time under his successor Sultan Mas’ûd (r. 1030–40). The defeat of the Ghaznavids at the hands of the Seljuqs at Dandânqân in 1040 significantly changed the orientation of the empire. The march eastwards into India, which had been a primary preoccupation of Sultan Mahmûd, became even more intensified over time and proved to be of permanent historical significance. Muslim rule had already been established in Sindh and the southern Panjab before the advent of the Ghaznavids into the subcontinent, with an Ismaili dynasty based in Multan by the end of the tenth century.

Although Sultan Mahmûd took Multan early, in 1005–6, it was only towards the end of his reign that he sought to have a permanent and organized Ghaznavid military and administrative presence in Panjab, based in Lahore, the ‘centre of the Muslim ghâzîs in India.’ According to Bosworth, the chief presence in Lahore was ‘the volunteer element of the army, the ghâzî or mutatawwi’a. The successes of the early Ghaznavids attracted plunder-seeking adventurers to their standards, above all for the Indian campaigns.’ After him, each successive ruler, for economic and ideological reasons, turned his attention to India at the cost of the Western areas of the kingdom. It was due to the ghâzâ campaigns of these rulers, alongside the efforts of Sufis, that north Indian Islam at this early period came to have a culturally and politically Persianate orientation.

The mythical stories about the pre-Islamic origins of Lahore do not provide any actual historical information about the city before the arrival of Muslims. The city is only mentioned for the first time in early Arab and Persian sources as a small town whose population was comprised entirely of Hindus until the Ghaznavids entered the region when it came into prominence. Just before becoming a Ghaznavid possession, Lahore was part of the Hindushahi kingdom which was based at Waihind, near Peshawar. In 405/1014 the Hindushahi ruler, Trilochanapal, was defeated by Sultan Mahmûd and withdrew to Eastern Panjab; Lahore then passed into the hands of the Ghaznavids.

Many forms of the city’s name are found in historical sources, including in the dîvân of Mas’ûd Sa’d. Lahore began to be known as ‘little Ghazna’ due to its growing importance for the dynasty. It remained the second city of the Ghaznavids, although it appears that, as the Ghurids rose to power in the western part of the empire and increasingly threatened the position of the Ghaznavid house, it gained

in importance. Lahore became the refuge for the last sultan, Khusrav Malik, and his court, when in 1186 the Ghurid 'Alâ al-Dîn Jahânsûz burnt Ghazna and proceeded to Lahore, which too passed into the possession of the Ghurids. Thus, there was a gradual eastward spread of Persianate courtly culture and the frontier was always changing its parameters.

There is scarcely any information concerning the composition of the cultural and religious elites of Lahore at this time. An important person in the history of Persian Sufism, Abû al-Hasan al-Hujvîrî Dâtâ Ganjâkhsh, had moved to Lahore towards the end of his life and died there in 1071. He presumably wrote his treatise on mysticism, Kashf al-Mahjûb, in Lahore. About a second, more powerful person, Abdul Ghani writes:

Another striking personality, whose arrival and stay at Lâhore during the reign of Sultân Ibrâhîm gave a great incentive to Persian taste and learning in the Punjâb, was Abû Nasr Fârsî, better known as adîb (an adept in literature). He founded a University at Lâhore called Khâneqâh-e Abû Nasr, according to 'Aufî, Khâneqâh-e 'Amd, which remained for centuries, under different designations, the centre of Persian and Arabic cultures in the East.

Abû Nasr-i Pârsî was an influential personality in this frontier city, and a major patron of Mas'ûd Sa’d and other contemporary poets. Historians of Persian literature have all spoken of an active literary scene in Lahore at this time, chiefly based on the testimony of ‘Awfî, the writer of a biographical dictionary of early Persian poets. J.T.P. De Bruijn calls the poets working in Lahore the ‘second school of Ghaznavid poetry,’ which, he adds, is not a stylistic designation, rather, from the point of view of innovation, their work is regarded as being distinctive from that produced at other Persianate courts. The full implications and validity of this claim are examined below.

The earliest poet of Lahore was Abû ‘Abdullâh Rûzbih Nukârî, panegyrist to Sultan Mas’ûd I, but his poetry has not survived except for some excerpts in the earliest biographical dictionary of Persian literature. Apart from Mas’ûd Sa’d, the only poet who is known to have been active at the Lahore court at this time and whose dîvân is extant is Abû al-Faraj Rûnî. Rûnî was a slightly older contemporary of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s and spent his entire life in the service of the Ghaznavids in Lahore. Poets like Sanâ’î and Mukhtârî were late contemporaries of Mas’ûd Sa’d, and although their works are extant, they do not seem to have ever been to Lahore. The poets whose activities have been recorded by ‘Awfî were affiliated with the last Ghaznavid rulers over the course of half a century until the Ghurids wiped out this remarkable dynasty. In any case, hardly any of the literary works from this period have survived. The court of Bahrâmshâh, Mas’ûd Sa’d’s last patron, appears to have been just as vigorous in the production of poetry as some of the earlier monarchs. Among the many works produced here was the translation in Persian prose of Ibn Muqaffa’î’s Kalîla wa Dimna by Munshî Nasrullâh. Significantly, this important work on statecraft had its origins in Indian tales, and its retelling in this milieu suggests that, after a presence of over a century in the subcontinent, the Ghaznavids were making efforts to legitimize their rule by commissioning such a text.
As a literary centre, Lahore was a provincial shadow of the central Ghazna court, and from Mas'ûd Sa’d’s *dîvân* it is clear that an ambitious fledgling poet merely considered it a starting-point in his career. In fact, even as the Ghaznavid empire increasingly had an Eastern orientation, Lahore neither wholly replaced Ghazna nor rivalled it in a major way. Additionally, being situated at the frontier it was neither wholly part of the central Iranian cultural complex, nor yet separated from the latter to become an Indo-Persian centre. Only with the end of the Ghaznavid house did the centre of literary production become established first at Uchh in Sindh and then in Delhi, with the patronage of independent Indian dynasties. The first extant history of Persian literature was to be written by an exile himself, ‘Awfî, who fled Khurasan around 1218 due to the advent of the Mongols and arrived at the court of Nâsir al-Dîn Qâbâchah at Uchh.

C. The Life of Mas’ûd Sa’d

Traditional biographical dictionaries (*tazkirahs*) were the only secondary literature on Mas’ûd Sa’d’s life and work until the first semi-critical evaluation of his *dîvân*, was written chiefly in order to formulate a chronology of the poet’s biography, by the Iranian scholar in exile, Mîrzâ Muhammad ‘Abdulvahâb Qazvînî. Published in 1905 in an English translation by E.G. Browne, the original Persian appears not to be extant. There were numerous manuscripts and a nineteenth century lithographed edition of the poet’s *dîvân* until 1939, when the first critical edition by Rashîd Yâsemî was published. Using more manuscripts than Yâsemî had access to, the *dîvân* was edited again in 1985 by Mahdî Nûrîyân. Since then, the discovery of additional manuscripts of the poet’s works has prompted Nûrîyân to work on a revised edition of the *dîvân*. There have not been any major studies of this poet, and in light of the second edition of the *dîvân* and its editor’s research into the life of the poet, a biographical sketch of the poet would not be out of place here. In the case of Mas’ûd Sa’d, perhaps more than that of any other Persian poet, his biography is inextricably linked to his poetry and in fact much of his work does not make sense without the necessary historical contextualization. Attempting to avoid the pitfalls of purely factual biographical criticism, I will focus on the autobiographical aspect of his *dîvân* to facilitate understanding of the self-representation of the poet in terms of his various personas and the spaces which they inhabit.

Mas’ûd Sa’d’s ancestral city was Hamadan. His father, Sa’d-i Salmân had come to Lahore as an accountant (*mustawfî*) in the entourage of Prince Majdûd, who had been sent by Sultan Mahmûd to garrison the frontier city in 1035–36. In the poet’s own words:

Didn’t Sa’d-i Salmân serve for fifty years?
He worked hard to acquire this property and estate. (Q91)

and elsewhere:

My father, Sa’d son of Salmân
served for a total of sixty years:
sometimes as a functionary in the retinue,
at other times, as a nobleman. (Q217)

The poet was born around the years 1046–49 in Lahore where he spent his childhood and youth. In 1058–59 when Sultan Ibrâhîm became sultan and made peace with the Seljuqs, he once again concentrated on directing the efforts of Ghaznavid forces towards the conquest of India. According to Ghaznavid practice, his eldest son, Mahmûd Sayf

33 Apparently his father had a good standing in the community even after all those years. In one line he says, ‘A man who is descended from Sa’d Salmân/even if he becomes poison he will not harm your property’ (R113); also when he invokes his own name in a poem, it is always connected with that of his father: he is Mas’ûd son of Sa’d son of Salmân.
34 Qazvînî disproves the various claims in *tazkirahs* for the poet’s true birthplace, e.g., ‘Awfî claims he was born in Hamadan, Dawlatshâh says it was Gurvan.’
al-Dawlah, was appointed the viceroy of these territories and charged with carrying out campaigns into the land of the infidels. In 1076–77 Prince Mahmûd was rewarded for his victories with the title of Sanî' amîr al-mu'minîn (Protégé of the commander of the believers) by the caliph. In his first appearance on the scene of Ghaznavid history, Mas'ûd Sa’d would have been a young aspiring poet, who composed a qasida to mark this important occasion. He declares:

When morning made heaven’s visage like a silver leaf,
the zephyr from the king’s palace gave me good tidings:
‘Abû al-Muzaffar, the just sultan Ibrâhîm,
by exalted fortune, raised the position and pomp
of the pride of the state, Mahmûd Sayf al-Dawlah,
when he delivered the Indian dominions to him.
All of India read the khutbah in his glorious name,
and placed the diadem of nobility on his fortunate head.’ (Q209)

The poet had already composed a qasida to the prince but perhaps did not enter his service until the latter came to Lahore. He is a poet of the city of Lahore and was greatly attached to it, as is attested by the famous qasida he wrote to it in exile, and in this rubâ’î to the river Ravi:

O Ravi, if paradise is to be found, it is you,
if there is a kingdom fully equipped, it is you,
water in which is the lofty heaven is you,
a spring in which there are a thousand rivers is you. (R391)

In these lines from a qit’ah he indicates his material situation in Lahore:

I had three baths in Lahore
which was known to everybody.
Today it is three years that my hair
has been like the hair of the infidels. (Qt19)

Thus, from all accounts, Mas’ûd Sa’d was a courtier and a poet and an established member of the early Iranian aristocracy based in India. The most shadowy and obscure aspect of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s life is the matter over which he fell from favour and was exiled. The details of this affair are closely connected to his relationship with his first patron, Prince Mahmûd. Following Nizámî ‘Arûzî’s story in the Chahâr maqâlāh, subsequent pre-modern and modern sources have tended to repeat the story that it was Prince Mahmûd who was apprehended for planning to go over to the rival court of Saljuq Malikshâh; he was disgraced and removed from office by his father, Sultan Ibrâhîm, and with him his whole entourage, including our poet. Relying on the poet’s own words, Qazvînî wrote that Mas’ûd Sa’d came to Ghazna ‘to demand justice against certain persons who had robbed him of his farms and estates, but on his arrival there fell under suspicion, and . . . was cast into prison.’ However, Mahdî Nûrîyân has sought to explain the circumstances of this matter in a manner that is supported by Mas’ûd Sa’d’s own version of the story, which provides a more complicated yet plausible explanation for this shadowy period of the poet’s life.

Nûrîyân’s thesis, which is the most plausible explanation of the events, is that the poet fell out of favour with Prince Mahmûd himself, and the latter’s problems with the sultan and his removal from office are a separate set of events. The trouble started on an official visit to the capital Ghazna, when Mas’ûd Sa’d came into contact with the court poet Râshidî, and in a poetic context defeated him. In the poet’s own words:

My lord, you know what your slave did
in Ghazna with the glib poets.
For every qasida that Râshidî took a month to compose
my replies were better than them, and all extempore.
If I didn’t fear you, O prince! by God
I would have deprived Râshidî of honour and a living . . .
When they saw how the king honoured me
by giving me position and rank close to himself,
they slandered me before him
with a hundred thousand deceptions, tricks and ruses. (Q219)

36 This reference is probably to the matted hair of Hindu ascetics.
37 Ibid., 721–2.
38 ‘Mas’ûd Sa’d va gunâh-i âzadagî,’ Hastî (1372/1993), 149–67.
Upon returning to Lahore, the poet repeatedly boasted of his triumph over Râshîdî. The slander of jealous rivals, perhaps the partisans of Râshîdî, turned Prince Mahmûd against Mas’ûd Sa’d, and the poet faced a multitude of problems in his professional and personal life. He complains of this to the prince:

In no way did they see another crime
except that this city is the place of my birth and origin.
If I recite licit magic to them,
they only say, After all he is a young child. (Q26)

There is the implication here that he, as a provincial poet, must be conscious of his lower position with respect to the poets of the capital city. In addition to casting aspersions about his standing as a poet, the prince’s troops raided his home:

I became transfixed and stunned when I saw myself surrounded
by a horde of bareheaded Daylamites,
faces glowing with rage and twisted with hatred;
it seems they brought on a paralytic wind and a pain . . .
Those insatiable dogs tore my house to pieces,
those sharp-hoofed asses turned my place into a dunghill.
Due to their severity, not a bit of silver was left to pawn,
nor my wits remained about me from their shouting. (Q276)

His property and belongings were confiscated. When he asked for permission to perform the *hajj*, his request was denied.

The matter concerning the *hajj* has further twists. Mas’ûd Sa’d harboured the hope of going over to the court of the Saljuqs in Khurasan, who had over time surpassed the Ghaznavids in pomp and glory, especially in the patronage of poets.39 The pilgrimage plan of the poet may indeed have been a pretext for leaving the Ghaznavid domains. But Prince Mahmûd did not give him permission to leave Lahore. In the end, the poet resorted to seeking redress, from Sultan Ibrâhîm himself at Ghazna, for all the injustices he had suffered at the hands of his patron. However, this move ended up working against him, and the sultan, who had already been turned against the poet, had the perfect excuse to punish him officially. Based on a *qit’ab* it has been surmised that the senior poet Abû al-Faraj Rûnî had a hand in this matter, but it seems more likely that another Abû al-Faraj was involved in this affair.40 The poet Abû al-Faraj was not at Ghazna and there is no indication that there was any rivalry between them.

In his early poems, Mas’ûd Sa’d frequently mentions going on a journey, sometimes specifically mentioning Khurasan as his destination, and it is quite probable that the poet had ambitious plans for furthering his career which got him into trouble. He portrays his dilemma in these terms:

Sometimes I am wounded by the calamity of Lahore;
sometimes I am chained by the calumny of Khurasan. (Q204)

However, he reassures Prince Mahmûd that he will be faithful:

I am not like the deer who grazes on another’s land
and places its perfumed muskbag in another’s country.
I am like the royal falcon who even in captivity
brings the prey before you when it is set free. (Q135)

Later, from prison he attempts to justify the suspicion of his enemies, yet clear himself of all blame:

Where would you find one like him in Khurasan?
For in every excellence he is the pride of the world.
Otherwise why would his enemies repeatedly say,
‘He is thinking of Khurasan.’

It is clear that the poet’s oft-cited *qit’ab* (151) beginning, ‘Bû al-Faraj, are you not ashamed at your machinations/that got me thrown into such a prison?’, does not refer to the court poet, Abû al-Faraj Rûnî, with whom the poet had an amicable relationship. This Bû al-Faraj has not been identified.
If such ideas have entered my head, for me a demon is better than God. (Q33)

Mas'ûd Sa'd spent the next ten years, from 1088–98/99, in three successive remote Ghaznavid fortresses, Dahak, Sû, and Nây. In an effort to gain the clemency of his patrons he wrote a body of work in the habsiyât (prison poetry) genre, which would ultimately be responsible for gaining him fame amongst his contemporaries and with posterity. His release coincided with the death of Sultan Ibrâhîm; the new sultan Mas'ûd III, as was the custom, appointed his son Prince 'Azud al-Dawlah Shîrzâd as the viceroy of India. Mas'ûd Sa'd entered this prince’s service, and was especially favoured by the deputy-governor, Abû Nasr-i Pârsî, who patronized many poets of the time. Abû Nasr-i Pârsî had the poet appointed to the governorship of Jallandar, East Panjab, where he wrote his only masnavî, describing an evening of revelry and expressing his nostalgia at being away from Lahore. Unfortunately, the poet did not occupy this post for long; in the wake of the disgrace of Abû Nasr-i Pârsî, all his dependents were put in prison, and until 1106–7, Mas'ûd Sa'd spent the next seven years in the prison of Maranj. During this time, he wrote more habsiyât poetry, having become quite adept at this genre. After his release, obtained through the intermediacy of a highly-positioned patron, Siqat al-Mulk, he spent the last fifteen years of his life at Ghazna, serving four consecutive sultans as librarian and panegyrist, finally having gained the position and respect that he had longed for all his life. In a poem addressed to Sultan Mas'ûd, he thanks him for being made librarian:

You chose him to be the treasurer of the books, may your kingly resolve be firmly established. (Q48)

In a qasida addressed to Sultan Bahramshâh, Mas'ûd Sa'd looks back at his eventful life sanguinely:

Last year and the year before, I had no hopes for my life, but this year my condition is not like that of last year and the year before.

Today, no one has the rank, position and office as your slave rightly have. (Q38)

In total, Mas'ûd Sa'd served as panegyrist for the following five Ghaznavid monarchs apart from his first and chief patron, Prince Mahmûd:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sultan</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ibrâhîm</td>
<td>1058–99</td>
<td>r. 1058–99 (1089–99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mas'ûd III</td>
<td>1099–1114</td>
<td>r. 1099–1114 (1100–7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shîrzâd</td>
<td>1114</td>
<td>r. 1114–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsalânshâh</td>
<td>1115–17</td>
<td>r. 1115–17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahramshah</td>
<td>1117–57</td>
<td>r. 1117–57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The poet died in 1121–22, the fourth year of Sultan Bahramshâh’s reign. As far as we know, there are no elegies for the poet’s death that survive. Not much is known of Mas'ûd Sa’d’s progeny aside from the information found in tazkirahs that his son, Sa’âdat, was a poet under Bahramshâh. Another son, Sâlih, had passed away during the poet’s lifetime, on which occasion the poet composed an elegy.

Mas'ûd Sa’d’s professional career was largely spent between court and prison: the former a public space that centred around the patron, 41 Qazvînî writes, ‘I have not been able to determine the positions of Sû and Nây, which appear to have been two insignificant castles, possessing neither importance nor celebrity sufficient to cause the old geographers to mention them. Dahak, however, is one of the stations on the road between Zaranj, the capital of Sistân, and Bist, which is within the confines of Zâbulistân, that is, of the kingdom of Ghazna,’ ‘Mas’ûd-i Sa’d-i Salmân,’ 723. The Afghan scholar, Muhammad Ibrâhîm ‘Alâmshâhî, made an excursion to the fortress of Nây and describes the route and locale in his article ‘Qal’ah-yi Nây’ in Âryânâ 9/11 (1331/1952), 5–14, passim. A few years later, ‘Abd al-Hay Ha’ibî, identified and described all three fortresses as being in present-day Afghanistan, ‘Mahâbîs-i Mas’ûd-i Sa’d-i Salmân’ in Yaghmâ 21 (1347/1968), 678–86. 42 Qazvînî writes, ‘Maranj or Marang is the name of a castle in India, according to the Burhân-i-Qâti’, but I have been unable to find any mention of it elsewhere,’ ibid., 11. 43 Dates in parentheses indicate Mas’ûd Sa’d’s years in prison. 44 Ibis., 716–19. 45 Zabiullâh Safâ, Târîkh-i adabiyât dar Irân (Tehran: Ibn-i Sînâ, 1336/1957), 2: 491.
and the latter a private and isolated space where the focus became the poet’s own self. Although vastly different, these spaces are linked together because of court politics and historical circumstance. The interplay of spatial conceptions such as court vs. prison, Ghazna vs. Lahore, Iran vs. India, as well as metaphorical spaces such as centre vs. periphery, are persistent and important themes with which the poet engages throughout his work, and that would particularly haunt him in prison.

D. Mas’ûd Sa’d and Ghaznavid Poetry

Evaluating the poetry of Mas’ûd Sa’d, Nûrîyân’s statement that prison turned a mediocre panegyrist into a poet of the first order is supported by the quality of the poetry in his dîvân. The early body of non-habsîyât poetry in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s dîvân is almost exclusively panegyric, and despite its superiority from a technical point of view, it would not particularly stand out from the works of other court poets of the period like Mu’izzî and Abû al-Faraj Rûnî. Apart from certain modifications in the qasida and a few poems in non-traditional genres, this poetry is not remarkable without its historical context. In any case, it is difficult to form an overall opinion of the quality of poetry in this period, especially comparing Mas’ûd Sa’d to his contemporaries, given the small body of late Ghaznavid poetry extant today. However, in comparison with the dîvân of the triad of early Ghaznavid poets from a couple of generations ago, ‘Unsurî, Farrukhî, and Manûchihrî, one can see in the later poet a shift to a different poetics: the imagery, themes for the nasîb, even genres, have changed or are in the process of changing, probably in response to shifting tastes on the part of the audience and as a response to a different cultural milieu in which the poets found themselves.

De Bruijn’s suggestion that Mas’ûd Sa’d’s location in India was responsible for the unusual quality of his work can also be applied to this changing poetics. Concerning the Ghaznavid poets of Lahore, he says:  

An explanation of the greater freedom which these poets allowed themselves with regard to literary traditions, can only be given by speculation. The contacts with a foreign culture, which were open especially to the poets working in Hindûstân, may have inspired some new forms; this is even likely in the case of Mas’ûd-i Sa’d-i Salmân . . . the opportunities for innovation may have increased so much because the poets were less subject to the control of literary critics among their audience. The new developments of this period which had a lasting effect on the history of Persian poetical style would, in that case, have resulted from the growing provincialism of Ghaznavid culture as a whole. 46

As discussed above, the encounter of two cultures is a complex process, and in this case the precise nature of the ‘contacts’ between them cannot be pinpointed; also, given the paucity of extant works, it would be rash to claim something ‘new’ as exclusively Mas’ûd Sa’d’s innovation. Since the circulation of poetry at this time was not impaired by political or geographical boundaries, there was never any lack of ‘control of literary critics’ even in the most remote areas. However, the poet’s own testimony bespeaks the fact that something ‘new’ was happening and he was at the centre of such innovations. What precisely is this ‘innovation’ and where is it in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s poetry? There does not seem to be a consensus on this subject, but innovation here can be understood as a departure from established trends and the introduction of new poetic forms into the existing repertoire as a response to new situations facing the poet. There is also the gradual shift of focus from the patron onto the poet himself in his poems. In the tradition of boasting about one’s poetic skills (fakhr), Mas’ûd Sa’d writes in a poem:

46 Of Piety and Poetry, 151. De Bruijn also refers to this period as ‘[t]he renaissance of Ghaznavid poetry,’ 150, suggesting a revival of the ‘first’ Ghaznavid school of poetry at the courts of Sultans Mahmûd and Mas’ûd I. In any case, the designations of schools of literary style are often merely convenient designations of group poets living in a particular region, and break down upon closer analysis. Rypka’s comments on the ‘Azerbaijan school’ bear similarity to the situation in Lahore; his comment on Khâqânî’s poetry, ‘Such a dîvân could only have been composed in Transcaucasia, where the two religions [Islam and Christianity] met and intermingled,’ 202–3, is applicable to Mas’ûd Sa’d if Hinduism is substituted for Christianity. Both poets worked in different frontier situations and have been celebrated for their difficult but distinguished styles.
Among the skilled masters I am proficient in every art although today my name is included amongst all the poets. (Q25)

The word anvā does not seem to be used in a precise way here, as it is used today in the meaning of genres and poetic forms, and also seems to be unattested elsewhere at this period. Masʿūd Saʿd seems to be using it in its broadest sense here. In the following line, he boasts of the rare quality of his verses using the same term as in the previous line:

No one knows today, what [power] of expression and pen I have inside me in all forms/genres. (Q35)

In the following line, he boasts of his ability to be adaptable and prolific:

I compose a thousand dîvâns and in each one I fashion a thousand panegyrics like a hundred thousand gems. (Q91)

At the same time, there is the suggestion that one who can compose multiple dîvâns must be extraordinary in his poetic skills. In all of these claims, above and beyond the requisite boasting of a professional poet, there is a plea for his ‘newness’ or ‘differentness’ to be recognized and acknowledged by his audience.

Masʿūd Saʿd’s claim of being adept at various forms can be interpreted in several ways. Abdul Ghani writes about the versatility of Masʿūd Saʿd in utilizing the various poetic forms that he inherited and others that he was the first to employ:

[I]t may be noted that he has made an important departure from the established practice in the sphere of panegyric poetry which was, up till his time, limited to qasîdah. Very few poets, indeed, had before him used any other form of metrical composition as a vehicle for praise. But Masʿūd extended its bounds by using freely all types of poetry for the purpose. The forms which were commonly employed by him to supersede qasîdah were musaddas, ghazal and qīṭa. The word anvā does not seem to be used in a precise way here, as it is used today in the meaning of genres and poetic forms, and also seems to be unattested elsewhere at this period. Masʿūd Saʿd seems to be using it in its broadest sense here. In the following line, he boasts of the rare quality of his verses using the same term as in the previous line:

No one knows today, what [power] of expression and pen I have inside me in all forms/genres. (Q35)

In the following line, he boasts of his ability to be adaptable and prolific:

I compose a thousand dîvâns and in each one I fashion a thousand panegyrics like a hundred thousand gems. (Q91)

At the same time, there is the suggestion that one who can compose multiple dîvâns must be extraordinary in his poetic skills. In all of these claims, above and beyond the requisite boasting of a professional poet, there is a plea for his ‘newness’ or ‘differentness’ to be recognized and acknowledged by his audience.

Masʿūd Saʿd’s claim of being adept at various forms can be interpreted in several ways. Abdul Ghani writes about the versatility of Masʿūd Saʿd in utilizing the various poetic forms that he inherited and others that he was the first to employ:

[I]t may be noted that he has made an important departure from the established practice in the sphere of panegyric poetry which was, up till his time, limited to qasîdah. Very few poets, indeed, had before him used any other form of metrical composition as a vehicle for praise. But Masʿūd extended its bounds by using freely all types of poetry for the purpose. The forms which were commonly employed by him to supersede qasîdah were musaddas, ghazal and qīṭa. Among the skilled masters I am proficient in every art although today my name is included amongst all the poets. (Q25)

The word anvā does not seem to be used in a precise way here, as it is used today in the meaning of genres and poetic forms, and also seems to be unattested elsewhere at this period. Masʿūd Saʿd seems to be using it in its broadest sense here. In the following line, he boasts of the rare quality of his verses using the same term as in the previous line:

No one knows today, what [power] of expression and pen I have inside me in all forms/genres. (Q35)

In the following line, he boasts of his ability to be adaptable and prolific:

I compose a thousand dîvâns and in each one I fashion a thousand panegyrics like a hundred thousand gems. (Q91)

At the same time, there is the suggestion that one who can compose multiple dîvâns must be extraordinary in his poetic skills. In all of these claims, above and beyond the requisite boasting of a professional poet, there is a plea for his ‘newness’ or ‘differentness’ to be recognized and acknowledged by his audience.

Masʿūd Saʿd’s claim of being adept at various forms can be interpreted in several ways. Abdul Ghani writes about the versatility of Masʿūd Saʿd in utilizing the various poetic forms that he inherited and others that he was the first to employ:

[I]t may be noted that he has made an important departure from the established practice in the sphere of panegyric poetry which was, up till his time, limited to qasîdah. Very few poets, indeed, had before him used any other form of metrical composition as a vehicle for praise. But Masʿūd extended its bounds by using freely all types of poetry for the purpose. The forms which were commonly employed by him to supersede qasîdah were musaddas, ghazal and qīṭa. 47

47 Pre-Mughal Persian, 209; also see Muhammad Riyāz, ‘Ibtikārāt-i Masʿūd-i Saʿd Salmān,’ Māhnāmah-yi Hilāl 6/7 (1349/1970), 49–52.

He is the first poet to have used the greatest variety of poetic forms and genres and perhaps was the first to have included a couple of them, such as the mustazâd and shahrâshûb, in his collected works. The vast majority of poems in his dîvân are in the form of qasidas. The other poetic forms comprise a very small portion of the poet’s corpus, although parts of his oeuvre may not have been preserved for posterity. The poems in the non-qasida forms, except for the qit‘a and rubâ‘i, appear to be literary experiments on the poet’s part. In addition to the multifarious poetic forms that the poet dexterously employed, there is the claim of his writing in two languages: Persian and Arabic, and the later attribution of having also written in the local Hindi language. In his habīyât poetry, he utilizes the skill of combining various modes, praise and complaint, in a variety of forms. As will be examined later, ultimately, ‘innovation’ refers to all of these skills and cannot be restricted to a particular genre or device that was privileged by the poet. The historian of Persian literature Zabīhullāh Safâ writes that every poet of this period was to a certain degree fascinated by the quality of innovation (ibtikâr) while still working within the parameters of the inherited traditions. 48 This topic will be discussed in more detail below, after a survey of the formal and generic achievements of Masʿūd Saʿd.

Since the qasïda was the reigning form at this time and the form favoured by Masʿūd Saʿd, it would be worthwhile to consider its strong links to the Persian courtly tradition of the period. Bausani states that Masʿūd Saʿd was an imitator of the three earlier Persian poets, Rudakî, ‘Unsurî and Manûchihrî. 49 The inherited Arabic conventions of the exordium (nasîb) of this form and its particular imagery had been skilfully modified by Persian poets in the early Ghaznavid period, so

47 Pre-Mughal Persian, 209; also see Muhammad Riyāz, ‘Ibtikārāt-i Masʿūd-i Saʿd Salmān,’ Māhnāmah-yi Hilāl 6/7 (1349/1970), 49–52.

48 Safâ, Târîkh-i adabîyât, [A]ll [poets], in their own words, were innovators under the influence of new intellectual forces, a sign of the manifestation of stylistic changes in the poetry of their period,’ 2: 335, and ‘The subject of innovation in poetry certainly took up the attention and interest of poets, some of whom make clear references to it,’ 2: 336.

49 La Letteratura Persiana (Firenze: Sansoni, 1968), 221.
that it could present itself as a flexible medium of praise and self-expression that allowed a great degree of generic mixing.\footnote{Applicable here are the comments of Julie Meisami in her discussion of the particular virtuosity of Manûchihrî in combining various elements in his qasidas, ‘What world is this? Not merely a hybrid world in which disparate conventions are yoked together, but a world in which the aspiring court poet must constantly struggle and outdo his rivals, prove himself with poetic \textit{tours de force},’ and further, ‘Manûchihrî’s admixture of Arabic and Persian elements is both deliberate and contrived. Designed to testify to the poet’s erudition as much as to his talent, the world to which his poems refer is less that of the court itself than of the poetic tradition; it is a world whose primary referent is texts. This is true even of those qasidas that employ more explicitly ‘Persian’ material, such as the numerous variations on Rudaki’s ‘grape-sacrifice’ motif . . . which, rather than representing an actual ritual survival are, like the Arab/Persian hybrids, highly mannered literary exercises,’ ‘Poetic Microcosms: The Persian Qasida to the End of the Twelfth Century,’ in \textit{Qasida Poetry in Islamic Asia and Africa}, ed. Stefan Sperl and Christopher Shackle (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1996), 157, 160.} With regard to the origins of the Persian qasida, Julie S. Meisami writes:

The early Persian court qasida thus emerges as an analogue of the Persian court, like it absorbing into itself both the macrocosm of the world-garden and the microcosm of the private world of the self, to become a poetic microcosm whose formal divisions and the varied genres it is able to incorporate, making it the ideal vehicle for conveying the many facets of the world of the court. The circumstances of the Persian qasida’s genesis and its status as poetic microcosm continue to inform and shape it even when the form itself is adapted to different ends . . \footnote{Ibid., 163–4.}  

Particularly in this period, it was a flexible form for voicing protest as well as bestowing praise, with its audience, whether courtly or not, the ultimate arbiter of its acceptance and popularity. Thus, utilizing for his \textit{habşîyât} poetry, Mas’ûd Sa’d expressed himself in a variety of ways without transgressing its generic requirements. In his special situation of imprisonment, writing in isolation and in the face of oblivion, the qasida was the ideal vehicle for this poet; as Frank Lewis concludes:

\textit{The qasîdeh}, then, though it shares a ‘cycle of themes’ with the \textit{ghazal}, is perhaps better thought of as an epic genre, one in which, in Frye’s ‘presentation,’ the poet faces his audience, declaiming an ‘extended oratorical form’ in a direct address or at least a ‘mimesis of direct address.’\footnote{\textit{Reading, Writing and Recitation}, 11–12.} Thus, he was able to constantly engage his courtly audience and build a case for himself as an injured party. Meisami’s further remarks on the polysemic nature of this form can be applied here:

Poets were active in court life, involved in its politics and intrigues, and their panegyrics reveal this involvement. In addition to obvious topical allusions, for example those found in victory poems, other more subtle and oblique references reflect and address contemporary issues, and often contain criticisms of specific actions or policies as well as more general ethical admonitions. In short, any panegyric qasida holds the potential for multiple meaning, for the inscription of a subtext (or texts) whose message may complement or subvert that of the surface text, a strategy to which the qasida’s structural and rhetorical conventions lend themselves with infinite flexibility. As might be expected, such complexities of meaning most often involve not only the ideals of kingship presented in the ritual surface text, but the problematic inherent in the relation between these ideals and historical realities; the dialogue thus generated is particularly characteristic of early Ghaznavid panegyric.\footnote{‘Ghaznavid Panegyrics: Some Political Implications,’ \textit{Iran} 28 (1990), 32.}

There is a continuation of this in the late Ghaznavid poets too, even as their world expanded and they began to include new images and forms.

In Mas’ûd Sa’d’s early work dedicated to Prince Mahmûd, the victory qasida is the favourite mode of panegyric, as would befit a young poet embarking on a career at court. The style of the qasidas of this period is characterized as being intellectual, with a preponderance of Arabic and technical words and concepts. Another characteristic is that the inclusion of the \textit{nasîb} is more the exception than the rule with the two poets of Lahore. Although Mas’ûd Sa’d continued to exploit
the qasida form when he was imprisoned in exile, he increasingly be-
gan to write more qit‘ahs or even poems that are technically qasidas,
but in the singularity of subject and absence of a recipient’s name, are
much like a qit‘ah. There is also an increased and ultimately exclusive
focus on himself as a poet. His constant references to his own versa-
tility and virtuosity appear to exceed the requisite boast (fakhr) of pane-
gyric poets.

The contextualization of Mas‘ûd Sa‘d’s work against the historical
and social background sketched above, as well as within the courtly
tradition of the qasida form with all its generic implications, provides
my entry into examining the three levels of alienation in his dîvân. The
readings that situate him as a poet at the cultural and literary crossroads
are explored in the following chapters under the headings of exile, prison, and literary reception and canonization.

Chapter Two
Poets in Exile from Privileged Spaces

Exile is strangely compelling to think about but terrible to experi-
ence. It is the unhealable rift forced between a human being and
a native place, between the self and its true home; its essential sad-
ness can never be surmounted. And while it is true that literature
and history contain heroic, romantic, glorious, even triumphant
episodes in an exile’s life, these are no more than efforts to over-
come the crippling sorrow of estrangement.

—Edward Said

A. The Perils of Being a Court Poet

Mas‘ûd Sa‘d’s plaintive voice from exile must be considered in the con-
text of the lives and poetic production of Persian poets in the eleventh
and twelfth centuries CE, who were either banished, imprisoned or
underwent physical or mental suffering. The position of the profes-
sional poet at Persian courts was a prominently respectable and covet-
ed one that offered a poet financial benefits and a legitimate forum to
practice his craft. However, there was also a negative side to this call-
ing: when a poet fell out of favour, both his private and professional

2 For the office and functions of a court poet at this time, and the complex insti-
tution of literary patronage in Persian courts, the historical documentation and
lives were affected drastically. Exile and/or prison, i.e., curtailing of his prestige and removal from his sphere of activity, were the most common forms of punishment that he suffered. For poets in such strained circumstances, poetry was the one available medium to express their dissatisfaction and complain about their lot. The existence of such a body of poetry has prompted Jan Rypka to exaggeratedly characterize this precarious situation as a social reality in the twelfth century among the Seljuq court poets:

From the social point of view the poets no longer stood on so high a pedestal as they had done previously. They faced each new day with fear, for the vast Seljuq empire was gradually disintegrating into states of varying sizes. Jealous of one another and easily bought for money, the poets were not treated with any great tenderness by the rulers, and thus it is common to find them languishing in prison or wandering from one court to another.3

Whether this was a new social phenomenon is questionable since the career of a court poet must never have been completely devoid of problems, and his relationship with his patron was more often than not dependent on the latter’s fortunes. Kay Kâ’ûs, the Ziyarid prince and eleventh-century author of the Persian mirror for princes, Qâbûsnâmah, advises his son regarding the sensitive nature of being in a ruler’s service:

If it happens that you are one of those in the service of kings, even if the king makes you close to him, do not be proud of it, flee intimacy (nazdîk) with him . . . do not seek employment with a prince whose fortunes have reached their apex since he is then near his downfall . . . and always fear the anger of the king.4

The author then goes on to quote a line from the poet Qamarî Gurgâni, ‘Composing poetry for you is dangerous for me/Bringing forth a pearl from the sea’s bottom involves danger.’5 The poet Nizâmî Ganjavî (d. 1209) also cautions his son about the double-edged nature of this profession: ‘Do not get involved with poetry and poetics/for the best of it is the most mendacious.’6

The decline perceived by Rypka in the grandeur and security associated with a court poet’s profession is generally viewed in connection with a long-term trend of political and religious crises in the Iranian lands during this time.7 One of the earliest references to a general decline in literary activity is a remark by the historian Bayhaqî (d. 1077) who notes in passing, while narrating an anecdote about a poet: ‘The various views are set forth in a series of recent writings on the subject: especially Jerome W. Clinton, The Divan of Manûchihrî Dâmghânî: A Critical Study (Minneapolis: Bibliotheca Islamica, 1972), 1–21; J.T.P. De Bruijn, Of Piety and Poetry, 155–60; Julie S. Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 9–14, 43–7; and most recently Frank Lewis, Reading, Writing and Recitation, 140–71. In these discussions, the issues have been chiefly the ritual aspect and didactic nature of court poetry, or the economics of such relationships. Patronage was a dynamic institution that had a dialogic relationship with the political and social currents of the time. The normative descriptions of the relationship between poet and patron as set down in mirrors for princes and other handbooks must be considered carefully as these were not adhered to in many instances.

3 ‘Poets and Prose Writers of the Late Saljuq and Mongol Periods,’ The Cambridge History of Iran, ed. J.A. Boyle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968), 5: 551. A positive aspect of this situation is the point made by Heshmat Moayyad that the ‘the Seljuks did serve the cause of Iranian culture by carrying Persian poetry into many new territories and creating new centers for its cultivation’, ‘Lyric Poetry’ in Persian Literature, ed. E. Yarshater (New York: Bibliotheca Persica, 1988), 135. Although J.T.P. De Bruijn concurs with the view of a decline in the conditions for production of court poetry, he sees a ‘renaissance of Ghaznavid poetry’ (the ‘first flowering’ having taken place under Sultan Mahmûd) in the reigns of Sultans Ibrâhîm and Bahramshâh, Of Piety and Poetry, 148–9. However, he concedes that the paucity of texts available from this period makes it difficult to form any conclusive judgment about the history of this poetry.


5 Ibid., 202.


7 For a summary of the ways in which political turbulence, in particular the larger impact of the repeated Central Asian Turkic invasions, affected the literary scene, see Zabihullâh Safâ, Târikh-i adabiyât dar Îrân, 2: 117–30.
The market for learning, literature, and poetry was sluggish (kāsidgûnah) and devoid of connoisseurs (sâhib) of these arts. Bayhaqî had made a living as a secretary in the Ghaznavid bureaucratic machinery at the height of its power, and was writing this towards the end of his career. As will be discussed, this crisis for poets, rather than being merely a result of political shifts, was a response to changing patterns of patronage, as had been established by Sultan Mahmûd in the early days of the Ghaznavid and Seljuq periods. Julie S. Meisami dates this shift to a later period:

Until the Mongol catastrophe, which altered patterns of patronage and literary taste as radically as it did other aspects of Iranian life, the court poet enjoyed considerable privilege and influence in return for ensuring his patron’s repute by means of his eloquent verses.

However, evidence shows that changes in preference for certain genres and themes were already occurring in the Ghaznavid period, and the loss of power of the Ghaznavids had begun to affect the patterns of courtly patronage.

Despite the limited number of sources for the lives of poets of this period, it appears that discussing the plight of poets who were treated shabbily or ended their lives in tragic circumstances because of their patrons’ neglect or displeasure was a common preoccupation among writers of mirrors for princes or of biographical dictionaries. Such an awareness and concern on the part of the literary establishment of the time for poets who suffered can be seen in several writings of this period:

- The harsh treatment of Firdawsî (d. 1019–20) and Mas’ûd Sa’d at the hands of their patrons were recorded in dramatically sympathetic tones for the first time in Nizâmî ‘Arûzî’s Chahâr maqâlah in the twelfth century.
- Mukhtârî also wrote about the plight of his contemporary and colleague, Mas’ûd Sa’d, in a dedicatory qasida that was meant to arouse sympathy for both of them.
- The literary memory regarding these poets’ experiences was more often than not inspired by a concern to safeguard their own positions and provide guidelines for their patrons on how not to behave towards them. Firdawsî’s unpleasant brush with his potential patron, Sultan Mahmûd, grew into a legend over the years in the form of a satire that was falsely attributed to the poet, already known to Nizâmî ‘Arûzî and included in all later manuscripts of the Shâhnâmah. Although, ironically, Firdawsî was the earliest and basic work on this satire is by Hafiz Mahmud Khan Shairani in a series of Urdu articles, which have been translated into Persian by ‘Abd al-Hay Habibi as Chahâr maqâlah bar Firdawsî va Shâhnâmah (Kabul: Bayhaqi, 1355/1976), 37–110.
- A. Shapur Shahbazi in his Ferdowsi: A Critical Biography (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University, 1991) has sifted through the various legends concerning Ferdowsi’s relations with Sultan Mahmûd, 2–3, 74–81, including the satire, 83–103. Shahbazi concludes about the satire, ‘However impressive, the Satire is a forgery which contradicts Ferdowsi’s own testimony. The poet had praised Mahmûd as “beyond reproach and slight” in such irrevocable terms that to attribute so revengeful a satire to Ferdowsi amounts to disgracing him by attributing to him the double standard of ignobility of some court flatterers who uttered vile words when unsatisfactorily rewarded,’ 101.

This support system was part of the poetic establishment of the time as described by Frank Lewis, “It seems clear that Persian poets of the fifth/eleventh and sixth/twelfth centuries were highly conscious of the poetry being written by their contemporaries and immediate predecessors . . . This sociopolitical nexus encouraged repetition and allusion to the works of other poets, whether such comparison was done by way of self-aggrandizement, paying homage, or simply catering to the audience’s taste,” “The Rise and Fall of a Persian Refrain,” in Reorientations: Arabic and Persian Poetry, ed. Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 211.

8 Târîkh-i Bayhaqî, 275. According to De Bruijn, one has to be cautious in drawing conclusions from the larger picture which appears bleak: ‘The decline of scholarship at Ghazna, from the middle of the 5th/11th century onwards, must not be equated with a return to barbarism. The presence of leading social groups with solid family traditions, like officialdom and the Islamic clergy, was a guaran-tee of certain standards of learning even if the stimulus to new creative efforts was lacking’; Of Piety and Poetry, 53. This can be seen in the new directions, in terms of the nature of their literary output, new audiences and sources of patronage, that poets like Nâsîr Khusraw and Sanâ’t took. Khânîqâhs increasingly became rivals for the performance of poetry, Heshmat Moayyad, ‘Lyric Poetry,’ 135.

9 Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 11.
not attached to any court, for subsequent court poets he became the classic example of a great poet who had been grossly wronged. His alleged satire ends with an ominous warning to Sultan Mahmûd that would voice the concern of all court poets:

I composed these lines in order that
the king learn a lesson from them,
and henceforth he may know what is poetry
and ponder the advice of the ancient past,
so that he may not harass poets any more,
and safeguard his own honour.
A poet who is offended composes satire;
satire endures until the day of resurrection.
I cry out in the court of the pure God,
sprinkling earth over my head,
saying, O God! Burn his soul in hell!
Gladden the heart of this deserving slave.\(^{13}\)

Another way that poets dealt with their situations was by railing against fate \(\text{(rûzgâr)}\) and society, and denouncing the profession of panegyrist. Beginning with Nāsir Khusraw (d. ca. 1072), who like Firdawsî was also not attached to any court, this form of protest gradually became a popular trope, a trend that culminated in the work of the Seljuq poet Anvari (d. 1164–65) who 'raises his voice against certain stupidities prevailing among the rank and file, against fawning and irregularities in the social order, turns his satire even against women, perverse passions and the blindness of fate.'\(^{14}\) The tendency to blame fate for one's misfortunes is at least as old as Arabic poetry, if not older,\(^{15}\) and perhaps became popular with the Persian poets of this period due to the increased awareness and influence of Abbasid poetry among them. In this period poets recognize this inherited trope as a convenient medium for the expression of personal grievances and utilize it in creative ways to the point where it becomes a cliché in the rhetorical device of \(\text{hasb-i hâl}\), description of one's condition, which became a commonly included part of the Persian qasida.

Thus, the negative side of the status of court poet and the dangers entailed to it were accepted conditions of that position. It was two non-court poets, Firdawsî and Nâsir Khusraw, who provided the impetus for much of the discourse on this subject in this period, and the inherited devices that were the stock-in-trade of poets (\(\text{hasb-i hâl}\), complaining about the caprices of fate, nostalgia for the past) were taken up and put to use systematically by those poets who were exiled or imprisoned.

B. The Poetic Memory of Ghazna and Sultan Mahmûd

The defeat of the Ghaznavids by the Seljuqs at the battle of Dandânqân in 1039 marked the end of the early and 'great' phase of this dynasty. The reigns of the two great Ghaznavid monarchs, Sultan Mahmûd (r. 998–1030) and his son Sultan Mas'ûd (r. 1030–40), would be recorded in poetic memory as not just the apex of political power but a 'golden age' of literary activity, with Sultan Mahmûd revered as the patron \(\text{par excellence}\) of his times. Sultan Mahmûd was primarily responsible for making Ghazna a worthy successor of Bukhara, capital of the Samanid dynasty,\(^{16}\) in terms of being the literary centre and providing a competitively healthy and profitable atmosphere for the

---


\(^{14}\) \textit{Rypka, History of Iranian Literature}, 199.

\(^{15}\) De Bruijn states that the fatalism found in early Persian poetry 'has its roots in pre-Islamic' traditions, \textit{Of Piety and Poetry}, 153; also see Stefan Sperl, \textit{Mannerism in Arabic Poetry} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 22–4, for the power of fate versus the power of the ruler.

\(^{16}\) \textit{Tha’alabi’s description of Samanid Bukhara as ‘the Focus of Splendour, the
production of court poetry in Persian. Having gained fame for his conquests of the Iranian lands, and especially making inroads into India, Sultan Mahmûd made a conscious effort to gather intellectuals, poets, and men of learning. The ‘zenith’ of this dynasty had witnessed an unprecedented flourishing of literary activity and production.

The office of Malîk al-shû’arâ (King of Poets) was first created by Sultan Mahmûd, and ‘Unsurî was the first poet to hold it; this institution became a significant factor in the valorization of poets and poetry at the Ghaznavid court. The pattern of patronage that Sultan Mahmûd established took a firm hold and subsequent courts such as the Timurid court in fifteenth-century Herat, the Mughal court in sixteenth/seventeenth-century India, and the Qajar court in nineteenth-century Tehran would model themselves on it in establishing the position of Malîk al-shû’arâ.18 ‘Unsurî says in a qasîda to Sultan Mahmûd’s vizier, Khâjah Abû al-Qâsim Ahmad Maymandî:

From the sages who have gathered at your court,
You are making Ghazna just like Greece.19

and in a qasîda to Sultan Mahmûd he says:

No one else in the world besides him
placed a thousand misqâl in the scales of poets.20

He then adds that if one believed Rûdakî was generously rewarded for his poetry one should witness Sultan Mahmûd’s generosity! ‘Unsurî was renumerated so generously by the Sultan that Khâqânî would say over a century later in a poem whose very rhyme is the poet’s name:

With ten couplets for one victory in India,
‘Unsurî earned a hundred bags of gold and slaves.
‘Unsurî, I have heard, lined his pots with silver,
and had his cutlery made of gold.
If he were alive in this age of stinginess,
‘Unsurî would have made his pot of straw.21

In the end, with a mixture of envy and cynicism, Khâqânî asserts his own superiority in the poem by declaring that ‘Unsurî did not have to live in the harsh world that was his own lot. He feels that ‘Unsurî had it too easy and was spoiled by Sultan Mahmûd, and the value of his poetry is mediocre; meanwhile, good poetry is produced even in adverse circumstances.

The triad of Ghaznavid historians, ‘Utbî, Gardîzî, and Bayhaqî, as well as the Seljuq statesman Nizâm al-Mulk, all contributed to the Shrine of Empire, the Meeting place of the most unique intellects of the Age, the Horizon of the literary stars of the World, and the Fair of the greatest scholars of the Period,’ Yatimat al-dahr, quoted by E.G. Browne in Literary History of Persia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1902–24) 1: 365, is indicative of the importance of a strong cultural centre for the institutional patronage of learning and literature. In Bosworth’s view, ‘Since the Ghaznavid empire depended so much on the Sâmânîd inheritance for its political structure, it is not surprising that literary, cultural and artistic trends under Mahmûd also followed the patterns established in the eastern Islamic world by the Sâmânîds. It was the court of Bukhârâ which gave material backing for the literary florescence of New Persian, whilst at the same time remaining a great centre for the traditional Arabic theological, legal and philological sciences,’ The Development of Persian Culture Under the Early Ghaznavids, in Iran 6 (1968), 37; also see his The Ghaznavids (Edinburgh: University Press, 1963), 131–4, for the courts of Mahmûd and Mas’ûd as ‘brilliant cultural centres’; Clinton, The Divan of Manûchihrî Dâmmânî, 4–5; and Gîrî Fallâh Rastgâr, ‘Adâb va rusûm va tashrîfât-i darbâr-i Ghaznah az khilâl-i Tâhirî-hand Bayhaqî,’ in Yâdnâmah-i Abû al-Fazl Bayhaqî (Mashhad: Dânîshgâh-i Mashhad, 1350/1971), 412–67.

17 For an example of how new cultural centres emerge, see Carla Petievich’s Assembly of Rivals: Delhi, Lucknow and the Urdu Ghazal (New Delhi: Manohar, 1992). Particularly, the account of the rise of Lucknow and its active promotion by potential patrons to outdo the level of patronage that Delhi had offered before it lost its central position, 26–8. Especially relevant is her point about a city’s efforts to attain political legitimacy by becoming the ‘new standard-bearer’ of culture, 29.

18 The symbolic prestige of this title can be appreciated by the fact that it was in use by the Qajar court even in their declining years.


20 Ibid., 126.

aggrandizement of the image of the monarch.22 The above-quoted author of Qâbûsnâmah ended up in the service of Mahmûd and recalled him in respectful terms conducive to the positive image he was later to acquire, particularly in mirrors for princes,23 with the Ghaznavid administration becoming the model for other subsequent polities. The popular image of Sultan Mahmûd according to C. Edmund Bosworth was of ‘a great fighter for the faith and as the despotic ruler of an immense empire, which came to the forefront in literature and legend after his death.’24 Among courtly circles, he was celebrated as a Maecenas who set the standards of appreciation for poetry and generous renumeration of poets;25 at the same time, the alternate memory

22 Bosworth, Later Ghaznavids, 75. In The Ghaznavids, Bosworth says, ‘Many of Mahmûd’s admirers, especially those amongst Indian Muslim scholars, have stressed his role as a munificent patron of the arts and as the creator of a Muslim culture on the eastern fringe of the Islamic world, by whose influence Muslim religion and civilization passed to the Indian peninsula. Mahmûd has thus become the first hero of Indian Islam,’ 131. As an example of this see Muhammad Nazim, The Life and Times of Sultan Mahmûd of Ghazna (Cambridge: University Press, 1931), 157–9, for a traditional treatment of Sultan Mahmûd’s role as a grand patron. Sultan Mahmûd was even included in the first tazkirah of Persian poets, ‘Awfî’s Lubâb al-âlbîb, where he extolls the monarch both as a patron and as an amateur poet of sorts, 74–5. Mahmûd is also glorified in exaggerated terms in Dâwlatshâh’s Tazkira al-shu’ârâ, ed. E.G. Browne (Tehran: Khâvar, 1366/1987) in the entry for the poet ‘Onsorî, 36–9.


24 ‘Mahmud of Ghazna in Contemporary Eyes and in Later Persian Literature,’ Iran 4 (1966), 89. The author sketches the role of the poet ‘Attâr in building the legendary picture of Sultan Mahmûd that would endure for many centuries, chiefly in mystical literature. This Sufi appropriation of Sultan Mahmûd may have been a move to counter his popularity in court poetry and utilize him for more didactic purposes.

25 Actually, the epithet Maecenas is not wholly inappropriate for Sultan Mahmûd; compare the description of the Roman patron’s role to that of his Ghaznavid counterpart: ‘What Maecenas had to work on was the fact that the situation of these [Augustan] poets (a situation of sudden comparative, if genteel, poverty) could readily be seen by them to be the direct result of the social and political evils of him as an unappreciative and cruel patron who failed to reward Firdawsî for his efforts in composing the Shâhnamah, the primary book on Iranian kingship, prevailed. Firdawsî’s failure to gain entry at court has also been explained as a result of jealousy and exclusiveness on the part of the poets in office.26 Since the city was the centre of civilized life and site of the court,27 it became the focal point for poets who strove to pursue a career at court. Neophyte poets made for Ghazna and strove to penetrate the courtly circles in order to gain recognition for their work; their efforts could either be abetted or hindered by established poets. When the established poets were out of favour, they were often banished from the city and were rejected from the social complex that provided both an appreciative audience and support system; from banishment and rejection they wrote about their loss and nostalgia for the centre of culture, as in the case of Mas’ûd Sa’d throughout his early career.

C. Manipulation of History in a Qasida by Mas’ûd Sa’d

Mas’ûd Sa’d’s exploitation of the fact that his first patron was named Mahmûd, namesake of the great Sultan Mahmûd, was an attempt to recreate the golden age of the early eleventh century. Prince Mahmûd

that had to be the prime concern of anyone who aspired to, or held, power’, Gordon Williams, ‘Phases in Political Patronage of Literature in Rome,’ in Literary and Artistic Patronage in Ancient Rome, ed. Barbara K. Gold (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1982), 14.

26 Shabbazi, Ferdowsi, 94. This symbolic moment has been recorded by artists in a miniature in the Houghton Shâhnamah, where Firdawsî is standing apart from the coterie of Sultan Mahmûd’s court poets, reproduced in Stuart C. Welch, Wonders of the Age: Masterpieces of Early Safavid Painting, 1501–1576 (Cambridge, Mass.: Fogg Art Museum, 1979), 42–3.

27 Farrukhî’s elegy on the death of Sultan Mahmûd begins with a description of the gloom the event has cast on Ghazna, Divan-i Hakîm Farrukhî Sîstânî, ed. Muhammad Dabîr-Sîyâqî (Tehran: Zavvâr, 1371/1992), 90–3, and regarding poets he says, ‘The demand for poets was high with you/You have gone and the market right away collapsed’; also see Bosworth’s article, ‘Farrukhî’s Elegy on Mahmûd of Ghazna,’ Iran 29 (1991), 43–9.
was given the title Sayf al-Dawlah (Sword of Fortune) like his great ancestor;28 and secondly, he was praised by both Mas'ûd Sa’d and Abû al-Faraj Rûnî for his activities of ghazâ in India, just as Sultan Mahmûd had been panegyrized by his court poets for his religious zeal.29 In a long victory qasida (Q89) for the Prince, Mas'ûd Sa’d calculatedly uses coincidences of name and event to evoke a particular nostalgia for the age of Sultan Mahmûd.

The poet begins by asking the breeze (nasîm) to take this victory poem (fatârnâmâh) and spread the word of the Indian military successes of Prince Mahmûd in Iran. He goes on to narrate the story of his patron’s campaign into India to capture the Agra fort. When the prince’s troops are besieging Agra, the ruler of the city, Prince Jaypâl, has a frightening dream in which he sees himself sitting on a high place surrounded by lions and snakes. Then he sees a green meadow and an impressive personage sitting on a golden throne.30 He wakes up and realizes that the person is Prince Mahmûd and immediately runs out, surrenders and offers obeisance to his enemy. Prince Mahmûd tells him that he has come to plunder the fort and his troops proceed to do that. To authenticate the story, the poet says that he was there himself (dîdam bâ khvud) to witness the pillaging. After a lengthy description of the attack, the poet describes the victorious moment:

Inside the fort a roar arose from the ghâzîs:
May the king Sultan Mahmûd enjoy the kingdom! . . .
In India your sword showed the result of victory;
‘Thus swords of kings show their effect.’

The last line is the rhetorical device, tazmîn, where the poet works a line from another poet’s poem into his own. Here, the line is from a victory poem written by the the ‘King of Poets’ of Sultan Mahmûd, ‘Unsuri’.31

Several elements within it make this poem a multi-layered text: the exploitation of literary tropes, the coincidence of the names of the legendary ancestor of the poet’s patron and that of the patron himself, and the occasion of a victory over the kâfir Hindus. It is not clear whether there was a ruler named Jaypâl during this time; Jaypâl was the name of the Hindushahi king that Sultan Mahmûd defeated in 1001 near Peshawar before he gained a foothold in the subcontinent.32 In the poetry of this period, Jaypâl (or often Chaypâl) is used to denote a stock Hindu king, just as the Khâqân is always the name for the ruler of China. Thus, the poem as a historical document is an extremely problematic matter.33 Writing about nostalgia, Susan Bennett remarks, ‘memory, like nostalgia, might resemble only superficially the past which it is said to represent.’34 Mas’ûd Sa’d is deliberately creating a confusion of historical facts: the temporal obfuscation would make the audience believe that the setting for the poem was equally the heyday of Sultan Mahmûd’s time or that of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s own. When he

28 Nazim, The Life and Times of Sultan Mahmûd of Ghazna, 36.
29 Mu’izzî, poet laureate of the Seljuqs, dedicated two qasidas to the Ghaznavid Sultan, Bahramshâh, in which he emphasizes his descent from the sultans Mahmûd and Mas’ûd to the point that it appears these are the only credentials the current sultan can be proud of, Divân, ed. ‘Abbâs Iqbâl (Tehran: Kitâbfurûshî-yi Islâmîyah, 1318/1940) 66, 288.
declares that he had witnessed the event, he is implying that 'Unsurî had never been on a campaign; he himself (Mas'ûd) is no mere effete poet but also a man of action. By including the tazmîn on 'Unsurî's line, he is equating himself with that great poet laureate and casting his relationship with his patron in the light of the relationship between Sultan Mahmûd and 'Unsurî. This qasida is indicative of Mas'ûd Sa'd's complex relationship to his first patron, who was a descendant of the great Sultan, and of his own ambition concerning their future together.35 Underlying these sentiments is the sense of loss, of not being at Ghazna and—at another level—of not having been a poet during the heyday of the Ghaznavids. Paul Connerton writes about the ritualistic importance of such texts, ‘We preserve versions of the past by representing it to ourselves in words and images. Commemorative ceremonies are pre-eminent instances of this. They keep the past in mind by a depictive representation of past events’;36 the recitation of such a panegyric poem would not only have suited the poet’s purposes but have instilled family pride in the heart of his patron. Mas'ûd Sa’d’s nostalgia was not random or pure flattery but a deliberate recreation and reinvention of the recent past using a description reminiscent of the epic mode. Nostalgia, in which Sultan Mahmûd and 'Unsurî set the standards for the ideal patron-poet relationship, was one of the few resources available to this poet who lived too late in time.

Thus, the changes in the patronage system caused by the shrinking power and prestige of the Ghaznavids after their defeat that resulted in the loss of a literary and intellectual centre, allowed poets to respond to their alienation in a variety of interesting ways and by using different generic forms available to them that would set long-lasting precedents in the history of Persian literature. Besides 'Unsurî, poets like Mas'ûd Sa’d looked to the writings of the exiled poet, Nâsir Khusraw, who had been spurned by society.

35 For a discussion of the use of panegyrics by poets for political purposes and their ‘oblique’ meanings, see Julie S. Meisami, ‘Ghaznavid Panegyrics: Some Political Implications,’ Iran 28 (1990), 31–44.

D. Poets Complaining of Ghurbat

Call me no more, 
As heretofore, 
The musick of a Feast; 
Since now (alas) 
The mirth, that was 
In me, is dead or ceast. 
Before I went 
To banishment 
Into the loathed West; 
I co’d rehearse 
A Lyrick verse, 
And speak it with the best. 
But time (Ai me) 
Has laid, I see 
My Organ fast asleep; 
And turn’d my voice 
Into the noise 
Of those that sit and weep. 
—Robert Herrick, 'Lachrimae in Mirth, turn’d to mourning,' from Hesperides (1648)

Ghurbat (exile, alienation) is an emotionally charged word used by poets like Nâsir Khusraw and Sanâ’î to describe their conditions, the same word being used today by Iranians away from their homeland. The use of language and manipulation of their own situations by poets resembles the phenomenon of modern-day migrancy as described by Iain Chambers: ‘[It] involves a movement in which neither the points of departure nor those of arrival are immutable or certain. It calls for a dwelling in language, in histories, in identities that are constantly subject to mutation.’37 Similarly, for the pre-modern poet, in the words of Giuseppe Mazzotta: 'Exile . . . is not merely a perspective from which he acknowledges the storms brooding over history and nostalgically relives the pastoral order of the city. It is also the very

condition of the text, its most profound metaphor.'38 Since poets were frequently unsettled physically, they had nothing but their memories and their poetic craft to sustain them. In the individual poem, according to Julie Meisami, ‘nostalgia’ constitutes a poetic topos which, like any other, lends itself to manipulation. It is also a powerful rhetorical means used both to establish the poet’s persona and to set the scene for the remainder of the *qasida.*

Nâsir Khusraw was the earliest poet to live in exile whose poetry is extant. In fact, he wrote a substantial body of work that speaks of an exile’s profound frustration and alienation. He is said to have been an employee in the bureaucratic system of the Ghaznavids, and witnessed the passing of the ‘golden age.’ Khurasan then was not only the battle-ground for struggles between rulers but also between the factions of the rival Abbasid and Fatimid caliphates. There was a continuation of the Ghaznavid policy of persecution of the Ismailis who, backed by the Fatimids, were actively involved with clandestine propagation of their faith. All this added to the unstable condition of the age:

In an age of political and religious strife no doubt a certain number of philosophers and men of noble spirit were charged with intellectual treason and put to death or tortured; Nâsir’s bitter complaints about the ill quality of the age should be read in this grim light.40

After his eventful visit to Fatimid Cairo and supposed conversion to Ismailism, he returned to Balkh in 1052 and began to preach actively in Khurasan. Escaping the threatening atmosphere there, he fled to and spent the second half of his life in Yumgan, in the remote region of Badakhshan. From there he wrote poems for the Shiite imams, the Fatimids, and for the Amir of Badakhshan, whose identity has remained unknown;41 he often addressed the people of Khurasan, in tones of anger and loneliness, lamenting his treatment at the hands of his countrymen. In the following section from a *qasida* he recalls his past life:

O omnipotent Lord! I complain to you, of the people of Khurasan, great and small.

What did I do that my kinsmen and strangers all, in a panic, have fled from me? . . .

I am that same Nâsir of whom no assembly of nobles and no vazir’s seat of honour was empty; In respect, no one called me by name, My sobriquets were ‘Man of Letters’ and ‘Scholar’.

I was literature’s strong arm, through me the eye of authorship was bright.42

Nâsir Khusraw lays the blame for his tragic state on the entire province of Khurasan, whose inhabitants have failed to accord him the honour and respect that is his due. He employs spatial contrasts to emphasize his position of isolation: the entire populace of the large province of Khurasan has forsaken him now;43 formerly he was a part of the assemblies of the nobles, which were tightly-knit, exclusive spaces. The word

---

41 Jalâl Matînî, ‘Nâsir Khusraw va madîhahsarâ’î,’ *Yâdnâmah-yi Nâsir Khusraw,* 473, shows that the poet did not give up writing panegyrics but turned away from his previous audience among the nobles of Khurasan.
43 See Gîtî Fallâh Râstgâr, ‘Azâdandîshî,’ 427–9, for a full picture of Nâsir Khusraw’s allusion to Khurasan and the state it was in; also discussed by Yûsufi, ‘Az tab’îdgâh,’ 80–3; and Julie Meisami, ‘Places in the Past,’ 84–7.
khâli (empty), describing the assemblies without the poet’s presence, is frequently employed by exiled poets of this period to conjure the state of the social and intellectual life in their hometowns without them. Khurasan has changed for the worse not just because of political and religious crises but because of his banishment:

The land of Khurasan which was the abode of literature has now become a mine of ignoble devils.

Balkh was the home of wisdom and now Its home is desolate and its fortune reversed. This is due to the fact that he was the support of literature (adab) itself, which is not powerful (qâvi) anymore because of his absence.

Although the poet’s larger purpose in criticizing society is to rouse the masses into becoming true believers, he is also interested in making his situation known to as many people as possible. His poetry is tinged with religious and didactic overtones at one level, and at another level it is the protest of an individual exiled from his homeland. Payman Vahabzade’s category of ‘exile poetry’, which he contrasts with ‘emigration poetry’ and ‘the poetry of immigrants,’ is a useful one here; he says, ‘One of the most interesting facets of exile poetry lies in the fact that its underlying ideas are always oppositional.’

The apostrophe to the breeze or wind was often employed by poets writing in this vein; using the breeze as the qâsid (messenger) to the poet’s distant homeland allowed them to emphasize their loneliness.

Khurasan was opposed to the literary and religious establishment, which he saw infused with ignorance and stupidity, and by his careful use of imagery he depicts himself as taking up the whole of this society by himself.

Nâsir Khusraw is not always so scathing in addressing his homeland; at times he reveals a gentler aspect of his nature when he writes about the land that has rejected him:

O Wind! Greet Khurasan for me: the learned and wise, not the ignorant rabble.

Bring me news of them when you have given them accurate news regarding my condition.

Tell them that the world has bent my cypress, This is the deceitful doing of the world.

Beware that its pact and agreement does not deceive you, For it does not abide by any pact or agreement . . .

Don’t you see, in the hands of riff-raff, like an ass-mill, how much Khurasan has gone through?

Why are you deceived by the Turkish rule?

Remember the majesty and glory of Mahmûd of Zavulistan.

For the didactic aspects of Nâsir Khusraw’s poetry, see Yûsufî, ‘Nâsir Khusraw, muntaqîdi jîtimâ’î,’ 631–5; and his ‘Az tab’ilgâh,’ 79, for the mixture of generic conventions in his poems. Nâsir Khusraw’s intended audience for his taunting and vituperative attacks on the people of Khurasan and pathetic addresses to the land, can perhaps be better explained by Alexander Dalzell’s remark on the purpose of didactic poetry, in which the poet speaks ‘over the head of the formal addressee to a wider audience, whose identity has to be reconstructed from the text of the poem,’ The Criticism of Didactic Poetry: Essays on Lucretius, Virgil, and Ovid (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), 27. The question of Nâsir Khusraw’s audience is indeed a complicated one. His poems appear to be texts which parade themselves as oppositional and independent of patronage.” M.D. Jardine, “New Historicism for Old? New Conservatism for Old?: The Politics of Patronage in the Renaissance,” in Patronage, Politics and Literary Traditions in England, ed. Cedric Brown (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1991), 308.

46 Space, Identity, and Bilingual Poetry: Rethinking Iranian ‘Emigration Poetry,’ in The Literary Review 40 (1996), 43. The author adds that conflict with the current Iranian government is a form of exile poetry, and a successor of the poetry of protest of the ‘60s and ‘70s. The whole issue of this journal entitled ‘Exiles and Explorers’ illustrates the nature of modern-day exile literature in Persian and is of interest for comparing the human side of experiences of alienation a thousand years apart.

47 Divân, 58. See also the beginning of Q237 for the same use of wind as qâsid. The use of the breeze al-sabâ in the Arabic qasida is discussed in Jaroslav Stetkevych, The Zephyrs of Najd: The Poetics of Nostalgia in the Classical Arabic Nasib (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 123–34. This device would become quite common in Persian lyric poetry, and poets do not always specify the kind of breeze or wind. In a variation on the breeze as messenger, Ma’ûd Sâ’d substitutes the rain cloud, as in this qasida to Khâjah Maymandi: ‘Take care! when you pass Ghazna/strew pearls over that land./I give you a message: tell them/of this despondent and homesick one’ (Q286). This substitution may have its source in
at there not being a messenger at hand, and at the same time to avoid addressing anybody in particular. In this poem, he has entirely reversed his technique: the people of Khurasan are actually quite innocent of any negligence; the blame for his misfortunes is laid at the door of the heavenly powers. His own experience should be a lesson to them of the cruel workings of fate. The reference to Sultan Mahmûd (who was a Turk too) is particularly effective here given his image in society.

At other times, he personifies ghurbat as in the following poem:

The scorpion of exile has afflicted my heart, it seems that it found no one else but lowly me on this earth.
When I regard my condition closely, bile rises to my head out of grief.
I ask why did the high, ignorant, unjust heavens make me the target of fate’s arrow.
If a man’s importance lies in perfection and virtue, Then why did it so humble insignificant me?

This device too allows the poet to air his grievances without pointing fingers at specific individuals. Although Mas’ûd Sa’d does not use the word ghurbat, Sanâ’î (d. 1131) does in the expression div-i ghurbat (demon of exile) while conjuring up the horrors of being exiled. This word also allows Nâsir Khusraw to engage in skilful alliteration and wordplay:

O exile! The water of exile robbed you of your youth, from the sorrow of exile the raven flies over your head. The dust of exile cannot be washed from the eyes of an exile, even if you wash yourself daily with rose water.


The raven (ghurâb al-bayn), an inauspicious bird, is particularly connected with exile in classical Arabic poetry, and comes from the same lexical root as exile. In another poem, Nâsir Khusraw describes exile as his sole companion, but one who is his enemy:

O God! What does ‘exile’ want from me?
For day and night it has attached itself to me. Exile has struck up a friendship with me, it has made me an enemy of friendship.
Anyone who fled from an enemy saved himself, but to flee from this enemy is not salvation.
Exile is a taxing enemy, since it wants nothing from you but your country, city and home . . .
You have not experienced what I did in exile, under its pestle, the mortar has made me into collyrium.
Exile is the mortar of men of learning, from the man of learning, learning itself is oil.

Depicting the mentally debilitating effects of life in exile, particularly the separation from one’s homeland, he nevertheless says that exile is a necessary experience for sifting out learned people from the ignorant. All the ramifications of Sanâ’î’s experience of exile can be better understood in the light of Nâsir Khusraw’s experience since both used their poetry for religious propaganda, although their lives ended in very different circumstances.

52 De Bruijn notes the need for a comparative study of Nâsir Khusraw and Sanâ’î’s poetry but regrets that such a study ‘can only be envisaged when the philological investigation of the works of both poets has proceeded much further than at the present stage,’ 185. This is no reason to exclude him from the present study where his description and protest of his state, rather than his religious poetry, is the object of study. See also Clinton who states that Nâsir Khusraw’s ‘anti-court’ qasidas ‘found few imitators in the centuries immediately after his death’, EP, ‘Madih, Madh, 2. In Persian.’

53 See De Bruijn for a detailed analysis of the contents of this work and a piecing together of the social history of Ghazna at that time, Of Piety and Poetry, 39–56, 194–6. This scholar interprets Sanâ’î’s departure from Ghazna as a ‘symptom of the long-term development in Sanâ’î’s career, namely the change from the profane
Sanâ’î wrote just after he mysteriously left Ghazna for Balkh sometime between 1109 and 1114, is a unique combination of satire and hasb-i hâl, and marks a new stage in his new career as preacher. From his new abode in Balkh he asks the familiar messenger, the wind, to take a message for him to Ghazna:

O fortunate painter without a brush,
Free messenger without a letter,
For better or for worse, destiny
has made you the courier
If you wish to go on a heavenly journey,
The earth of Ghazna is better for you than a crown.
Go from Balkh to Ghazna,
That in itself will guide you to lofty places.
The earth of Ghazna is the loftiest sphere,
Heaven and Ghazna are equal in form.54

Sanâ’î paints a positive picture of Ghazna in the opening lines but extends it to the physical city itself, not to the people. Continuing with this metaphor, most of the poem is taken up by a description of the Ghaznavid sultan, princes, officials, the military body, clergy, scholars, poets, ending with a personal account of his arduous journey from Ghazna to Balkh and a panegyric on his new patron. Few personages are spared the poet’s biting invective, and the poet has shown that at each level of society (except the sultan) there is corruption, ineptitude and ignorance. There is nothing there to keep him, except emotional ties to his homeland. Sanâ’î instructs the wind to bear news about himself:

Give my greetings to high and low,
one by one, when you reach there . . .

to the religious use of poetry,’ 58. Frank Lewis’s interpretation, that it was Sanâ’î’s failure to penetrate the upper echelons of the Ghaznavid courtly circles that led him to concentrate on a new section of society as his audience, Reading, Writing and Recitation, 125, much better explains his ambiguous relationship towards his hometown.

Sanâ’î’s didactic purpose is evident, although he did not follow his own advice. He has an ambivalent attitude towards his hometown: he is able to roundly criticize many aspects of its society, yet he is concerned about his image in its inhabitants’ eyes, revealing an attitude mixed with homesickness and bitterness. Seeing himself as the victim of the demon of exile (dîv-i ghurbat), he is essentially accusing his city of birth of not appreciating his true worth.

There are echoes of resentment against the city of Ghazna in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s contemporary, Mukhtârî, who was at the Ghaznavid court but for a time also wandered from court to court in search of patronage. He wrote a qasida in honour of Mas’ûd Sa’d in which he speaks from an insider’s point of view:

The arena has become small for poets,
every poet has been jostled from his place.
Every temperament that had control over magic,
is stunned in frustration, as if bewitched.56

After praising the qualities of his senior colleague, he turns to the role of Ghazna in this situation:

I am aware that you [Mas’ûd Sa’d] have experienced much from the people of Ghazna.
Of the gems and silk of words and meaning,
all praise is entirely unadorned and naked.

55 Ibid., 172–3.
since they see the pained hearts of poets, but do not see the way to cure them.57

Without the poets as adornment, the city is unclothed and in a shameful state. The blame lies with the people who have allowed this to happen to their city. He goes on to describe his own condition:

Why should I not compose my poetry?
I, who am an ignorant rhymer and a hack.
Isolated in the middle of the city,
I am more lonely than in the desert.
Of my shirt, robe, and skirt, they have made a collar, chains, and prison.

In contrast to the others, Mukhtârî is alone right in the middle of the city, immersed in his own clothes. He is consciously placing his own negative experiences in the context of the ignominy that Mas’úd Sa’d had to tolerate at the hands of the unappreciative people of Ghazna. Displacement from the central locus of their lives, whether home or the milieu of poetic production, empowered Násir Khusraw, Sanâ’î, and Mukhtârî to speak about their feelings and experiences drawing on traditions and tropes that were familiar to them, at the same time creating new contexts for the literature of exile.58 Mukhtârî seems to be speaking for all poets when he says that he will keep composing his poetry no matter what adversities he faces.

E. Mas’úd Sa’d between Ghazna and Lahore

Even nostalgia is relative given the vicissitudes of time and space: when Mas’úd Sa’d was in Lahore he longed to be in Ghazna, but when he found himself in an even more provincial town, Lahore did not appear so unappealing. During his short stint as the governor of Jallandar, East Panjab, he wrote a masnawi, which is a valuable document in its description of an intimate courtly gathering, with its proper hierarchy, in Lahore. Sanâ’î was probably influenced by this work when he wrote his Kārnâmah-yi Balkh, though apart from the structural features of shahrâshūb that they share,59 the works are quite different in their purport. In this work Mas’úd expresses his frank longing for his hometown, Lahore, although he was not banished or in disgrace at this time. The poem is a panegyric in the form of a list of the attendants at a typical assembly of his patron ‘Azud al-Dawlah Shîrzâd ibn Mas’úd ibn Ibrâhîm (viceroy in India, 1099–1114/15), describing the qualities of each and poking gentle fun at some of them, but not reviling them like Sanâ’î. He assigns himself the appropriate place in this hierarchy, coming after the nobles, secretary and physician, but before the performers (musicians, singers, and dancer).60 About himself he says:

I, Mas’úd-i Sa’d-i Salmân,
am more lowly than the companions.
Without cause the king favoured me and raised me over all the slaves . . .

utilizes the abandoned campsite theme. There is not a single instance in Mas’úd Sa’d’s dīvān of such ‘Arabic’ qasidas as found in the works of Manûchîhiri and Mu’izzî. The theme of the journey was a popular one and was used in a special way by Mas’úd Sa’d as described below. For the Arabic-type qasida in Persian, see Julie S. Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 56–60. For a detailed analysis of the uniquely Arabic genre and subgenres of nostalgia and longing, hînan ilâ l-awtân, see Wadad Kadi’s article, ‘Expressions of Alienation in Early Arabic Literature,’ in Myths, Historical Archetypes and Symbolic Figures in Arabic Literature: Towards a New Hermeneutic Approach, ed. Angelika Neuwirth (Beirut: F. Steiner, 1999). Relevant to the cases of Nâsir Khusraw and Sanâ’î is her comment, ‘the factor that leads one to depart from home is escaping ignominy and debasement at home and seeking dignity and honour abroad,’ 13.

59 For this masnawi as an example of the genre of shahrâshūb, see the discussion in chapter four.

60 His placement is reminiscent of Nizâmî ‘Arûzî’s recommendation of four figures in a prince’s entourage: secretary (dabîr), physician (tabîb), poet (jâ’îr), and astrologer (munajjîm). The last is missing in Mas’úd Sa’d’s assembly.
Now that I have left for Jallandar,
When may I come again to the city,
So that my sorrows are lessened and
I again witness the king’s exalted assembly?\textsuperscript{61}

The admixture of self-deprecation and wistfulness hints that he was not suffering terribly in his short absence from Lahore; social prospects probably appeared bleak there and he recalls the opulent and lively entertainment at the Lahore court. At the end of the \textit{masnavî} Mas‘ûd Sa’îd again praises the prince and emphasizes the proper position of the poet in such assemblies:

\begin{quote}
Indeed, that poet is audacious who composes lengthy verses.
Since fate has kept me far away from that paradisiacal assembly, I have no other choice but to uplift my spirits in this manner.\textsuperscript{62}
\end{quote}

Out of nostalgia, he has recreated in verse a typical gathering, which he compares to paradise, and by emphasizing his own place in it he legitimizes his position as a court poet. Exaggerating his isolation, he declares that writing poetry is the only occupation available to him,\textsuperscript{63} a point he would frequently make in his prison poetry, as when he boasts:

\begin{quote}
No place is devoid of my name, Whether it be city or desert. (Q36)
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Divân}, 801–2.
\textsuperscript{62} Ibid., 817.
\textsuperscript{63} The same rhetorical device was used by the Roman poet Ovid who was exiled by the Emperor Augustus around 8 CE: ‘There is also a more defiant, aggressive strategy in the poetics of exile, in which Ovid asserts that it was his talent which enabled him to endure the rigors of exile,’ Betty Rose Nagle, \textit{The Poetics of Exile: Program and Polemic in the \textit{Tristia} and \textit{Epistulae ex Ponto} of Ovid} (Brussels: Latomus, 1980), 173. Such an assertion on the part of the exiled poet serves to increase his merit in the eyes of his audience. Gareth D. Williams also writes about Ovid’s manipulation of his situation, ‘But while Ovid’s objective might seem to the credulous reader, whether ancient or modern, to be the simple expression of sincere

Being away from the centre of poetic activity caused an anxiety in the poet; but he implies that even in the desert, away from the court milieu, his poetry is appreciated. He uses the same spatial imagery (city/desert; \textit{khâlî}) that Nâsir Khusraw had employed before him to contrast his present situation with the past and exaggerate his loneliness.

Mas‘ûd Sa’îd had the distinguished honour of being a court poet right from the start of his career, a position that Nâsir Khusraw did not have and one that Sanâ‘î strove for but did not achieve until the end of his life. In the early stages of Mas‘ûd Sa’îd’s professional career, being a boon companion in the entourage of Prince Mahmûd in Lahore was everything that a provincial poet could aspire to be. However, for an ambitious person, being a poet in the provinces was not equal to the honour of residing and working at the central court in Ghazna, and he repeatedly boasts of his superiority over the poets at the Ghazna court. Lahore, especially since it was outside the territory of greater Persia, was no more than a training ground for an ambitious poet; besides, as the boon companion of the crown prince, Mas‘ûd Sa’îd must certainly have indulged in hopes of following his young patron to the capital when he became king one day. The frequent references to Ghazna in Mas‘ûd’s poems of the early period speak of the fascination that the capital city held over him, and the scanty biographical information suggests that a rift had occurred with his first patron, Prince Mahmûd, over his ambitions to move to the capital.

A favourite motif that Mas‘ûd Sa’îd employs in his panegyrics for Prince Mahmûd is the erotic \textit{nasib}, in which the reaction of the poet’s beloved to his decision to leave India and go on a trip is described in the following vein:

\begin{quote}
When (s)he saw my travelling plans were fixed, the edges of his/her mouth became moist with weeping.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{grief and hardship, the more sophisticated reader will find a different Ovid—an exile who creates an ‘unreal’ picture of his circumstances in exile by manipulating his ‘facts’ to creative advantage. This Ovid is no different to the pre-exilic poet who displayed his powers of artistic invention and capability at every turn; and within the exilic shadow of the creative artist that he once was,’\textit{Banished Voices: Readings in Ovid’s Exile Poetry} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 49.}
Continually crying and saying, Don’t break our pact, don’t hurt me and hasten on your trip.
Where can you go from Mahmûd’s command
for he is the companion of the fortune bestower.
Will you abandon the court of the prince of the world?
Do you seek separation from the nobles and friends?
I answered saying, It is not the time to tarry.
This is advisable for my career—and yet it was not advisable—
What work do I have in the land of India?
For the King of the world is better for me. (Q17)

He then undertakes the customary perilous journey and arrives in the presence of his patron Prince Mahmûd, whom he assures he could never conceive of leaving. The pact between lover and beloved here is analogous to the one between patron and poet, but he dares to break it by suggesting that the sultan himself is anxious to have him at the court at Ghazna. However, when he arrives at the court it is not the sultan who is there but his patron, the prince. The erotic nasîb, with the dialectic interaction between the beloved and poet, offers the poet a suitable medium for negotiating his own relationship to his patron. Julie Meisami has suggested that “[t]he love situation evokes unspoken parallels on the level of courtly conduct, while implicitly subjecting this conduct to examination and criticism; it also provides a means of alluding to the poet’s specific circumstances in an effective but veiled manner.”64 The poet seems to be suggesting to the patron that both their careers could be furthered at the capital, and that when the prince becomes sultan he should not forget his poet.

In another qasida to Prince Mahmûd when he is in Barsapur65 in India, he addresses his beloved in Lahore:

When I think of Lahore and my beloved—nobody [ever] detested their city and beloved.

64 Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 74. For an analysis of this motif being used to a different end by Anvari, 72–6.
65 I have been unable to identify this place; the alternate reading in the Yâsimî edition is Nîshâpûr, which cannot be correct given the historical circumstances of the poet’s life.
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In any case, the glory of Ghazna is better for me than Lahore.
Indeed, for me better than union with that beauty is the presence of the court of the victorious king. (Q147)

Here the poet is stating his position in clear terms to his patron. Behind his assertion that Lahore is not good enough for him anymore is the reality that he has his sights set on Ghazna. In a different twist to this motif, in Q42, it is the beloved who is going to Ghazna with the poet persuading the beloved to take him along. Interestingly enough there is no mamdûh mentioned in this short qasida; but the erotic nasîb and the journey motif such as is only found in his early qasidas indicate that the poem may have been written for Prince Mahmûd.66 Separation from his patron is an issue that the poet tries to deal with and rationalize in these preludes, with the prospects in Ghazna always looking more attractive.

After his affiliation with Prince Mahmûd came to an end, Mas’ûd Sa’d sought to dispossess himself of any professional associations with India and the Lahore court. In a poem in which he goes over the whole affair that led him to prison, he confesses:

I was afraid and turned my back on my homeland, saying to myself, It’s [just] me and my ill luck.
I harboured many hopes, Alas! so many hopes. (Q189)

In another prison qasida (Q228) addressed to Muhammad Bihrûz, a vizier at the Ghazna court, he says that he so much desires to be in his patron’s presence and be in his service that he no longer desires to see India. This idea is repeated in another long panegyric addressed to Siqat al-Mulk, who helped him procure his release from prison:

By God, if an atom of desire for India has remained in my heart!

66 Farrukhî in his erotic nasîb also frequently uses this motif: the poet’s beloved is sad because he is leaving Ghazna, Diveân, 386; or the poet is leaving for Ghazna, 295.
After all, what have I to do with Lahore, amongst that race of hapless ones? (Q236)

The road between Lahore and Ghazna, fraught with the obstacles and dangers that are the stock ingredients of the perilous journey of the nasib, became a symbolic path for Masʿūd Saʿd that would lead him to salvation and success. He describes this metaphorical road in vivid terms in a qasida addressed to a boon companion of Sultan Ibrāhīm, Abū al-Rushd Rashīd:

I have traversed a path from whose depths and desolation the accursed devil continually reaches from hell.
Rarely could prey escape its narrow thicket, hardly could a royal falcon perch on its heights.
God is my witness that my absence from your service only made me dejected and depressed.
Having taken up the reins of fortune, desire for your assembly drew me to Ghazna. (Q260)

In a veiled allusion to the circumstances surrounding his falling-out with Prince Mahmūd, he suggests that the only way open to him was to take the dangerous road to Ghazna. Caught between the two worlds, he says in despair at one point:

Sometimes I am wounded by the calamity of Lahore; Sometimes I am chained by the calumny of Khurasan. (Q204)

The poet’s early career was dominated by this vacillation; the two geographical entities pulled him in different directions. Ultimately, these lines from a qasida written from his days in Jallandar betray Masʿūd Saʿd’s ambivalent attitude:

The useless world is a filthy ass, the relentless heaven is a rabid dog.
The land of Jallandar is my pasture, the snake and my goat are in a dangerous pit . . .
I wish that every year
I might be in two desired places, that for two seasons in these two glorious cities, my absence be changed to presence.

For dearer to me than rose water and ambergris are the water of Ghazna and the dust of Lahore. (Q150)

Lahore still has the dominant emotional hold on him and Ghazna continues to have its appeal. All that is known of the outcome of this struggle in the poet’s mind is that he did not make it to Ghazna at this time but ended up in prison twice, and his first patron, Prince Mahmūd, disappeared from the annals of history. Lahore was not mentioned again after his days of prison and exile were behind him and he was a court poet in Ghazna.

One of the most poignant poems in the entire dîvân of Masʿūd Saʿd is Q280, written from prison as an apostrophe to his hometown Lahore, rather than the capital Ghazna:

O Lahore! How do you fare without me? How are you illuminated without your bright sun? The garden of my poetic talent adorned you—how do you fare without tulips, violets and lilies? Suddenly your dear child was separated from you: how do you fare in your mourning and lamentation for him? There are two chains heavy as a body on my feet, having become lifeless how are you without a body? There is no message from me and you don’t say in good faith, “Trapped like Bizhan67 in a fortress, how are you?”

The rest of the poem has the city addressing the poet, expressing the concern and nostalgia that the latter feels for the former. In its melancholy state, Lahore is portrayed as a city bereft of such positive elements as the sun, flowers and the poet himself. By asking a series of rhetorical questions the poet is expressing a feigned disbelief at how the city could even operate without him. Should not the whole network of civilization have broken down without his presence? A city without a garden, and in this case Masʿūd Saʿd’s garden of poetic talent (bâgh-i tab‘-i nazm), is in ruins (vîrân, as he calls it later in the poem). The apostrophe to one’s hometown immediately calls to mind one of the

67 Bizhan is a young hero in the Shâhnâmah who was trapped in a pit by the evil King Afrāsîyāb.
best-known poems in the history of Persian literature, Rûdakî’s paean
to Bukhara that was written to rouse feelings of nostalgia in his patron,
Amîr Nasr II (r. 913–42), when they had been away from home for an
extended period of time:

The fragrance of the Muliyan stream
makes one remember the dear beloved.
O Bukhara! Rejoice and live long,
the prince is joyfully coming to you.
The prince is a moon and Bukhara the sky,
the moon is coming to the sky.
The prince is a cypress and Bukhara a garden,
the cypress is coming to the garden.68

Bukhara is addressed in terms of a beloved, albeit in happier tones than
Lahore is by her poet since the lover is returning to his beloved.Actually, it was Nâsir Khusraw who had preceded Mas’ûd Sa’d in making
such apostrophes a part of exile poetry, as when he addresses Khurasan:

Who can ask Khurasan for this lowly, depressed exile,
‘How are you without me?’
The same as I saw at nawrûz?
Send news if you are the same.69

The rhetorical question again implies that the city must be devastated
by the poet’s absence, but behind it is a sincere emotion. In a rubâ’î
addressed to God, Mas’ûd Sa’d longs only for his beloved hometown
in pathetic tones:

O Lord! Do you know I am in heavy chains?
O Lord! Do you know that I am weak and helpless?
O Lord! My soul has departed in sorrow for Lahore:
O Lord! I long for it! O Lord! (R20)

The personification of Lahore as a beloved suggests that no human is
willing to understand his plight. This is a deliberate rhetorical device
because the people, especially the patrons, cannot be separated from
the city; Mas’ûd Sa’d’s cry to Lahore may be a device to help him pro-
cure a pardon, but like Nâsir Khusraw before him, and Sanâ’î after
him, Mas’ûd Sa’d positions himself in a relationship with his home-
land that is depicted as beneficial to both sides: the places that have re-
jected them now possess a literary vacuum as a result of their absence,
but at the same time the poets’ outpourings of grief and resentment
show how much they long for the lost spaces. In Mas’ûd Sa’d’s case,
there is a dual sense of loss: being situated in provincial Lahore whereas
the great poets are in Ghazna, and at times even longing for Lahore
when faced with a worse situation. The common factor in the experi-
ence of these three major poets of that period is the fact that their nos-
talgia for lost spaces is not so much a generic legacy as happens in the
Arabic qasida (although there is some exploitation of the conventions
of that form), but a reality for the poets. The poets’ memories of the
cultural milieus they functioned in, even when they are compared to

68 This poem survives as the occasion of an anecdote in the work of Nizâmî
‘Arûzî, Chahâr maqâlah, 49–54. The version given here is the popular one estab-
lished through usage and memory. For the alternate, perhaps more accurate read-
69 Divân, 371.

70 Compare these lines from a poem by Ovid:
From the Black Sea, I, Ovid’s letter, reach you,
Tired by the road, tired as I crossed the brine.
Weeping he said, ‘See, as you can, Rome’s city;
Alas, much happier your lot than mine!’
Ovid: Sorrows of an Exile: Tristia, tr. A.D. Melville (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1992), 97. In order to evoke sympathy, both poets hint at the remoteness of their
locations.
the Arcadian Ghazna of Sultan Mahmûd, are a response to the actual socio-economic circumstances of urban life in which they practiced their craft. The poetry of Nâsir Khusrav and Sanâ’î, notwithstanding its religious dimensions, is channelled into voices protesting the establishment that is responsible for the political, social, economic and spiritual ruin of their times. In the case of Mas’ûd Sa’d, the protest is from the inside: his is the personal voice of an aggrieved member of the establishment itself. Although exclusively a poet of panegyrics, sometimes while in prison his sorrow makes him take on a Nâsir Khusrav-esque tone of utter contempt for society; it is questionable whether Mas’ûd Sa’d was aware of Nâsir Khusrav’s poetry, despite the point of similarities in their poetics of exile. In the following poem, Mas’ûd Sa’d envisions a city that is doomed:

I see a people lost on their paths,  
in their ignorance the times [are] upon them like a dark night.  
Indeed, they perceive a path [of salvation] in my poetry,  
but in the light of stars they only see the path’s darkness.  
I see a people in the sleep of ignorance:  
useless to themselves and to knowledge.  
Asleep like the scorpion, busy in their corners,  
they have equally absurd thoughts . . .  
I see a city without wisdom or intelligence,  
rearing its head with the turban of arrogance. (Q90)

This gloomy picture is not intended to be just Lahore or Ghazna but the whole world in which the poets functioned. Even people who feign sympathy and generosity are not to be trusted:

What do I want from the people of this age, since they all resemble [jaded] mares in their natures and temperaments.  
Beware! Don’t be deceived by their pity,  
look well for they are all petty and numerous.  
Don’t seek warmth from them even if they are all suns,  
don’t seek gems from them even if they are all mines. (Q76)

When flattery and pathos did not work, there was no recourse for the poet but to take on this ominous view of a society which is so steeped in a morass of ignorance that it does not appreciate the poet’s worth, a point that poets of this period repeatedly made.

---

71 The two Iranian scholars, Muhammad Rizâ Shafî’-Kadkanî and Mahdî Nûrîyân, in private discussions with the author have expressed doubt that Mas’ûd Sa’d would have been familiar with Nâsir Khusrav’s works. It is possible that given similar personal circumstances poets can independently react in similar ways. Comparative work between Nâsir Khusrav and Sanâ’î will shed light on this problem, since Mas’ûd Sa’d would have been an intermediary between the two poets.
a genre, how were generic categories conceptualized at that time? The use of thematic designations for poems (khamrîyât, zuhdîyât, etc.) was a common classification device in classical Arabic literature, although it was less frequently used in Persian, but this reflects the problem of how such categories changed over time without being reflected in the manuscripts of dîvân. In Mas’ûd Sa’d’s dîvân, the habsîyât take the pride of place, and for modern readers at least, they are distinct enough from the rest of his work to merit being classed in a single genre.

The problem of sorting out the complicated schemata that have been proposed for various terms for genres and fixed forms in pre-modern Persian poetry is compounded by the looseness of English terms themselves.3 For my purposes, I follow Tzvetan Todorov’s explanation of the function of genres which is particularly appropriate for studying the habsîyât: ‘Genres communicate indirectly with the society where they are operative through their institutionalization . . . Genres are the meeting place between general poetics and event-based literary history.’4 Of course, this is not necessarily how traditional Persian literary critics classified poetry; for them, the poem was defined both by its form and rhetorical elements. The qasida, the privileged form in classical literature, is usually classified under three categories:

1. according to its rhyme
2. according to the subject of the nasîh (or taghazzul)
3. by the main topic of the poem, e.g., madhîyah (panegyric), bahârîyah (spring poem), etc.

3 For a detailed survey of the problems of genres and fixed forms and the nomenclature as established by Persianists, see Frank Lewis, Reading, Writing and Recitation, 1–14. In Persian, Sîrûs Shamîsâ’s study, Anvâ’-i adabî (Tehran: Fir-daws, 1374/1996), is a valuable study that begins to study genres in classical Persian poetry from a critical point of view.


5 Rizvân Sharî’at, Farhang-i istilâbât-i adabi (Tehran: Hîrmand, 1370/1991), 124–5. The author also sheds light on the question of what is the appropriate length of various poetic forms, ‘Increasing the number of bayts and the length of the qasida depends on the importance of the subject and the power of the poet.’
But there is no provision for the fact that a single poem can have elements of all three types and thus defy categorization, as happens frequently.

According to one scholar, ‘One of the main strategies in generic innovation in Arabo-Persian is the manipulation of topoi associated with one genre in the context of another.’ Thus, ‘[t]he semiotic expectations which each genre or separate topos generated may help us to understand how one topos bleeds into the next to create a complex spectrum of meaning . . .’ This view is supported by another contemporary of Mas’ûd Sa’d, Rashîd Vatvât, who quotes in his handbook of poetry from one of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s habshiyyât poems in connection with the rhetorical device al-kalâm al-jâmi’i: ‘This device is [used] when poets incorporate in their verses expressions of wisdom, advice, or complaint.’ His Arabic examples are from Mutanabbî; and for Persian he quotes two lines by Mas’ûd Sa’d:

By God, look at this fortune and life:
until I die the prison will be my home.
In sorrow my heart became splintered like a comb’s teeth8
when I saw a strand of white hair in my comb.

Vatvât continues:

Most of the poems of Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân are kalâm-i jâmi’, especially those which he composed in prison, and none among the Persian poets can match him in style—either in beauty of meaning or subtlety of words.9

10 Habsîyah dar adab-i Fârsî, 18.
11 A Cure for the Grieving, 35. In addition, the author says about this genre, ‘Such poems are to be found in nearly all Persian diwâns, or—for earlier poets—in tadkiras, and are headed—in the editions, but often also in old manuscripts—šikâyat-i rûzegâr. In diwâns those poems are sometimes grouped together, and anthologies can have a separate chapter for complaints . . .’

12 Anvâ’-i adabî, 232. Heshmat Moayyad also defines lyric poetry not as synonymous with the ghazal but also encompassing other poetic forms, ‘Lyric Poetry,’ 121.

Kalâm-i jâmi’, then, is one of the identifying topos of the habshiyyât genre; some others are hasb-i hâl, vasf (exphrasis), madh (panegyric), du’â (prayer) and fakhr (boast). Habshiyyât, a description of one’s condition, often of one’s abject state, is closely related to kalâm-i jâmi’ and is the term often used by Mas’ûd Sa’d to describe autobiographical elements in his poems. In his detailed study of the habshiyyât genre in classical Persian poetry, Vallüllâh Zafarî says that hasb-i hâl, shikva (complaint) and pûzish (entreaty) are sub-categories of habshiyyât.10 A.L.F.A. Beelaerts explains that ‘habshiyya is part of a larger group of texts in which complaints are expressed . . . This šikâyat partly corresponds to what Persian medieval literary critics call kalâm-i gami, which is not a term for a genre (genre not being a subject these critics talk about), but for a figure of speech.’11

Contemporary Persian scholars have applied other specialized criteria to this genre. Sirûs Shamîsâ classifies habshiyyât with other thematic genres such as shahrâshûb, marsîyah and sâqînâmah, and considers them all subgenres of lyric poetry (shi’r-i ghanâ’î) because the poet expresses his emotions in them.12 Muhammad Ja’far Mahjûb also states that only a poet who is actually imprisoned can be the author of habshiyyat in the true sense,13 thus providing a meeting place for a poet’s life and his poetics. The manipulation of certain topoi contextualized against his personal life makes Mas’ûd Sa’d a prominent habshiyyât poet.

One of the aims of the poet in the habshiyyat poems was to procure the attention of patrons who would be in a position to either rescind

---

6 Julie S. Meisami, personal communication. For a relevant study of the way genres were conceptualized by classical writers, see Francis Cairns’ Generic Composition in Greek and Roman Poetry (Edinburgh: University Press, 1972). Cairns’ approach to poems in terms of identifying topoi that can be combined and manipulated to a certain extent provides a useful approach to analyzing classical Persian poems.

7 Lewis, Reading, Writing and Recitation, 36.

8 I have taken this line from Nûrîyân’s edition, Qt128; as cited here, the original did not make sense.


10 Habshiyyat dar adab-i Fârsî, 18.
11 A Cure for the Grieving, 35. In addition, the author says about this genre, ‘Such poems are to be found in nearly all Persian diwâns, or—for earlier poets—in tadkiras, and are headed—in the editions, but often also in old manuscripts—šikâyat-i rûzegâr. In diwâns those poems are sometimes grouped together, and anthologies can have a separate chapter for complaints . . .’

12 Anvâ’-i adabî, 232. Heshmat Moayyad also defines lyric poetry not as synonymous with the ghazal but also encompassing other poetic forms, ‘Lyric Poetry,’ 121.

his punishment (i.e., the sultan) or intercede on his behalf (various persons at court). Thus, there are few such poems without a panegyric component. Due to the constant line of communication between the Ghazna court and Mas'ūd Sa'd, wherever he happened to be imprisoned, the qasida functioned for his purpose in its original form as an epistolary poem. Since it was necessary for him not to be forgotten by the court, his poems served as a constant reminder of his continued existence as a poet. That these poems were read aloud at court in the poet’s absence is supported by the fact that in two poems (Q229 and Q237) he mentions a professional declaimer (râvî) by the name of Abû al-Fath. A larger goal of the poet was to permanently record his story in the annals of literary history, an aspect of his poetry that often he tends to valorize over the panegyric. Thus, the qasidas and qit’ahs that have no dedicatee or panegyric component in them are among the most arresting and lyrical poems in Mas'ūd Sa'd’s work.

There was already a body of prison poetry in Arabic literature that would have provided models that Mas'ūd Sa'd may have used in composing his own poems, although the category habisyât does not seem to have been employed by Arabic poets for prison poems in general. The ēmiyât of the Abbasid poet Abû Firâs Hamdânî (d. 968),15 written while he was a captive of the Byzantines, were probably known to Mas'ūd Sa'd. Although the former’s poetic output is quite modest, given the popularity of the Abbasid poetry among the Ghaznavid poets it seems likely that it exerted some degree of influence on Mas'ūd Sa’d’s work.16

B. Varieties of Habisyât

Mas'ūd Sa’d’s poetic virtuosity can be partially understood by the fact that he employed numerous available poetic forms to express himself in prison. In addition to the qasida and qit’ah, his habisyât poems are also found in the rubâ‘î, tarkîb band, ghazal and musammât forms, although there is only one poem each in the last three forms. Fulfilling the formal requirements for each, Mas'ūd Sa’d’s use of certain topoi like hasb-i hâl or shikâyat makes these poems part of the habisyât genre. What criteria (audience, occasion, current tastes) dictated the choice of forms for the poet? How did the different poetic forms with their particular thematic and formal requirements lend themselves to being utilized for the poet’s purposes? These questions will be answered by looking at examples of each form.

The qasida form, given its primacy in this period and its function as a public poem, became the chief vehicle for habisyât poetry, largely due to the fact that the inherited structure of this form was capable of being exploited by the poet for conveying the complex nature of his experience. De Bruijn comments on this:

The structure of the panegyrical kasîda offered the possibility to take the theme as the subject of the prologue . . . More often, however, a section especially devoted to an account of the poet’s condition (hasb-i hâl) was added to the panegyrical address of the patron . . . There are also several non-panegyrical kasidas among the habisyât of Mas’ūd . . . Sometimes the characteristic habisyâ motifs only occur incidentally in poems dealing mainly with other themes.17

Thus, Mas'ūd Sa’d’s early habisyât poems make use of the inherited conventions of the polythematic qasida, with each section of the poem poems of both poets and convincingly demonstrates that there must have been some degree of familiarity on the part of our poet with his predecessor’s work. A more detailed comparison would be illuminating but is out of the scope of this study. Another comparative work, but which does not mention Mas'ūd Sa’d’s poetry, is R. Mahmûd Ghânim’s, Fann al-habsiyât bayn Abî Firâs al-Hamdânî wa al-Khâqânî (Cairo: Dâr al-Zahtû, 1412/1991).

14 In Q237, he entrusts the spring breeze to carry his message to the râvî, who would then recite it. The multiple intermediaries, i.e., the actual but unmentioned messenger, the emblematic breeze, the râvî, dramatically increase the distance between the poet and the intended audience.


16 A.J. Arberry, Classical Persian Literature (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1958), comments on the influence of Abû Firâs on Mas’ūd Sa’d, 12; Gholâm ‘Ali Karîmî in his study, ‘Mas’ûd Sa’d va Abû Firâs Hamdânî,’ Ma‘ârif-i Islâmî 23 (1354/1975), 111–38, compares specific tropes and images that are found in the
being put to the poet’s service. The nasîb is an indispensable tool of the poet, as its traditional function has been to get the attention of the audience. He no longer employs the erotic nasîb that were standard in his early qasidas to Prince Mahmûd; descriptions of the night sky, catalogues of constellations or birds, and riddles, become his favourite themes now. Quite often, the poet dispenses with the nasîb and jumps right into the madh, a general characteristic of the qasidas of this period. Finally, the urgency of the poet’s situation compels him to make the hasb-i hâl itself the nasîb, which eventually results in the creation of poems that are entirely hasb-i hâl without any panegyric element.

Approximately one third of the total qasidas in the poet’s dîvân belong to the habîyât genre. Most are dedicated to Ghaznavid courtiers, while a few, usually laments in the form of apostrophes, are topical and have no dedicatees and could be considered qit’âhs. The madh section in the qasida gives the poet the opportunity not only to panegyrize his mamduh but also to remind the patron of their relationship, implicitly seeking assistance from him and intercession. A complex nexus of relationships emerges from Mas’ûd Sa’d’s addresses to his dedicatees, dependent on the respective position and power of each patron. It is in these lines that we see an ongoing negotiation between poet and patron, bringing out the reciprocity involved in these relationships. In this line he reminds ‘Alî Khâss, a favourite of Sultan Ibrâhîm, of the profitability of the poet-patron relationship:

> Many times I have obtained my price from you:
> I was expensive, don’t sell me cheaply. (Q215)

The poet shrewdly advises his patron that it would be senseless to get rid of him since he has a great deal invested in him. But he himself is not able to be present before his patron, therefore it is imperative that he be represented in the best possible way, and nothing or no one can perform that task better than his poem:

> In your assembly, this poem is such a good agent for me
> that there is no need for another. (Q133)

This boast is completely contrary to his usual requests to friends to intercede on his behalf, and is merely a conceit. He is confident about his talents and assures ‘Alî Khâss that he cannot be forgotten by his patrons:

> I know that you have not forgotten me
> because you remember me by my panegyrics. (Q60)

The irony here is that his anxiety stems precisely from the fear of his poems being forgotten. His characterization of the beneficial effects of the poet-patron relationship is carried a step further when, in addressing Mansûr ibn Sa’îd, he says that his regard for his patron prevents melancholy from overwhelming him:

> Is it surprising that my entire brain is affection for you?
> How can melancholy overcome it! (Q5)

Usually the heart is the seat of affection, not the brain; the intellectualization of their relationship downplays the emotional value of the utterance. Whereas in most cases he constantly complains about being beset by melancholy, here he boasts that he is immune to it because of the secure nature of their relationship. In another place, he addresses his learned patron Siqat al-Mulk:

> If no state has a man like you
> in wisdom and ingenuity,
> then why is one like me who is peerless
> afflicted with imprisonment like this? (Q68)

The relationship of patron-poet is a complementary one, so what benefit can accrue to a patron when his poet is languishing in prison, where his panegyrizing powers would certainly diminish? A simple and most logical argument is that he is of no use to anyone in the prison and so he should be freed by the sultan:

> What use am I in prison and what is my worth
> since today I see no one but the warden.
> Tomorrow if I am abetted by your fortune
> your rank will give me succour. (Q299)

Sometimes he carries this argument to an extreme, adopting the pose that even the prison is acceptable to him because it was decreed to him by the sultan; here he tells Sultan Ibrâhîm:
I am content with this prison and suffering and will not disavow my fate.
Let no dear one think that in the world, like a snake I am in the throes of need.
If the sultan has imprisoned me
I am not ashamed of his prison.
Anyone whom a king imprisons feels prouder than the [whole] world.
I am in the prison of a king who is the only one deserving kingship. (Q287)

He rarely employs this argument, and the grandiose tone befits the rank of the addressee of the poem. His usual wont is to claim to be innocent, as in this series of protestations:

Faultless and innocent, I am imprisoned; for no rhyme or reason, I am detained. (Q189)
I don’t know any crime or sin of mine, except for the backbiting and guile of my devious enemy. (Q91)
If I knew why I am fettered; I despair of God who is undescribable. (Q25)

Deflecting the blame to a third party or cause allows him to remain in the good graces of the sultan:

I have no fear of death’s onslaught;
I have no embarrassment of the king’s prison.
All my sorrows and cares come from the demands of debtors. (Q191)

This magnanimity on the poet’s part, graciously covering up any errors or injustices on the sultan’s side, allows the latter to save face while it is an occasion for the poet to reaffirm their pact of friendship and fidelity. To Tâhir ‘Alî he says that he has lost control of himself without the patron’s proximity:

I am a slave distanced from your assembly, I only eulogize and pray for you.

From the distance and not seeing your beauty my head feels as if I have a hangover. (Q272)

Here, he uses a startling image to describe the rupture in the poet-patron relationship that he has experienced by being in prison:

For years I have been like a suckling baby without its mother. (Q148)

Another subtle way that he describes the imbalance in the state of affairs is by applying the same metaphor to the patron and to himself, but infusing it with different attributes in each case. In a qasida addressed to Mansûr ibn Sa’îd, the poet praises him for his steadfastness:

He is a mountain of steadfastness and a fire of loftiness, a chastising wind and limpid water. (Q10)

and then in the hasb-i hâl section of the same poem he says of himself:

Like a cloud I speak of myself and am unheard; I am not like a mountain that my words will echo.

While the patron is compared to the four elements, the poet himself is an insubstantial cloud. But in the end, as he informs Sultan Mas’ûd, he will fulfil his responsibilities dutifully wherever he is:

In your service, from now on, like a pen and inkwell I will gird my waist with my life and open my mouth in praise. (Q184)

Using the phrase bandagî, which implies both being in service and being in chains, allows his words to have a double-edged meaning. In another place, this sentiment is expressed more directly:

What claim can I make of being in your service? Praise of you is witness to that. (Q67)

At times, having reached the opposite end of the spectrum of confidence, he says in resignation:

From someone like me in such a place, who can want anything but prayer and praise? (Q1)
These exchanges demonstrate how the qasida provides a vehicle for dialogue with the sultan, the courtiers, and the poet’s peers, in short, with anyone who was connected with his life as a professional poet and was powerful enough to help him. Not surprisingly, there survive no poems or communications of any sort to family members or non-professional friends.

From the names of the dedicatees, a large number of the qasidas can be dated to one of the two periods of imprisonment that Mas’ûd Sa’d underwent; however, there is a substantial body of work that cannot be dated, especially the non-qasida poems. By the time of his second extended period of imprisonment in Maranj, Mas’ûd Sa’d had become adept at writing prison poetry and had developed a particular poetics for describing his experience. These qasidas, chiefly dedicated to Siqat al-Mulk, Abû Nasr-i Pârsî and Sultan Mas’ûd, are longer and appear to be the work of a mature poet. After his first stint in prison, he must have gained some recognition for his prison poetry; he had reached the midpoint of his career. The habsiyât in the non-qasida forms appear to be chiefly from his early years in prison, when he was a young experimental poet.

In the fifty or so qit’âhs in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s dîvân that can be classified as habsiyât, the formal characteristics of having an unrhymed opening line (matla’) and the length of the poem are the only distinguishing criteria. Often, the qit’âhs are as long as qasidas and vice versa. Also, why should the qasidas that have no panegyric element and are purely topical not be classified as qit’âhs? The blurring of the distinction between these two forms is a general characteristic of the poetry of this period, although it is not certain how the poets themselves negotiated these formal differences. From some of the qit’âhs it appears that they were drafts that were later worked into full-fledged qasidas. For the most part, the definition of the qit’âh as a topical poem seems to apply here too. The habsiyât qit’âhs are mainly apophtheix to inanimate objects that are tangibly connected to his imprisonment, such as his cell window, or to abstract ideas like fate or buzurgî (greatness). His frequent references in these poems to his white hair contrast with his other favourite trope, the darkness of the night:

I did not have a strand of white hair
when fate put me in prison.
I underwent so much torment and grief
that not a single hair of mine remained black. (Qt57)

Often, the qit’âhs are pithy and moralistic witticisms that approach the spirit of rubâ’îs but are different in form, such as the following:

They say that fortune and misfortune
are present in every story.
You see two bricks
baked together in a kiln.
One is honourably placed at the top of a minaret,
another at the bottom of a latrine-pit. (Qt130)

Describing the unnatural fragmentation of his life, he says he has experienced life as both kinds of bricks. The entire qit’âh can also be a conceit, many such are found embedded in qasidas, and need not stand as individual poems. In this case, he puts his tears to good use:

If [the tears] which my eyes rained on my body
had remained where they were,
my body would be a coiled chain
strung out with pearls. (Qt53)

---

18 Mahjûb, Sahl-i Khurâsânî, 584.
19 See Jerome W. Clinton for a discussion of this problem in the dîvân of Manuchehrî, The Divan of Manuchehrî Damghânî, 62–3. The qit’âh may not have been popular among the early Ghaznavid poets, or perhaps such poems were not preserved in their collected works as the case of the ghazal indicates. In both editions of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s dîvân, Qt35 (3 lines) is part of the nasiḥâb of Q73; this could be the result of careless copying of an early manuscript, or equally, evidence for the ways in which poets wrote poems using various forms. For a general discussion on this poetic form, see Husayn Khâliqî Râd’s Qit’ah va qit’ahsar’î dar shi’r-i Fârsî (Tehran: Intishârât-i ‘Ilmî va Farhangî, 1375/1996), 7–17.
20 I have chosen Yâsimî’s text of this poem over Nûrîyân’s; the latter version appears to be incorrect.
The qasidas are full of such images. The problem of qit‘ahs and qasidas is related to the larger question of the compilation of an individual poet’s divân and the role of the scribe and editor in the transmission of the text. The few surviving manuscripts of Mas‘ûd Sa’d’s divân date from two later periods, the Safavid and then the Qajar, and must have undergone changes in selection and arrangement over time. Especially with early Persian poetry, the non-canonical forms had less of a chance of being copied and safeguarded for posterity, as will be further discussed in the next chapter.

The rubâ‘î also provided a vehicle for the poet’s voice from prison. Some of these appear to be written for private consumption, as the following, in which he touches upon a topic he dared not broach in his qasidas: blaming the sultan for his miseries:

O King! Be afraid of them who will question you in the place where no one fears you: ‘Are you not happy with kingship from God?’ Then how can I be happy with your fetters? (R342)

Other rubâ‘îs address the same subjects that he was obsessed with in prison, such as fate, loneliness, despair and the physical space of his prisons. Some of these poems are elegies for friends and relatives who have passed away and are his sole outlet for the private expression of grief. His tarkîbband 4 written as an elegy on the death of one of Sultan Ibrâhîm’s ministers, Rashîd al-Dîn, does double duty as a habîyât poem merely by the existence of the last line where he says:

You are not my sun if I am not afflicted by chains and imprisonment.

Several habîyât poems describe the poet’s bereavement but are not technically marsîyahs. Qit‘ah 26 is a habîyât poem that is a double elegy for his own son Sâlih and his friend Râshîdî’s son, Râshîd. Mus-ammar 2, discussed below, is reminiscent of the powerful poems of Manuchihrî in this form, and is a tour de force of utilizing the characteristics of a poetic form in the service of the habîyât genre.

C. The Physical State of Being Imprisoned

The most frequent words that Mas‘ûd Sa’d uses to describe the physical space he is confined in are habs and zindân, respectively the Arabic and Persian words for prison, as well as the Persian sumj, by which he specifically means his cell. What prison conditions were like in eleventh century Ghaznavid society can only be explained within the terms of the poet’s own divân since there are no independent sources that describe such institutions. Also, when comparisons are made between pre-modern and modern poets of habîyât poetry, one must remember that beyond the human expression of loneliness and despair such as are shared by exiles and prisoners universally, classical poets were working within the parameters of a strictly controlled tradition of the use of images, metaphors, etc., and had a different agenda in their poetry. In the case of Mas‘ûd Sa’d, how far can his statements about his wretched day-to-day life be accepted as an accurate representation of medieval prisons? Keeping in mind that the poet spent his forties in prison, and that he was in his late fifties when he was again

21 For a detailed discussion of this topic, see the third chapter of Frank Lewis’s Reading, Writing and Recitation, esp. 270–5.
22 For the rubâ‘î as a form for not exclusively ‘romantic’ or ‘quasi-mystical’ subjects, see Jerome W. Clinton, The Divan of Manüchihrî Dâmghânî, 59. For a study of the early history of this form, see Elwell Sutton, ‘The ‘Rubâ‘î’ in Early Persian Literature,” in The Cambridge History of Iran, ed. R.N. Frye (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 4: 633–57. He writes, ‘In contrast to the more substantial qasida and ghazal, it was usually a vehicle for improvization, and contemporary accounts suggest that, as still today, many well-known rubâ‘îyât originated as impromptu thoughts thrown out at random during informal literary or religious gatherings . . . The subject matter of the rubâ‘î, in contrast to its form is virtually unrestricted . . .’, 640–1, and for Mas‘ûd Sa’d and the rubâ‘î, 649–50.
23 A slightly different version of this is also attributed to the poet’s contemporary, Munshi Nasrullâh, see chapter 5.
24 Irene Schneider’s entry, sidjn, in EI², and her article, ‘Imprisonment in Pre-Classical and Classical Islamic Law,’ Islamic Law and Society 2 (1995), 157–73, discuss the legal and doctrinal aspects of prisons. What is relevant here is a quotation from the Hanafi jurist al-Sarakhsî (d. 1096), a contemporary of Mas‘ûd Sa’d, ‘A prisoner should, therefore, be detained in an uncomfortable place without a bed and without any company,’ 168. Mas‘ûd Sa’d’s situation appears to share aspects of exile as well as prison.
imprisoned, the negative aspects of prison life may seem like clichéd tropes. But these were probably harsh realities for a senior poet from the upper echelons of the society of his time.

Darkness, loneliness, and despair are the most frequent complaints of the poet. His helplessness in the face of powerful but intangible enemies like fate often makes him feel completely vulnerable, as when he writes to a patron, Tāhir ‘Alī:

Know well that your imprisoned and enchained slave has become a wingless eagle and clawless lion. (Q171)

The lion and eagle, symbols of royal iconography in their free state, here suggest a state of emasculation, which he refers to directly in Q237, where he calls himself a *shā’ir-i mukhannas* (emasculated poet). In this *rubā’î* he uses an unusual image:

Today I am like a snake in a basket; the world resounds with my fame.
[Even] if every hair of mine becomes a fetter, I will not complain about my fate. (R363)

The snake basket alludes to the narrowness of the prison, of which he also repeatedly complains:

How can I repose in a prison? It is too cramped to sleep in.

In *Q*29 he commemorates his 52nd birthday; in *Q*30, his 56th. In *Q*100 he mentions being sixty; in *Q*170 he says he is sixty two. Browne, however, does not consider the latter to be a prison poem although there is a lengthy *hasb-i hāl* section in it, 717.

26 Compare Antonio Gramsci’s statement about feeling powerless in prison: ‘You are not faced abruptly with an instant’s choice on which to gamble, a choice in which you have to evaluate the alternatives in a flash and cannot postpone your decision. Here postponement is continual, and your decision has to be continually renewed. This is why you can say that something has changed. There is not even the choice between living for a day as a lion, or a hundred years as a sheep, you don’t even live as a lion for a minute, far from it; you live like something far lower than that,’ quoted in Ioan Davies, *Writers in Prison*, 147.

God! Shall I ever see a place stretching out before my eyes? (R301)

His back is bent due to the confined space, where the window is merely an opening to the sky:

Friends, in that narrow prison day and night I am bent over.
Who in the world ever had a house with a stone roof and a brick door?! in which the windows are such that I see half of every star.
Through this narrow opening I look out on the heavens like a one-eyed man. (Q292)

There is also some indication that the poet was chained and his movements restricted:

Now in this Maranj with the door closed, sitting on my chains like a hen on its eggs, I move around on my hands and knees, I sleep like a chain upside down or standing . . .
I want a stew but there is no fire—there is only a pallid face like saffron. (Q237)

There are no luxuries at all to be had in prison, and he longs for even a piece of bread:

I swear that in this prison I have nothing but a piece of burlap.
If I find some whey bread it could rightly be called a sweetmeat. (Q68)

Here he goes into specifics of daily life in prison:

Look how a person lives in prison: his carpet is of husks and his garb a shawl.

27 Nūrîyân has *ridan* (to defecate) here instead of *didan* which is possibly a typographical error.
The wretch who owns nothing but sackcloth snuggles into it from fear of cold.
I, my slave boy and girl, are satisfied that every third day we are given a man of sheep’s fat.
Since I have not seen brass or copper utensils out of necessity I make do with earthenware. (Q171)

The slaves mentioned here probably waited on him but do not count as company since he complains of not having anyone to interact with, as when he describes the desolate situation in the prison at Dahak:

This stinking air has killed my temperament,
I lament because of these hapless people.
There is no one intelligent to converse with, not people from whom one can hear anything. (Q215)

Prison has no physical comforts to speak of:

My bed is snow and my pillow ice, dust and ice are above and below me.
Like a crow I perch on a mountain, within a yard or two is my toilet and kitchen. (R293)

Here he describes a grim exchange between himself and his warden, albeit in an ironic tone:

If I get food every week, not every day,
my hands are a bowl, my knee a table.
If ever I ask the warden, ‘What do you have?’
He says, ‘Don’t eat anything for it is the month of Ramazân.’
I tell him, ‘I’m ill, get me something to eat and drink.’
He laughs and says, ‘That is the whole issue.’
Although your abject slave is imprisoned he cannot survive without food, for he is a living being.
I am unfortunate that with so much wealth and riches today my entire refrain is about food. (Q35)

In addition, the hands that should have been used for writing are being used for more mundane but urgent purposes:

One hand is a flyswatter and the other a scratcher, at night for mosquitoes, and for flies during the day. (Q20)

As far as his writing is concerned, he claims that he has no writing instruments:

To write I use the dust as my notebook; my finger, as a pen, produces forms on it. (Q5)

Even if this is an exaggeration on the part of the poet, he could not have had a ready supply of writing materials. In the end, what sustains him is practicing his craft and getting his product to his audience somehow:

My virtues are known to all although I am hidden from all eyes . . .
I am not deprived of any luxury in prison: even my bread lies on a pan . . .
Do you know what I suffer to get poetry and prose to you? (Q201)

Even if these accounts are taken with a grain of salt, they paint a horrendous picture of prison life in the pre-modern period. However, being the skilful poet he was, these physical descriptions of prison are but a small part of his habîyât, the greater consisting of metaphorical descriptions of the full range of his experiences as a prisoner.28

28 Gareth D. Williams offers an insightful study of Ovid’s melancholy state in exile and the ancient medical literature on melancholy and depression in The Curse of Exile: A Study of Ovid’s Ibis (Cambridge: Cambridge Philological Society, 1996), 112–33. He writes, ‘Of course, the psychological approach adopted in what follows is designed to illustrate certain aspects only of an artistically contrived condition; the symptoms of melancholy and mania discussed below relate only to Ovid’s projected persona, and in no sense are they meant to describe the extra-poetical ‘reality’ of his exilic circumstances—even if that ‘reality’ were deemed to be recoverable from the poetic evidence,’ 115. However, whether Mas’ûd Sa’d’s condition was similarly contrived is questionable; Williams’ quotation from the seventeenth-century Robert Burton in The Anatomy of Melancholy applies equally to the Persian poet’s condition too: ‘[S]uch as have spent their time joyfully, peradventure in all honest recreations, in good company, in some great family or populous City, and are upon a sudden confined to a desert Country
D. The Prisoner’s Lament

Zafarî’s study on the habsîyât genre is mainly composed of lists of motifs and images recurring in the works of various poets; these are expressions of despair and hopelessness alternating with optimism and hope, laments against the vagaries of fate and the onslaught of old age, depression, etc. These lists are useful in studying the poetics of the habsîyât genre and for understanding how Mas’ûd Sa’d utilizes the topoi that have been identified with this genre in order to express himself in effective new ways. In comparison with his corpus of non-habsîyât poems, Zafarî finds the language of the habsîyât poems to be simpler, devoid of excessive rhetorical devices and outlandish rhymes. In fact, this discrepancy in the two bodies of poems often gives the impression that there are two separate styles, even two different poets, under consideration. In the traditional classification of literary styles in Persian, Mas’ûd Sa’d’s style is a transitional one from the earlier Ghaznavid sabk-i Khurâsânî to the nascent sabk-i ‘Irâqî; especially with the habsîyât he is straining to escape from the prison of classifications and make new space for himself in literary history.

The poetics of space are an important ingredient of the habsîyât, through which Mas’ûd Sa’d attempts to come to terms with the contrasting environments of his past and present lives. His description of the new space he is inhabiting and working in is dramatically different from the ‘felicitous space’ of his former life at court and home. He manipulates his nostalgia for urban life and its pursuits to emphasize the isolation he finds himself in. The sole connection between the two worlds is his poetry, a constant reminder of a talent that has not suffered even in adverse circumstances.

These words of the poet addressed to Siqat al-Mulk are indicative of the poet’s negotiations with the spaces that make up his world:

This condition is obvious to me since to the intellect the world’s state is not hidden.
No place is empty of an occupant for the occupant is not separable from his place. (Q300)

Even when he is absent, the poet inhabits the places that were his haunts, especially those that were the sites for the performance of his poetry. Here, in a qasida with multiple dedicatees, he provides a mini-catalogue of the places which made up his public life:

Prayers for me are in every mosque and assembly, regrets for me are in every party and gathering. (Q140)

Of these places, one, majlis, is specifically connected with the performance of his poetry while the other, mahzar, bears testimony to his name even in his absence:

My poetry is remembered in every assembly, I’m always mentioned in every gathering. (Q148)

Presumably, even in his absence these locales are not devoid of his traces. In the following, he exaggeratedly expands the sphere of the influence exerted by his name and poetry to include the entire world:

No place is devoid of mention of me, be it a city or a desert. (Q36)

The two binary opposites, shahr and biyâbân, are made to share the
common feature of resounding with the name of Mas’ûd Sa’d. At
times, the entire world, usually indifferent to his lonely suffering, be-
comes sympathetic and grieves for him:

Sorrow for my imprisonment
is in every city.
The story of my condition
is in every place. (Q283)

The story of his suffering as contained in his poetry has swept across
the world because he was already a famous poet.

In the first six strophes of his musammat 2, he creates an exquisite
scene of a party in a sylvan setting, and then in the next two strophes
abruptly shifts to a description of his own depressed state of mind. The
effect on the reader is jolting, a reaction the poet must have hoped for
from his audience. The jarring difference between the world that he
inhabited in the past and the space he is occupying in the present is no-
where portrayed more vividly in his work. In the next strophe, he reaf-
rms his relationship with his patron by addressing himself:

Your talent is a sea full of pearls, O Mas’ûd Sa’d!
Nurture it with the sun of your intellect, O Mas’ûd Sa’d!
Fashion good poetry like pearls, O Mas’ûd Sa’d!
Go, praise the master fittingly, O Mas’ûd Sa’d!
Concentrate on your thoughts in the whole world, O Mas’ûd Sa’d—
as long as there is a great man like the renowned lord Mansûr.

In the entire world, there is nothing more important for the poet than
to be mindful of his own poetic genius.

When it comes to the places of his incarceration, the poet becomes
the victim of mental oppression brought about by the narrow and dark
cells of the remote and forbidding fortresses. He personifies these pla-
ces as some fiendish enemy or cruel tyrant who has it in for him. In one
of his best-known poems, a panegyric to Muhammad ‘Alî, son of ‘Alî
Khâss, Mas’ûd plays on the name of the fortress where he is impris-
oned:

I am like the tuneless pipe because of this wretched Nay;
no one saw any happiness from this wretched Nay. (Q8)

Punning on the word nây which is both pipe and the name of the for-
tress, he finds that here his muse has dried up and rendered him out
of tune with respect to poetry. In Q279, without a mamdûh, he again
plays on the name of the fortress and attempts to reconcile himself to
his incarceration:

I lament from my heart like a flute, in the fortress of Nay;
this lofty place has sunk my spirits.
The air of Nay makes me weep bitterly
but what else can the melody of the flute do?
Heaven would have killed me in my sorrow and pain,
if poetry had not become the saviour of my life.
No, no! Nay has elevated my position;
the world knows that Nay is the mother of the kingdom.31

Like a king my head is raised above the heavens.
I reach out to Venus and rest my foot on the moon.
Now I shed precious pearls from my eyes,
now I saunter in a delightful garden.
Poetry is on my palate like a fine wine,
words are in my hand like bewitching tresses.

The poet’s location allows him to contrast his depressed state with the
loftiness of the fortress, but also makes him feel closer to the heavens
than to earth. Poetry is a consolation for him here; its imaginative
power allows him to saunter in an imaginary garden. Mas’ûd Sa’d’s
relationship with Nay is almost obsessive, and in a series of rubâ’îs (45,
149, 341, 346, 389, 396, 403, 408, 410), it becomes a substitute for
his real oppressors whom he could not openly blame for his condition.
In an ironical mode in this rubâ’î, rarely to be found in his qasidas,
Mas’ûd Sa’d addresses the fortress of Nay and gives it a benediction
that is unusual for a desolate ruin:

O fortress of Nay, you are the mother of the kingdom,
they know that you are the mine of the kingdom’s gem,
today you are the sheath for the dagger of the kingdom,
may you thrive since you are at the gates of the kingdom. (R403)

31 Nay was the most important Ghaznavid prison, and housed royal prisoners,
Shamîsâ, Zindânî-i Nay, 366.
Of course, Nay is only honoured in this way because it has the privilege of holding him. In R396, he even claims that by being in Nay he can outlament the reed pipe. Anticipating Jalâl al-Dîn Rûmî’s mystical representation of the reed pipe as the symbol for separation, in Q134 he refers again to its wail, in a poem with the *nasîb* appropriately dealing with the separation motif:

> Without you, my eye does not desire riches,  
> without you, my hand does not take the goblet.  
> The reed’s wail and the plectrum’s song  
> become harâm for me in your absence.  
> Distance from your assembly will make rusty  
> the shining dagger of my mind.  
> Separation from you will make  
> my dagger-sharp mind rust.

*Falak* (heaven) and *nazm* (poetry) are his companions: the former is the cause of his misery; the latter is his consooler. Then, in describing poetry like a goblet on his lips and the physical writing of his poems as a beloved’s tresses, he invokes a courtly setting from which he is absent. He explicitly speaks of separation in physical terms: *dûrî-i bazm-i tû* (distance from your gathering) and *dar firâq u havâ-yi majlis-i tû* (in separation and longing for your assembly). In the *nasîb* of this qasida, where his beloved describes the hardships of his imminent journey to deter him from leaving, prison has made its way into the catalogue of places:

> At times, you will tarry in prisons,  
> at times, you will fly over plains.

His time in prison is part of the requisite journey that a lover must undertake which will eventually take him to his beloved, in this case, his patron Rashîd. In the prison of Maranj, he is also able to pun on the name of the fortress, as in this elegiac *rubâ’î*, where he expresses his grief privately:

> In the prison of Maranj with these chains,  
> Sâlih, how can I be alone without you?

Alternately, he is telling himself, *dar habs ma-ranj* (Do not grieve in this prison), doubly linking his grief with the place he is inhabiting.

We have seen that the high location of the fortresses he was imprisoned in made the poet acutely aware of the liminality of his position by being closer to the heavens. The sky, which in its personification as fate is responsible for his miseries, in an absurd way also represents the freedom that he is deprived of. Here, he creates a conceit using the sky:

> The affairs of the world are limited to  
> the prison and fetters of this weak body!  
> Even in chains and prison I am not secure  
> until they have ten watchmen around me.  
> All ten are seated at the door and on the roof of my cell,  
> saying to each other incessantly,  
> ‘Rise and see lest by magic  
> he fly off into the sky through a crack in the window.  
> Be watchful for he is a trickster  
> and will make a bridge from sunlight and a ladder from the wind’ . . .  
> My warden says, ‘If you go on the roof,  
> straw will fall into your eye from the milky way.’

In this elaborate fantasy of escape, the sky could be his helper but in reality is not. The poet is not blind to the physical beauties of the night sky as in this striking *nasîb*:

> Last night my two eyes were  
> fixed on the verdant dome.  
> The sky had the colour of ink,  
> the air had the colour of rust.  
> It was a tent studded with rare pearls,  
> a curtain full of shining gems.  
> I saw a mirror the colour of a sack,  
> very lofty and fittingly wide.  
> I also kept seeing various shapes  
> that took form from the stars.  
> Sometimes I cry lapfuls of blood over your death,  
> sometimes I tear my clothes to shreds in pain.  
> (R12)

32 The word for straw, *kâb*, is part of the compound *kâbkashân* (milky way).
Shamîsâ believes that the sobriquet shâ’ir-i shab (night poet), which is usually applied to Manuchihrî because of the stunning descriptions of the night in his nasîbs, can be more aptly applied to Mas’ûd Sa’d. The wide expanse of the sky contrasts with the narrowness of the poet’s prison; deprived of other natural beauty such as gardens and streams, his gaze turns upwards. He is not an amateur in these matters; the poet’s impressive knowledge of the constellations can perhaps be explained in his own words:

If it hadn’t been for the old man Bahrâmî
what would my condition have been in this prison!
At times he describes to me the movement of the constellations,
at times the secrets of the royal firmament.
From him I learned the astronomical science,
geometry and the forms of the earth and space.
I’ve become such that I can confidently calculate
the movement of the sky for every moment. (Q215)

It is likely that the existence of Bahrâmî is not merely a poetic fabrication: Mas’ûd Sa’d appears well-versed in the basic elements of astronomy. In one of his particularly innovative poems, Q214, he provides a catalogue, a device he is quite fond of, of the constellations with a short description of the injustice each one has heaped upon him. It begins:

These twelve constellations have so afflicted me
that I have experienced a different blow from each one.

In Q122, in numerous lines he uses the word akhtar in multiple ways. If it is the stars that control his destiny, then sometimes it is the synecdochal heaven or fate (falak, rıezgâr, charkh, gardûn, bakht) that, as a personified entity, is actively malignant towards him. In Q292, he develops a personal relationship with it:

Every moment, a mother gives birth
to my [new] affliction, the daughter of fate . . .
If my body is a shield against misfortune’s arrow
then its tongue is like a dagger.
The world does not have a better son than I;
why am I hidden like a bad daughter?

Here, he is also suggesting that the pact of a filial bond has been violated: he has been a good son but has not been recognized for it. Fate’s blows to him are not only metaphorical but also physical; in a series of rubâ’îs, he mentions fate’s cowardly and cruel modus operandi (118, 134, 144, 153, 236), frequently using a form of the verb zadan (‘to strike’) as the refrain.

This short qasida, quoted in full, addresses the full range of concerns that are pressing upon the poet in prison, from the demise of his poetic talent to his anguished mental state:

It seems that wondrously my poetry has become
a seed that I strew on the ground.
It keeps growing and sprouts branches
and I don’t pick [even] a grain from it.
I fear the annihilation of my poetry
since my poetry is nearing its end.
My ambition is like the sun although
my body is insubstantial like a shadow.
My skin weighs heavily upon my body,
how can I hold up my garments?
Fate placed me on a fire;
how long can I be patient? I am not a brahman.
Every moment with my hand of patience
I bring down the [proud] neck of my desires.
At times in an assembly I am such
that I forget myself.
Other times, alone, I grow weary of myself
as if I were in the midst of an assembly.
My heart has become like a fire-temple,
fearing it I don’t breathe even for a moment.

---

33 Zindânî-i Nây, ibid., 35–42. According to this critic, Manûchihrî’s description of the night and his knowledge of the constellations is superficial, while Mas’ûd Sa’d displays both a complex relationship with the night, with which he had a deeper acquaintance, and personal experience with astronomy.
until from the heat of my dragonlike heart
my mouth fills with fire.
I do not bow my head to the lowly
for I am the servant of the bountiful creator.
I don’t want favours from anyone
since I am a magnanimous person.
If my eyesight wants light from the sun
I will gouge my eyes out.
O evil-wisher of mine!
You rejoice because I am being tested.
Although you are powerful, you are not yourself;
although I am powerless, I am not I. (Q205)

The primary concern in this poem is with the drying up of his talent, expressed skilfully through the employment of a plant metaphor. Moving to the hasb-i hâl, Ma’sûd Sa’d exploits all the possibilities provided by light and fire imagery. Either referring to the practice of yogis walking on hot coals or of Hindus cremating widows with their husbands’ bodies, he attributes the quality of sabr (patience) to a brahman, which he is not, although in the very next line he says that he possesses the same quality. Perhaps he is implying here that he is being treated in a way that no Muslim should be. Continuing with the fire imagery, he likens his heart to both a fire-temple and a dragon, from whose clutches he emerges as a cool cypress in a garden. Instead of supplicating his patron at the end of the poem, he pontificates on their reversal of roles, mocking fate. The lack of a patron’s name, and the poet’s assertion of being independent, emphasize his loneliness and mark a nadir in his perpetual state of despair. Although elaborately crafted, this poem has a ring of sincere simplicity to it that is the mark of poems that have no addressees.

Among the sources for the metaphors utilized by Persian poets in classical Persian are Persian folklore and Islamic legend. In this still nascent period of this literature’s history, the legendary characters that poets chose to compare themselves with appear novel and fresh. In his incarceration, Mas’ûd Sa’d compares himself to certain well-known characters who also underwent the same experience. The Shâhnâmah was the primary text for the poet to draw upon, and he picks Bizhan, who had been trapped in a pit by King Afrâsiyâb:

Like Bizhan I am suffering in the throes of calamity,
the world is dark to me like Bizhan’s pit. (Q238)

If he is like Bizhan, then the dedicates of the qasida, Prince Mahmûd and Sultan Ibrâhîm, stand in for the Turanian king Afrâsiyâb since they are responsible for his situation (although he does not mention this fact). He again invokes Bizhan when he addresses Lahore:

There is no message from me and you don’t say in good faith
‘Trapped like Bizhan in a fortress, how are you?’ (Q280)

By comparing himself to one of the tragic heroes of the Persian epic, the poet exaggerates and glorifies the degree of his plight. His isolation and harsh surroundings bring to his mind the tribulations of the quintessential lover and tragic hero of Persian legend, Farhâd:

Without uttering Shirîn’s name
I am cast on a mountain like Farhâd. (Q60)

But Mas’ûd Sa’d’s suffering is meaningless because there is no Shirîn to inspire him. He even believes that his story can rival that of another pair of lovers from the romance, Vâmiq u ’Azrâ, versified by ‘Unsurî a few decades earlier under Sultan Mahmûd:

Know my state of affairs and my story for they are
much more amazing than that of Vâmiq and ’Azrâ. (Q26)

Here he compares himself to Alexander and Khizr, alluding to the Islamic version of the story of the two searching for the water of immortality in the darkness:

Like Khizr and Alexander, I am
constantly making my way to every land. (Q37)

He does not say whether he is going to succeed like Khizir or fail like Alexander. As a verbal craftsman and artist, he invokes two mythical figures to model himself upon. In Q140 (131 lines, the longest in his divân, with multiple dedications):
Like Âzar the sculptor and Mani the painter
I experience blight and suffering in prison.
Since they worship my words
like Mani’s pictures and Âzar’s idols,
the world has no better virtuous son—
then why do they hide me like a bad daughter?

With Âzar and Mânî, the greatest artists, the poet is in the very best company, as when he invokes the spirits of his great predecessors in Persian and Arabic poetry:

I am he than whom in Arabia and Persia
there is no one more smooth-tongued.
If there is a difficulty in poetry or prose
the world asks for me as an interpreter.
In both these languages, in both arenas
my victory has reached the heavens.
The spirits of Rûdakî and [Abû Nuwâs] ibn Hânî
prostrate themselves before my intellect . . .
One day I will emerge from prison and chains
like a pearl from the sea or gold from a mine. (Qt139)

Rûdakî, the father of Persian poetry, and Abû Nuwâs, the Abbasid Arabic poet, have recognized his talent, as will the world someday. Ultimately, he becomes one with the object of his profession and with salvation; in a qasida of 38 lines whose radîf is—ân qalam he compares himself to a pen:

In this prison, my nature
is a pale body like a bamboo pen.
Today I am wounded and crying,
lamenting bitterly like a pen.
The jewelbox of pearls of my conscience was opened
by the probing point of my pearl-strewing pen.
If the fear of the pen has made me abject
it also brings me security, the pen. (Q199) 34

Returning to the reed that laments its separation from its homeland, Ma’sûd Sa’d has become his pen and fulfils the dual function of lamenting for a lost homeland and writing poetry to console himself. This is an impressive testament to the power of the pen, an object that transcends its physical similarities with the poet’s life and merges into his very being. It is by concentrating on the positive aspects of prison, i.e., the opportunities it affords for writing, that he is able to sustain himself:

The more trouble fate gives me
the more civility I display towards it. (Q165)

The word farhang connotes more than civility: it also implies culture and learning, qualities that are all absent in his uncouth surroundings. Their absence, though, is in direct proportion with the increase of his skills:

Why should I be ungrateful to this fortress?
Since [in it] my learning and prowess have increased. (Q167)

There is also a connection between the ebbing of his bodily powers and the increase of his poetic capabilities:

Although my body is debilitated by continual suffering,
my perfect poetry comes out more powerful. (Q170)

Suffering has helped him develop as a poet:

As my position decreases, learning increases,
as my affairs are blocked, poetry is released. (Q82)

and again:

From the fire in my heart
and the tears in my eyes,
it is no surprise
that my learning and ingenuity increase. (Q10)

There are times when even the thought of his poetry traversing the world is not enough to fortify him and he begins to doubt his own sanity:

34 In Q137, discussed in chapter five, he compares his pen to Jesus.
What if assemblies are devoid of me?
The world is full of my works.
What if I cannot leave my chains?
My poems travel the world . . .
Virtue is not a fault in anyone;
it is the inverted dome of heaven that aggrieves me . . .
Am I an absolute madman? I don’t know—
no one says that I have my wits about me. (Q188)

At such times, poetry, his solace and sole companion, becomes an anathema and he swears he is done with it:
I have done with poetry
so no one can say that I spout nonsense.
I repent of being a poet because
poetry is unpleasant to me in both worlds.
This world was a torture for me—
Woe! The terror of that dreadful judgement day! Woe! (Q277)

Mas’ûd Sa’îd relinquishes his claim to be a panegyric poet and, in a mystical turn of mind, prepares for the next world. He makes this point even more poignantly in this line from a poem about writing panegyric poetry:

Poetry is the essence of life and why should I reduce my life?
Don’t think that like the moth I am my own enemy. (Q200)

He scorns the moth that burns itself in the flame of the candle out of love.
The poet has a partiality for winged creatures, specifically birds, not the least because he is much like a caged one.35 He tells Siqat al-Mulk that at one time he was a singing bird in his garden:

Like a nightingale, I sang your praises
until fate put me in a nest. (Q237)

He euphemistically refers to his prison as a nest. The assembly of the patron is the garden where he belongs, and reciting poetry his occupation, as he says to Sultan Ibrâhîm:

I am in the garden of panegyric of your qualities,
I sing like a dove in the garden. (Q246)

The fetters that restrain him in his prison ironically become a necklace of friendship in this poem:

Although I am far from your exalted assembly,
because of this unruly fate,
I sing your praises with
the necklace of friendship around my neck. (Q242)

There is an ironic allusion to his chains in prison as well as to the dove’s necklace which binds it forever with the beloved.36 Recalling the well-known rhyme of Rûdakî in this poem,37 the poet reiterates:

Praise for you, like the ring of a dove, is around my neck,
each hour I continually coo like a dove. (Q297)

He finds things in common with other birds too:

What wonder if I weep bitterly like the dove?
What surprise if like the partridge the mountain is my dwelling? (Q244)

and again:

Out of fear of you I am like a ringed dove and from praise
I am like a dove whose breath is all melody and song. (Q25)

But it is to the royal falcon and the parrot that he feels closest out of all the birds that he mentions:

I am a skilful falcon not a pigeon of love,
I am a poetic parrot not a melodious nightingale. (Q204)

The parrot is associated with poets in India and is a particularly appropriate epithet for Mas’ûd Sa’îd. But here he even feels the burden of being a falcon:

35 His dark cell also makes him liken himself to a bat (khaffâsh) (Q251).
37 Manâchîhîrî also has a qasida with this refrain -ad kunad hami, no. 70.
With both feet chained and both eyes sealed
how long can I be patient—I am not a falcon. (Q195)

Even the glory and respect that are bestowed upon a falcon are not sufficient, as he ironically reminds the sultan who did not allow him to leave Khurasan:

Although the falcon is chained for the sake of honour,
since the word is ‘chained’ the falcon does not desire honour. (Q155)

The poet is playing on the multiple meanings of the word ışâz, which means ‘open’ and ‘free’ as well as ‘falcon.’

In the following nasîb he utilizes the familiar figure of the raven (ghurâb) in a dizzying array of metaphors and roles:

When that raven informed me of the departure of my friend
the world became pitch black like a raven.
Like the raven hearing the sound of bow and arrow,
I jumped up suddenly from my place of slumber.
My voice crying was like the raven’s in my throat,
my questions could not be distinguished from my replies.
Blood has made my eyes like the raven’s, and my heart
in agitation became a hanging raven.
I was frightened like a raven because
like it I made my dwelling in this ruined place.
If my day is black like the raven then why
like the raven am I not hurrying away?
In the morning when I lamented over parting like the raven,
I learnt from my heavy chains how to move like the raven.

When its voice reaches me from the cypress’ branches,
the world looks black like its wing, as seen through my tears.
I say, ‘Why do you cry out? You are not like me in chains.
Go on, fly off and find the beloved.’ (Q20)

The appearance of the raven, a frequent figure in classical poetry, alerts
the reader to a setting where lovers must soon separate. In a melancholy
tone, the poet portrays a by now hackneyed scene in the qasida, but by
using the raven’s attributes in multiple ways he infuses the poem with

a novel quality. In Q302, perhaps addressed to ‘Ali Khâss, the poet
opens with an address to the nightingale:

Sing, melodious nightingale,
may you not run out of tunes.
[Other] birds have two or three standard songs,
you are always singing new ditties.
If love has made you sing like me
may you not find escape from suffering and sorrow!
I have seen many birds fine to behold,
but they can only spout nonsense.
All show wheat but sell barley,
you sell wheat but show millet . . .

Birds sleep at night but you don’t sleep;
are you imprisoned in the fortress of Nay like me?

Ostensibly addressing the bird and likening it to himself, the poet
begins to boast of his own virtues. He expresses the concern that the
ever-singing bulbul may be silenced by its indigent conditions, and
describes the pain and suffering it goes through in separation from its
beloved. This poem is a dismissal of all the neophyte poets of his time
and an assertion of his own superiority; his claim to be innovative dis-
tinguishes him from the other poets who are mere charlatans. In the
next chapter, the centrality of this concept in his set of poetics is dis-

cussed in detail. After personifying separation (firâq) and asking it to
be his messenger, he explicitly declares to his patron:

All these poets who come to you
are yokels when it comes to knowledge.
This sort always comes to you
to beg and steal.

Doesn’t your heart think of me,
don’t you ask some days, where is he?
A poet’s talent is a burning lamp;
it will flare up when you add oil to it,

39 A fixed Persian expression for false pretense and deceitfulness.
when the oil is low it will become dim; it is oil that bestows brightness.

In this vilification of the entire breed of new poets, Mas'ûd Sa’d is attempting to preserve his position at court. His analogy of the lamp that needs oil regularly is a bold complaint regarding the negligence he feels he has suffered at the hands of his patron, but at the same time, a testament to the interdependent nature of the poet-patron relationship.

E. Mas’ûd Sa’d’s Use of his Name

Self-portraits are written after the writer has already fallen into a formless and disoriented space, created by a loss of certainty . . . A mimesis without illusions and a chancy attempt to return home, self-portrayal is an odyssey towards a submerged Ithaca.

Although narrating the story of his suffering is the underlying goal of the habšîyat poetry, Mas’ûd Sa’d strikes a pose of being beaten into silence by his sufferings:

Henceforth I won’t describe my state and suffering, for the mustang has been tamed by pain, sorrow and grief. (Q179)

By no means desisting from this practice, he finds subtler means to insert himself into the memory of his audience. Rather than effacing his personality, the poet’s often makes his own persona as much the focus of a poem as is its dedicatee, especially by the use of his name (takhallus). Meisami writes that in the ghazal, ‘[t]he ultimate function of the takhallus (as might be guessed from its derivation) may be seen as analogous to its role in the qasîdah: it places the poet (rather than the patron) at the pinnacle of praise.’ Although most discussions of this practice concern the ghazal form, in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s case it is the qasîda in which the takhallus has this function. All too often he ends up subverting and even erasing the personality of the patron from the poem. The use of his name is found in about ten percent of his poetry, and chiefly in the habšîyat, irrespective of the poetic form he utilized. This practice, albeit seen on a limited scale in his pre-habšîyat work, suggests that it may already have been a common one, but in the habšîyat it becomes a paramount device the poet uses to ensure the currency of his name and guard himself against oblivion. Sayyid ‘Abdollâh has written that a poet’s takhallus is supposed to encapsulate his personality, and in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s case his own name is his takhallus because he is fighting to keep his memory alive with his audience.

From poems of Rûdakî in the Samanid period, and a poem of Farrukhi, who was active half a century before Mas’ûd Sa’d, it can be surmised that the takhallus must have been a frequent practice amongst poets. Sanâ’î, the younger contemporary of Mas’ûd Sa’d, also regularly used his name in his ghazals, ‘to gain fame and win a spot at the court of the patrons for whose soirées his songs were composed.’ The use of the takhallus may have begun with the inclusion of the patron’s name in the gurîzgâh part of the qasîda. Around this time it was not uncommon for poets to include both their patron’s name and their own. Since one of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s patrons was also his namesake, he may have become aware of the multiple possibilities for using his takhallus. Whether it was a convention that Mas’ûd Sa’d inherited or one that he made popular himself, it suited the poet’s designs to use such the beginnings of Persian poetry to twentieth-century Urdu poetry); and for its later history in the Persian ghazal, Paul Losensky’s ‘Linguistic and Rhetorical Aspects of the Signature Verse (Takhallus) in the Persian Ghazal,’ Edebiyat 8 (1998), 239–71.

41 Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 262. She adds that this phenomenon ‘has been linked to an increased concern with problems of authorship (and of individual creativity) seen also in the poet’s self-naming in romance . . . and qasîda,’ 263. The two detailed studies of the takhallus are: Sayyid ‘Abdollâh’s essay, ‘Takhallus ki rasm aur us ki târîkh’ in Mabâhis (Lahore: Majlis-i Taraqqî-i Adab, 1965), 169–99 (The article is in Urdu but surveys the history of the takhallus from the beginnings of Persian poetry to twentieth-century Urdu poetry); and for its later history in the Persian ghazal, Paul Losensky’s ‘Linguistic and Rhetorical Aspects of the Signature Verse (Takhallus) in the Persian Ghazal,’ Edebiyat 8 (1998), 239–71.
42 Mabâhis, ibid., 171.
43 Frank Lewis, Reading, Writing and Recitation, 98. It is not known how far Mas’ûd Sa’d influenced Sanâ’î in the use of the takhallus. Of course, the former is not a primarily a ghazal poet, for whom the takhallus becomes a formal requirement.
44 Julie Meisami, ‘Persona and Generic Conventions in Medieval Persian Lyric,’ Comparative Criticism 12 (1990), 129.
a device as would particularize his poems and make his name a substitute for his own physical presence.

A central concern of the poet during his incarceration is his own identity, as in this poem without a dedication:

Who am I? What do I have? How much? Who am I? What am I? Every moment fate sends me some tribulation. (Q283)

Michel Beaujour has discussed the motivation behind this questioning of the self by the author in a literary self-portrait:

The self-portrait goes beyond this anxiety and such beliefs, no matter how confused they may be, for self-portrayal is bound to corrode and leave behind 'Who am I?' the earnest, rather lumpish, and subordinate question of a slave desperately yearning for emancipation, searching for roots, and attempting to turn his former abasement into dignity: it is the question of someone querulously soliciting power.\(^45\)

While seeking his lost identity, there are moments when he resignedly accepts the status quo, as in the opening lines of two poems:

I, Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân, am hostage to your generosity. (Q202)

Although he is being subservient, his own name takes primacy over that of the patron’s, and by beginning the poem in this way he does not have to make the audience wait for clues as to its authorship. Here again he says:

I, Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân, am remorseful of what I have said. (Q203)

Similarly, in two \textit{rubâ’î}s, 198 and 199, he begins with \textit{Mas’ûd kih hast Sa’d-i Salmân pidarash} (Mas’ûd whose father is Sa’d son of Salmân), asserting his identity as the scion of two personages who, like him, were faithful servants of the Ghaznavid house.

The instances in which the poet separates himself from his poetic persona and addresses himself as another usually involve the giving of advice. In this line, the last of a qasida, the poet in the persona of a wise man addresses an epigram to Mas’ûd Sa’d the victim:

Mas’ûd Sa’d, fate is merit’s enemy; show no mercy to this crazed fate. (Q279)

He again uses a hortatory tone as if to console the wretched prisoner:

Don’t despair of fate, Mas’ûd, [even] if it harasses you mightily. (Q63)

In Q275, discussed above, the poet ends a poem that is entirely a detailed description of his physical and mental state with the line:

Mas’ûd Sa’d, you utter so much nonsense—what is the use of it?

Coming at the end of a detailed and poignant description of his own life, this self-address is allowed by the separation of the two personas enacted by the use of the \textit{takhallus}. Elsewhere, in a more sanguine tone he advises himself to be wise and spurn the world:

If you are the wise Mas’ûd Sa’d don’t consider this world worth a fig. (Q291)

Unlike later poets, he rarely engages in punning upon the meaning of his name; the following is one of the rare instances:

I came into being from nothingness due to your generosity; in your fortune I reached my goal. I wasn’t happy, I became happy because of you, I was so imprisoned [by you] that I became envied [for it]! (R224)

The third line can also be read as: ‘I was not Mas’ûd, I became Mas’ûd because of you.’ The creation of his prisoner persona is his patron’s work. By having his patrons talk about him in his absence, he manages to insert his name in a qasida in a novel way. In this unusual poem, he puts these words into Siqat al-Mulk’s mouth:

Indeed, in his heart, like other good slaves Mas’ûd Sa’d served me for many years . . .

who then addresses the heavens on the poet’s behalf:

\(^45\) \textit{Poetics of the Literary Self-Portrait}, 337.
Mas’ûd Sa’d has been my slave for thirty years,
know this much, you [fate] too are my slave. (Q237)

His entire purpose behind using his name is summed up in lines which he addresses to ‘Ali Khâss:

Listen to the tale of a lowly person’s state of affairs,
weigh him with your mind for the intellect is justice’s balance . . .
My suffering was all from hope and eulogy/Mahmûd—
may both be cruelly killed in the arena.
Otherwise no one will know
whether Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân lives or not. (Q215)

Using a pun in the second line, he equally attributes his suffering to his poetry as to his first patron, Prince Mahmûd. Ultimately, he is inscribing his identity on his poems so that they are inseparable in the mind of his audience. For a poet in prison ‘who seeks to preserve himself and others from the obscurity to which the law and the condescension of Letters has sentenced him or her and to overcome the many damnations to which he or she is subject,’ to assert his individuality and stamp his work with his name becomes a necessary act.

Chapter Four
‘New’ Genres and Poetic Forms

The story of Alexander has become an old legend,
recite something novel, for the new has its own charm.
—Farrukhi, writing about the conquest of Somnath

A. Shahrâshûb: A Catalogue of Youths

In Mas’ûd Sa’d’s dîvân is found the first extant poem written in the genre that later came to be called shahrâshûb (disturber of the city). This work does not precisely conform to the definition of this poetic genre as it developed and was practiced in later periods, but rather, represents a nascent form of what was to become an established genre of classical Persian poetry. Mas’ûd Sa’d’s shahrâshûb is a catalogue composed of short poems in the qit’ah form, whose primary theme is punning on the physical or professional attributes of a wide variety of boys, such as a butcher boy, a Christian boy, a curly-haired boy, etc., without any other structurally unifying device to hold the poems together. In fact, the qit’ahs are of variable length and in different metres and there is nothing to suggest that they were even conceived as a collective poetic work. There has been much scholarly debate about the exact definition of this poetic genre, but at the same time there has been
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no satisfactory treatment of the subject. It is generally agreed that it originated as a form of satire written on the negative aspects of a city.\footnote{E.J.W. Gibb wrote that this form of poetry was the invention of the Ottoman poet Mesih who wrote a \textit{shahrangiz} on the youths of Edirne in 1510; Gibb claims that ‘both subject and treatment are his own conception, he had no Persian model, for there is no similar poem in Persian literature,’ \textit{A History of Ottoman Poetry}, ed. E.G. Browne (London: Luzac, 1965), 2: 232. However, this genre has a long history in Persian literature and goes back at least to Mas'ud Sa'd.\footnote{For a summary of this vast topic, see Sirâs Shamisâ’s \textit{Ansâ'-i adabî}, 228–30.} \textit{Ahmad Gulchin Ma'âni’s introduction to the chronologically arranged anthology of \textit{shahrâshub} is a general discussion of both kinds of poems in this genre, \textit{Shahrashub dar shi'r-i Farsi} (Tehran: Amir Kabir, 1934/1967). Muhammad Ja'far Mahjûb’s essay appended to his canonical \textit{Sabk-i Khurâsânî} also explores the problems related to this genre, 677–99.} \textit{Sabk-i Khurâsânî} is not the same as the one under discussion but its mirror opposite; the Ottoman Turkish tradition of this genre is more faithful to the Persian. For the Ottoman Turkish \textit{sehrengiz}, see J. Stewart-Robinson’s ‘A Neglected Ottoman Poem: The Sehrengiz,’ in \textit{Studies in Near Eastern Culture and History: In Memory of Ernest T. Abdel-Massih}, ed. James A. Bellamy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Center for Near Eastern and North African Studies, 1990), 201–11. For the Urdu genre, also see Carla R. Petievich’s ‘Poetry of the Declining Mughals: The Shahr Ashob’ in \textit{Journal of South Asian Literature} 15 (1990), 99–110.\footnote{For a brief but insightful introduction to this topic, see A.K. Ramanujan’s ‘Toward an Anthology of City Images’, in \textit{Urban India: Society, Space and Image} (Chapel Hill: Duke University, 1971), 224–44.}}

A more specific form of this genre, \textit{shahrangiz}, i.e., a catalogue of different boys occupied in various professions, also came to be called \textit{shahrâshub} since both words mean the same thing. Therefore, whereas in the related Persianate traditions of Ottoman Turkish the word for the catalogue of boys is \textit{sehrengiz}, and in Urdu the word for a satire on the decline of a city is \textit{shahrâshub}, in classical Persian literature the latter word came to be used for both sorts of poems, and was replaced by even more exaggerated terms like \textit{falahâshub}, \textit{jahânâshub}, etc., in the post-Timurid period. In short, much of the problem associated with the history of this genre is related to its nomenclature in different literary traditions. Mas'ud Sa'd’s poem is of the ‘catalogue of boys’ variety and is not called by any specific name by him or any near-contemporary literary historian or poet.\footnote{\textit{Mahbûbî}, 277. Gulchin Ma'âni disagrees with Abdullah that this genre is of Indian origin, \textit{Shahrâshub}, 1–2. Mahjûb’s views are generally in accord with Abdullah because he sees the preponderance of such works in the Safavid-Mughal periods and the genre’s continuation in Urdu poetry, \textit{Sabk-i Khurâsânî}, 685–6. However, the Urdu tradition of \textit{shahrâshub} is not the same as the one under discussion but its mirror opposite; the Ottoman Turkish tradition of this genre is more faithful to the Persian. For the Ottoman Turkish \textit{sehrengiz}, see J. Stewart-Robinson’s ‘A Neglected Ottoman Poem: The Sehrengiz,’ in \textit{Studies in Near Eastern Culture and History: In Memory of Ernest T. Abdel-Massih}, ed. James A. Bellamy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Center for Near Eastern and North African Studies, 1990), 201–11. For the Urdu genre, also see Carla R. Petievich’s ‘Poetry of the Declining Mughals: The Shahr Ashob’ in \textit{Journal of South Asian Literature} 15 (1990), 99–110.\footnote{For a brief but insightful introduction to this topic, see A.K. Ramanujan’s ‘Toward an Anthology of City Images’, in \textit{Urban India: Society, Space and Image} (Chapel Hill: Duke University, 1971), 224–44.}}

One of the earliest studies on this genre was by Sayyid 'Abdullah, whose work attempts to arrive at an understanding of the Persian origins of the Urdu genre of this name. He suggests that Mas'ud Sa'd may have been influenced by Indian genres (\textit{Hindi aśrât}) but does not offer any more details.\footnote{\textit{Mahbûbî}, 277. Gulchin Ma'âni disagrees with Abdullah that this genre is of Indian origin, \textit{Shahrâshub}, 1–2. Mahjûb’s views are generally in accord with Abdullah because he sees the preponderance of such works in the Safavid-Mughal periods and the genre’s continuation in Urdu poetry, \textit{Sabk-i Khurâsânî}, 685–6. However, the Urdu tradition of \textit{shahrâshub} is not the same as the one under discussion but its mirror opposite; the Ottoman Turkish tradition of this genre is more faithful to the Persian. For the Ottoman Turkish \textit{sehrengiz}, see J. Stewart-Robinson’s ‘A Neglected Ottoman Poem: The Sehrengiz,’ in \textit{Studies in Near Eastern Culture and History: In Memory of Ernest T. Abdel-Massih}, ed. James A. Bellamy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Center for Near Eastern and North African Studies, 1990), 201–11. For the Urdu genre, also see Carla R. Petievich’s ‘Poetry of the Declining Mughals: The Shahr Ashob’ in \textit{Journal of South Asian Literature} 15 (1990), 99–110.\footnote{For a brief but insightful introduction to this topic, see A.K. Ramanujan’s ‘Toward an Anthology of City Images’, in \textit{Urban India: Society, Space and Image} (Chapel Hill: Duke University, 1971), 224–44.}}

However, the precedents for stray poems of the \textit{shahrâshub} kind by Persian poets of the Samanid period, there does not seem to be any basis for a ‘foreign’ origin for this genre. It is more likely that Mas'ud Sa'd’s poem was not originally a single work but a collection of verses on \textit{shahrâshub} themes that were collected together and presented as a discrete work by compilers of the poet's \textit{divân} in the Safavid or Qajar periods.\footnote{Even the Timurid poet Mîr 'Alî Shîr Navâ'î, unaware of the origins of this genre, in his \textit{Majâlis al-nafa'is}, etc., in \textit{Anvâ'-i adabî} but does not of- cite any more details.} 5

Mas'ud Sa'd’s \textit{shahrâshub} consists of ninety-six \textit{qit'ahs} of lengths ranging from two to nine \textit{bayts}. Since there is no dedication to a patron in any of the poems, the cycle of poems cannot be dated. The boys described in Mas'ud Sa'd’s work are not exclusively of the professional class, as they are in later poems, but also include other categories of boys, i.e., those of a particular group: non-Muslim boys or boys with more details.} 5

Given the precedents for stray poems of the \textit{shahrâshub} kind by Persian poets of the Samanid period, there does not seem to be any basis for a ‘foreign’ origin for this genre. It is more likely that Mas'ud Sa'd’s poem was not originally a single work but a collection of verses on \textit{shahrâshub} themes that were collected together and presented as a discrete work by compilers of the poet's \textit{divân} in the Safavid or Qajar periods.\footnote{Even the Timurid poet Mîr 'Alî Shîr Navâ'î, unaware of the origins of this genre, in his \textit{Majâlis al-nafa'is}, etc., in \textit{Anvâ'-i adabî} but does not of- cite any more details.} 5
a certain physical attribute. This wide range of types can become restricted to professionals when the genre became more strictly defined in the Timurid age and later. Gibb appropriately describes the contents of the Ottoman versions of these poems, which are exactly applicable to the Persian:

[I]t is very rare indeed that they contain anything in any way personal or individual . . . Though humorous, these verses are always complimentary in tone; the boys are always spoken of in flattering terms. The humour again is never coarse; it consists chiefly in the whimsical association of ideas, the starting-point for which . . . is usually the name or calling of the lad . . .

By the time that Mas’ûd Sa’d was writing, there was already a tradition of such verses on craftsmen. Among the earliest Persian poets, Rûdakî has a poem on a merchant, Kisâ’î Marvazî has one about a launderer and one about a poet/artist, and Labîbî authored one about a pistachio-seller. Mahsatî, whose dates are uncertain but who was perhaps a contemporary of our poet, became notorious among the literati for the salacious nature of her verses in this genre. This evidence, albeit meager, suggests that even courtly poets indulged in penning light verses of this kind which were perhaps not considered grand enough to be included in their divans, except in the case of Mas’ûd Sa’d, who, in fact, has partly become known due to this genre.

Almost all of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s poems are addressed directly to the beloved, and the description of his beauty is connected with some aspect of his profession or characteristics. The first verse in his work is about an ambergris-seller (ambarfurûsh):

Beloved! Your two tresses are ambergris and you an elixir-seller, I am ever in need of your ambergris. Separation from you has left me crazed and wandering, By God! Help me, my friend. Caress my body with your ambergris tresses because pure ambergris is the cure for the crazed.

The profession takes up the beloved’s attention and at the same time leaves the poet/lover in a maddened state because he is in need of the product the beloved possesses. The characterization of the poet is similar to that of the ghazal world except for the specific nature of the profession of the beloved mentioned here. This trope does not extend to the non-professional boys, and in a couple of instances, the poet’s tone is gently mocking, as when he describes a cross-eyed boy (ahval):

Your two locks are like the crescent moon, your two cheeks are like the finest musk. Your black eyes are crossed and everyone likes a cock-eyed one with black eyes. Once again you have coupled with another, you mistook someone else for me. If there is no hope of union for me [and] I am not a mate for you, consider me an exceptional friend. It is no surprise that you see one as two, A cross-eyed always sees one as two.

Although it is the boy’s physical characteristic that prevents their union, the poet is not in dire need of that quality. Here, the beauty of

7 For the subject of love of boys in Persian(ate) poetry, see C.M. Naim, ‘The Theme of Homosexual (Pederastic) Love in Pre-Modern Urdu Poetry,’ in Studies in the Urdu Gazal and Prose Fiction, ed. Muhammad Umar Memon (Madison: South Asian Studies, University of Wisconsin, 1979), 120–42; Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry, 245–52.
8 History of Ottoman Poetry, 2: 235.
9 Fritz Meier, Die schöne Mahsatî: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des persischen Vierzeilers (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1963), 94–5. C.E. Bosworth mentions an Abû Hanîfâ Pandîhî, perhaps identical with a poet mentioned by Bayhaqî, who wrote a verse in Arabic on a handsome shoemaker, The Later Ghaznavids, 174. Ahmad Gulchîn Ma’ânî mentions him and a couple of other poets writing in Arabic, Shahrâshûb, 7. Browne notices similarities between certain verses of Mahsatî and the later Arabic poet Ibn al-Fârid, A Literary History of Persia, 2: 503. Apart from these stray verses in Arabic, there are no precedents for this genre in Arabic literature.
10 Divan, 915.
11 Ibid., 924–5.
the beloved is not disparaged and the poet is gentle in his address to the boy. The general aspects of this poetry are commonly that of love lyrics, but some of the more specific characteristics of the beloved and the imagery used in the ghazal later on, such as the hunter, the Christian boy, sâqî, etc, are also found here. Grief or suffering is not always present and most of the time the tone is light-hearted and free of complexities of meaning or emotion, such as in the following verse on the sâqî:

Pleasure, joy, happiness, and amusement are all mine, since that hûrî-faced one became my sâqî. Wine is Venus and his face the moon in luminosity, both lights make my assembly brilliant. Since there is a conjunction of the two in one place, Pleasure, joy, happiness, and amusement are all called for. 

This is more in the vein of the sâqînâmah poem, since the wine-server is not withholding his services from the poet and the poet is in an ecstatic mood rather than dejected with rejection. The poet/lover perceives his object of desire exclusively in terms of what he does for a living (or a peculiar characteristic) and his love is connected with that aspect of the beloved. Beyond that, the youths are all the same. The poet is on the receiving end, or wishes to be, of the beloved’s services and is not actively involved in amorous activity with the boys. The infatuation that is the bond between the two parties is the transaction of love, just as the boy has his profession. Such poems addressed to generic youths are thematically and generically related to the convention of addressing boys in various forms of early Persian lyric poetry, such as ghazals and sâqînâmâhs. In fact, the word shabrâshûb is used by classical poets as a synonym for the typical beloved, the earliest occurrence being in a poem by the twelfth-century poet Khâqânî; descriptions of the disheveled, rowdy beloved found in poems of Sanâ’î and Hâfiz also fit into the complex of this topos.

The socio-historical value of such verses is emphasized by all scholars who have written about this poetry. The poems provide information on different professions and crafts in various cities at various times in history. Although the poetry is not meant to be a realistic description of professions or crafts, a catalogue of all their titles would be a useful source of information. Mas’ûd Sa’d has a verse about a boy with red teeth (yâr-i ‘aqîqîn dandân), undoubtedly from chewing pân, the betel-leaf, a common Indian practice that stains the teeth red:

You have made my face yellow with sorrow and grief; You have made your teeth red, o betel-bodied one. Since your pearly teeth have become carnelian (red), My onyx eyes have become rubies (red). 

This is the earliest instance in Persian poetry of this image, and such a beloved is even found in the nasîb of Q288, challenging the traditional description of the beloved (kardah bi-tanbûl la’l sî u dû marjân / Having made the thirty-two pearls red with pân). Thus, the early shabrâshûb poems can also be seen as verbal exercises for varying the typology of the young beloved depicted in the qasida or ghazal.

In his work, Gulchîn Ma’ânî also includes as a shabrâshûb parts of the only masnavî that Mas’ûd Sa’d wrote while he was serving as governor of Jalandar. The masnavî, as discussed in chapter two, is conceptually similar to the shabrâshûb in that it is a catalogue of the courtiers surrounding the Ghaznavid viceroy in Lahore. After mentioning the amirs, Mas’ûd Sa’d mentions several professionals in the retinue of a prince, including himself in his role as court poet, who formed part of the viceroy’s entourage. These include various entertainers: musicians, dancers, and singers. The description of these does not conform to that of the shabrâshûb poems, although there are structural connections in the types of professionals mentioned. This one masnavî in the dîvân of Mas’ûd Sa’d is also something of an anomaly since this genre was usually reserved for epic or didactic poems. In the hands of this poet, it is essentially a panegyric poem although its satirical or shabrâshûb qualities are quite prominent. 

12 Ibid., 919.
13 Ibid., 929.
Unfortunately, we do not have many clues as to the use of this genre in the society of the time. Were these poems recited orally for entertainment or were they meant for private reading? Although there may not be clear answers to these questions, we can attempt to put this poetry in the context of the society of the time, chiefly in the case of Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s *shahrâshūb*. The Samanid and Ghaznavid periods were the fledgling years for Persian poetry and the ‘Persian poet derived his subjects from a world different from that of the Arab poet . . . inspired by his own geographical and cultural background.’

The descriptions of craftsmen have led some scholars to link them to the whole complex of qualities which can be loosely called *javânmardî* or *futuvvat*. These qualities were fostered by urban young men of the time who were craftsmen and frequently had links to Sufi orders. In the *Qâbûsnâmah*, a work from about the exact time that Mas‘ūd Sa’d was writing, while discussing knight-errantry (‘ayyârî/javânmardî), sufis and the codes of craftsmen, the author, Kay Kâvûs, instructs his son in addressing a sufi in a *dûbaytî* which sheds interesting light on the subject:

I am a Sufi, [and] you are incomparable among beauties; everyone knows—old and young, man and woman—that your rosy lips are candy in sweetness, and sweets should be a Sufi’s business.

This poem has structural and thematic resemblances to *shahrâshûb* verses, pointing to the intertextual nature of classical Persian poetry. Mahjûb has suggested that display of poetic skill was the force behind *shahrâshûb* poetry, and considers this an aspect of the innovativeness of the late Ghaznavid poets. A courtly entertainment could be the context for such verses; the description of courtly parties of the time would support such a view:

20 Divân, 935.
21 This suggestion was made by Mahdi Nûrîyân in a private discussion.

The drinking of wine served to create the right mood for other things like music, singing and dancing, or games like chess and backgammon, usually combined with gambling. There was much bawdy conversation and flirting with the boys who served the guests as cup bearers, or musicians and dancers.

The last section of Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s *shahrâshūb* is entitled *shakar-i shâhî* (sugar for the king) and it does not ostensibly refer to any particular professional or type of boy:

Do not be surprised that you are adorned with sweetness; Kings are always adorned, and you are a king. I am going to steal a kiss from you because It is the custom to take something sweet from kings.

It is possible that the poet is referring to a bridegroom, who is often called *shâh*, or to a prince who could be the beloved *par excellence* for the poet. The Ghaznavid viceroy in Lahore was also referred to as *shâh*, as attested by Mas‘ūd Sa’d. This verse is strategically placed at the end of a rich tapestry of the various inhabitants of a city, completing the miniature city that the poet has constructed in his poem. This can be structurally and conceptually compared to Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s *masnavî*, in which he recreates the court of the viceroy with a section devoted to all the individuals in his entourage. Later *shahrâshûb* are much clearer in their context than this one.

The history of this genre after our poet is shadowy. Except for some spurious poems attributed to Amîr Khusraw, it is not until the late Timurid period that it emerges as a full-fledged genre in other poetic forms such as *ghazal* and *masnavî*. Following the model that Tzvetan Todorov proposes for the evolution of literary genres from speech acts by way of a certain number of transformations and amplifications, the *shahrâshûb* can be seen as developing from an earlier stage of being intended for an oral entertainment context to becoming a unified and
elaborate courtly genre combining various generic traditions, inspired by the fondness of Timurid and Safavid poets for innovation. This genre provides an interesting case study of how a subgenre of lyric poetry evolved and came to be defined in the tradition of classical Persian poetry. The development and transformation of this genre in Ottoman Turkish and Urdu traditions also points to its dynamism, but unless other early examples of shahrâshûb are unearthed, we may never know more about its early history. However, Mas’ûd Sa’d’s fondness for and use of unconventional genres and poetic forms and the sheer number of poems does support the idea that he would have conceived of the shahrâshûb poems as a single piece of work.

B. Bárahmâsâs in Persian?

This cycle of poems, which is an instance of a generic hapax legomenon in the divân of Mas’ûd Sa’d and perhaps in the history of Persian literature, is in effect the well-worn panegyric poetry in a new guise. There is nothing about the content of these poems that is remarkable from the point of view of language or meaning, although they are not the worst examples of panegyric poetry in this poet’s divân. It is precisely their unusual form that is noteworthy, especially in light of the fact that there are other unorthodox forms and genres that Mas’ûd Sa’d utilized. As with the shahrâshûb, scholars have suggested a vernacular and/or oral origin for these poems, connected to his Indian environment. Unlike the genre of shahrâshûb which has no counterparts in Indic literary traditions, these poems actually have a corresponding genre in North Indian vernacular literatures, the bârahmâsâ. The bârahmâsâ, comprised of multifarious forms, appeared early in vernacular literatures of North India and ‘[i]ts special characteristic is that it follows the twelve months of the year, one stanza being devoted to each.’

25 In her study on this genre, Charlotte Vaudeville cites D. Zbavitel for the classification of the kinds of bârahmâsâs that have been recorded:

a. The religious bârahmâsâ
b. The farmer’s bârahmâsâ
c. The narrative bârahmâsâ
d. The viraha-bârahmâsâ, concerned with the sufferings of a wife separated from her husband during the twelve months of the year.
e. The trial of chastity bârahmâsâ

Essentially, the months (and in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s case also the days of the week and the days of the month) are an organizing device for a catalogue of any kind of subject, from festivals to emotions. Mas’ûd Sa’d’s fondness for the catalogue in all forms has already been noted and his poems are a sub-genre of panegyric poetry with the calendar as organizing device. That he was actually inspired by vernacular forms while composing his poems is an intriguing possibility, although there is not much evidence for this. The poet may have borrowed the organizing device of the months from the vernacular literature around him and filled it out with the language and imagery of the Persian courtly tradition.

There are three cycle of poems of this genre in the poet’s divân: mâhhâ-yi Fârsî (the Persian months), rûzhâ-yi mâh (the days of the month), and rûzhâ-yi haftah (days of the week). The first and third of the above are well-known names that are still current, but the middle cycle, that lists the Persian names for each day of the month, would have been arcane even in the poet’s time, allowing the poet to display his knowledge. Writing about the catalogue in medieval European literature, Harry E. Wedeck says that ‘[it] is a means of ransacking the most obscure items for the avowed purpose of astounding the reader by the extensiveness of the poet’s knowledge.’

24 Annemarie Schimmel suggests this in her survey of Indo-Persian literature, Islamic Literatures of India (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1973), 11. Although the genre is commonly found in vernacular literatures, such as Sindhi, Panjabi and Bengali, she concedes that it is rare in Persian.


26 Ibid., 8.

27 These titles are from manuscripts of the poet’s divân from the Qajar period and have been retained by both editors, Yâsimî and Nûrîyân.

persistent fondness for this device and it is used by him across genres in his work.

Apart from the exile poetry that they both wrote, a further comparison can be made between the Roman poet Ovid and Mas’ûd Sa’îd. One of Ovid’s lesser known works is the *Fasti*, a poem divided into twelve parts corresponding with the twelve months of the Roman calendar. Under each month, Ovid describes the festivals associated with the days of that month, combining myth and history with an aim to panegyrize Caesar Augustus. Geraldine Herbert-Brown, in her recent study on this work, comes to the following conclusion:

> While Ovid’s literary heritage and environment certainly influenced his choice of genre and the idea of setting Roman themes to an Alexandrian tone, no extant literary predecessor really explains why an elegist should decide to structure a poem on something as large and divisive as a twelve-month calendar. No elegist had attempted such a mammoth task before.

Ovid was indeed breaking new ground in poetry.**29**

Similarly with Mas’ûd Sa’îd, the inspiration behind the poem was the desire to produce something novel for the usual purpose of eulogy. The audience’s attention is drawn to the form of a poem and its contents appear less trite.

In the twelve, thirty, and seven poems within the three works in this genre, the poet almost always mentions the name of his patron, Sultan Malik Arsalân, in brief panegyric statements. The poems in the mâhhâ are seven *bayâts* each and five *bayâts* in both the rûzhâ poems. They are in the qasida (or *ghazal* without the poet’s signature but the patron’s name) form, but all poems even within the same cycle are in different metres. The mâhhâ cycle begins with Farvardîn, the first month in the calendar, marking the advent of spring and a new year, and thus sets the convivial tone of the occasion:

> O king, choose serenity and enjoy happiness, the month of Farvardîn brings tidings of good fortune.

The opening poem, marking the beginning of the Persian year, sets the scene for a year-long celebration. The next month opens with an invitation to drink wine, now not addressed to the sultan specifically but to an unnamed courtier or beloved:

> Urdibihisht has made the world a paradise O beloved, wine is sanctioned in paradise.

The repetition of key words, *may* (wine) and *zišt* (unseemly), along with the alliteration between *may* and *mâh*, accentuates the lyrical quality, as appropriate for a celebratory poem. After a brief description of a spring scene, the poem ends with more praise of the sultan. The theme of wine-drinking and merriment continues through the next nine poems until the poet reaches the last month of the year:

**29* Ovid and the Fasti: An Historical Study* (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994), 14. This study does not deal with the nagging problem of generic ‘newness’ but offers some useful insights into the connection between literature and art. ‘Ovid would have observed that where the artist did have free rein was in the area of ornamentation, that the richness of that ornamentation had never been seen before and was not constrained by a specific code . . . The poet must have realized that the non-narrative Roman calendar provided an admirable, unifying framework for exploiting the same ‘episodic’ and decorative approach of Augustan art, unified by the overall design of the building question,’ 29.

**30* Dîvân, 939.

**31* Ibid., 940.
The month of Sipandurmaz is the last of the year and the last month [in the life] of the malevolent. and ends with a benediction upon the sultan:

May the constellations of the year be auspicious for the sultan of the world King Arsalân.

Such a poem would have been presented to the sultan on the occasion of nawrûz, for which the poet would have been richly rewarded, especially given the novelty of poetic form he utilized. The numerous qasidas written by earlier Ghaznavid poets to mark the occasion testify to the importance of this festival at court, and although Sultan Malik Arsalân ruled for less than three years, most of the poems dedicated to him are of this nature, i.e., festive and in unusual forms or metres. The Rûzhâ-yi Furs is a similar work with thirty poems corresponding to the thirty days of the Zoroastrian calendar. Each poem consists of five bayts (except for the third one for Urdîbihishtrûz, which has four) and includes a reference to Sultan Malik Arsalân. In the first poem, Ûrmazdrûz, the poet exhorts his addressee, i.e., the sâqî, to bring a goblet of wine to create a festive assembly for the sultan:

Today is Ûrmâz, o wine-imbibing beloved rise and refresh us with a goblet of wine. O Ûrmaz-faced one on this day of Ûrmaz give me the wine which makes me merry like Ûrmaz so we can be happy and repose contentedly in the joyful assembly of Sultan Abû al-Mulûk Malik Arsalân—the ornament of kings—there is no crowned king like him. May his bounty and fortune be plentiful in the world as long as there is the bounty of autumn and delights of spring.

In the next poem, Bahmanrûz, in an amorous vein, the poet invites the beloved for loveplay for in this kingdom the justice of Sultan Malik Arsalân has made people happy. Then the poet moves on to each successive day, calling for wine-drinking or music. At times, as in Murdâdrûz, the content is entirely panegyric with no references to wine or the beloved. In a single instance, in Tirrûz, he makes a reference to himself:

O beauty whose arrows are aloft on the day of Tir, rise and give me wine with a high melody. Sing of love in the mode of love, call forth the delightful melodies of nature; listen to poems of renown from me, praising the victorious king.

Occasionally, as in the above poem, he does not mention the sultan’s name, perhaps due to metrical exigencies. In the last poem of the cycle, using a poetic convention he hints at a possible source for his information:

On [the day of] Anîrân I have heard from the old one must drink wine in a heavy goblet.

With the Rûzhâ-yi haftah, each poem, consisting of seven bayts, begins with a reference to the corresponding constellation. Then it moves to brief praise of the beloved’s beauty and the familiar exhortation to drink wine and ends with praise of Sultan Malik Arsalân, as in this first poem of the series:

May his bounty and fortune be plentiful in the world as long as there is the bounty of autumn and delights of spring.

In this regard, also see the poem by Adîb al-Mamâlik listing the days of the week and month in French, a language and culture that captured the interest of the literary elite in the Qajar period, Dîvân-i Kâmil, ed. Vahîd Dastgardî (Tehran: Furûghî, 1353/1974), 749.

For more information on the history of calendars in Iran, see EIr, ‘Calendars.’ The relevant article for Mas’ûd Sâ’d’s poems is by Antonio Panairo on the Zoroastrian calendar.
It is Sunday and this day is connected to the sun. In the sun give me some fine wine. O sunny one, give me wine that in its brightness bespeaks the sun. In memory of a king, when I drink, wine becomes the elixir of life in my hands. Sultan Abû al-Mulûk Malik Arsalân whose title from heaven is Crown of the Kings of the World. O sun! the world is bright because of you, until the sun shines you [too] shine like the sun. 39

The address to a beloved who fulfills the role of sâqî and the dedication to kings of yore are reminiscent of the proto-šâqînâmahs that eventually became an independent genre in the hands of Hâfiz Shirâzî (d. 1389). 40 Connected with royal assemblies and the topic of kingship, the earliest such verse appears to be a couplet from a lost masnavî of Fakhr al-Dîn Gurgâni in the mutaqârib metre:

Saqî, bring that liquid, fiery and bright, that removes the heart’s rust and the soul’s darkness. The cupbearer was an institution of ancient Iranian origins, as James R. Russell writes:

The cupbearer appears thus to have enjoyed special access to the Achaemenid monarch, who usually feasted on the other side of a curtain from his company. . . . The scope of the cupbearer’s influence appears to have been considerable in view of the fact that it was customary for the king to consider petitions when slightly inebriated, so that the verdict might be favourable; the Sasanians continued this practice. 41

Therefore, the connection of the cupbearer with the old courtly culture of Iran was never lost, and the Ghaznavids were especially mindful of being heirs to this tradition. 42 Sâqî is but one of the epithets used by the early Persian poets for the beloved, others being turk, sanam, nigâr, pisar, etc., as was seen in the last section. Thus, these poems of Mas’ûd Sa’d, in a language very atypical of panegyrics in the qasî-da form, utilize the topos of wine and the cupbearer to celebrate the institution of kingship and continue the practices of Persian courtly culture. Taking this view into consideration, the poems seem less anomalous and exotic and may arguably constitute the result of a natural but innovative transformation and regrouping of existing tropes and topoi in classical Persian poetry.

C. Mustazâd: A Choral Poem

The earliest extant example of this poetic form in Persian is a poem found in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s dîvân, and even after him it was not a very popular form, ‘presumably because of its unorthodox character,’ according to Munibur Rahman. In Rahman’s words, this form can be defined as ‘a poem based upon the pattern of the ghazal or the rubâ’î, in which each hemistich is followed by a short metrical line. This short line is metrically related to the principal hemistich, and usually comprises the first and last feet to the metre employed in the latter.’ 43 It was probably a poem performed in an oral context, perhaps with a

40 See Gulchin Ma‘âni’s Taṣkirah-yi paymânânah (Mashhad: Dânishgâh-i Mashhad, 1359/1980) for a discussion of this genre and an anthology of poems. This work is actually an appendix (zayl) to a pre-modern work, ‘Abd al-Nabi Qazvînî’s Taṣkirah-yi maykhânah. Like the shahrâshûb, this genre has a complex and long history that provides a rich example of how genres originate and are transformed over time. Also see Mahjûb’s ‘Sâqînâmah-Mughânînâmah,’ Sukhan 11 (1339/1960), 69–79.
42 See Sirûs Shamîsâ’s comments on this, Zindânî-i Nây, 103–4. He also suggests that Mas’ûd Sa’d most likely received his information on the Zoroastrian calendar from Birûnî.
43 EP, ‘Mustazâd.’
chorus. There is a mustazâd-like poem attributed to the Sufi master Abû Sa’îd-i Abû al-Khayr, who lived slightly before Mas‘ûd Sa’d:

A message arrived from my friend, ‘Set matters in order—
This is the way.
Bring forth your heart’s love and remove obstacles from the path—
This is the way.’

Although there is no precise dating of these lines, given the fact that they are attributed to a Sufi poet, it is probable that they would have been used in an oral context. Later, other mystical poets like ‘Attâr, Ibn Husâm, and then Mawlânâ Jalâl al-Dîn Rûmî also utilized this poetic form. Given Mas‘ûd Sa’d’s interest in non-conventional poetic forms, especially for the sake of expanding his repertoire, it may not be incorrect to conclude that he was the first to adapt this already existing poetic form for panegyric and include it in his dîvân.

Mas‘ûd Sa’d’s mustazâd is a panegyric for his patron, Sultan Mas‘ûd:

O victorious sultan, your justice in the world / has become manifest.
O king Mas‘ûd you are the renowned sun / in the world.
Your seat is heaven’s apex; due to your looks and mind / the world a garden.
Like the azure sword turning to shedding blood / becomes your ally,
In your hand reposes lighter than a rose / a heavy mace.
On a swift lion, lightning becomes a soft cloud / under your reins.
No one has heard of your like; as just as you was not / Anûshîrvân.
A king like you—in any period— / there never was.
In panegyrizing you ‘May you endure’ / became a formula.
The arrival of happy spring has made the world / full of rose gardens.
From the hand of every beauty comelier than spring / take a goblet.
In honour and joy may you rule on the world’s throne / until eternity.

Here, the sentences are not complete without the mustazâd line. This is the difference from later poems where the lines without the mustazâd part make complete sentences and are not of the same rhyme. The poem has a majestic tone and its direct address of the sultan instead of the beloved as in the rûzhâ poems suggests it is intended for recitation at a formal occasion, such as nawrûz. The nature of this form seems almost to require a shorter poem since the rhythmic movement is extended by the extra line; also, instead of pairs of half-lines there is one complete line that is connected by enjambment. Written in the same spirit as the poems discussed in the previous section but in a more stately tone, it would appear that once again Mas‘ûd Sa’d has come up with a novel way of presenting the stock panegyric images of the qasida form in an oral context.

D. Ghazal: A Nascent Poetic Form

The story of the rise and development of the Persian ghazal, the most enduring and popular poetic form in Persian literature, has been a favourite subject with scholars of classical Persian literature. It was Sanâ’î, Mas‘ûd Sa’d’s younger contemporary, who was responsible for the popularization of the ghazal as well as contributing the largely Sufi stock of images that became requisite for this poetic form. Mas‘ûd Sa’d, writing on the eve of these developments in the ghazal, also wrote poems in this form, although the small number of his ghazals attests to the fact that it was not a favoured genre at this time, at least among court poets.

Not surprisingly, Mas‘ûd Sa’d’s use of the ghazal is for panegyric purposes. Out of twenty-two ghazals in his dîvân, one is in the habsiyah genre, one is a munâzirah, eight are purely laudatory, and the rest generically amorous suggesting that they might have been rough drafts for the nasih portion of a qasida. The ghazals that are dedicated to Sultan Mas‘ûd mention the patron’s name in or close to the last line, of lines 12 and 13 in Nûrîyân’s edition, which I have indicated by brackets.
indicating that the takhallus was not entirely separated from the patron’s name at this point. Only the habsiyah G13, mentioned in the last chapter, gives the poet’s name explicitly spelled out in the last line and is quoted in full here:

O ruby wine be the solace of the soul, be obedient to the disposition of nobles.
Fate has wounded me, be my balm; I am pained by fortune, be my cure.
Without you the crystal goblet is a lifeless form, Be the life of the pure body of the goblet.
A dearth of affection has dried my heart, rain down beneficially upon my heart.
If you have suffered imprisonment like me, be my prisonmate and companion in chains.
Night’s star is revealed in you, no one tells you to hide yourself.
I write a letter in happiness, be the address at the head of it.
You are the offspring of the shining sun, be the envoy of the shining sun.
If there is no candle, be a bright candle in front of Mas‘ûd Sa’d Salmân.

This love lyric is one of the most charming poems by Mas‘ûd Sa’d. Constructed in the form of an apostrophe to wine, it is tender in tone as if addressed to a beloved. In this poem, the poet asks succour for all his sufferings, including that of being imprisoned, if this declaration is a literal one.

Another exceptional poem, Ghazal 16, entitled Az zabân-i pâdshâh, is entirely a speech in the voice of Sultan Malik Arsalân himself.⁴⁹

⁴⁹ Qt105 is also in the same vein and can actually be considered a ghazal too. Compare this to Sanâ’î’s ghazal which is the statement of Iblis, no. 129, translated by F. Lewis, ibid., 354–5. Also see Mas‘ûd Sa’d’s Q226 in the unusual metre bahr-i munsarîh-i mursabâh-i matvî, L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The Persian Metres (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), 4.4.07, dedicated to Malik Arsalân.

Some of the more innovative poems in the poet’s oeuvre, especially those that break away from traditional forms, were written in the last period of his life and are all dedicated to Sultan Malik Arsalân, including the mustazâd. Perhaps this period is significant as the apex of creative activity of our poet’s life and/or it reflects the tastes and demands of this patron.⁵⁰ Also, a poet who had experienced the worst aspects of being a professional poet must have been disillusioned by traditional panegyrics and might have turned to new ways of performing the same task.

E. The Poet on the Craft of Poetry

[Poetic writing is] an alchemy which gives a doubtful argument the authority of proof, and turns proof back into a doubtful argument; makes contemptible material into something original and of great value; inverts essences, transforms natures, so that the claims of alchemy are justified and the dreams of the elixir come true—except that this alchemy is spiritual, clothed in imagination and intellect, of body and matter.

——-al-Jurjânî, Asrâr al-Balâgha⁵¹

Now that all the poetic forms and genres employed by Mas‘ûd Sa’d have been examined, it is possible to glean the poet’s views on the art of poetry and his perception of his own poems. Often, it is difficult to separate the exaggerated boasting of poets, since it is a convention of the qasida, from their disingenuous statements expressing their ideas about the theoretical aspect of poetry. The concept of being innovative as a poet has previously been mentioned in chapter one; it is a central idea in various literary traditions, but oftentimes it does not designate

⁵⁰ For Malik Arsalân see Bosworth’s The Later Ghaznavids, 90–8. Although he ruled for only three years, he was in his twenties at this time, and given the variety of poems addressed to him by Mas‘ûd Sa’d as well as by Mukhtârî it would appear that he was somewhat of a literary connoisseur and Maecenas.

⁵¹ Quoted in Adonis’ An Introduction to Arab Poetics, tr. Catherine Cobham (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1985), 53.
any specific quality. In writing about the significance of the term ‘originality’ in eighteenth-century English literature, W. Jackson Bate remarks:

It was an ‘open’ term, capable of suggesting not only creativity, invention, or mere priority but also essentialism (getting back to the fundamental), vigour, purity, and above all freedom of the spirit. As such it transcended most of the particular qualities that could be latched on to it, qualities that, if taken singly as exclusive ends, could so easily conflict with each other (priority versus essentialism, for instance, or primitive simplicity versus the creative intelligence of an Isaac Newton). Add to this the social appeal of the concept of ‘originality’: its association with the individual’s ‘identity’ (a word that was now increasing in connotative importance) as contrasted with the more repressive and dehumanizing aspects of organized life.

This idea informs almost all of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s statements on the craft of poetry, to an extent that would perhaps only be found in the works of the later poet Nizâmî Ganjavî. The various ways in which this Ghaznavid poet can be viewed as being innovative or original in his poetry can be summarized under the following categories, which he refers to himself:

1. His claim to have written both prose and poetry, although nothing in the former form survives. He is known for a prose rendering of the Shâhnâmah, a claim which is probably false. Both this attribution and that of poetry in Hindi can be traced to ‘Awfî, an unreliable source on the whole. However, it is entirely possible that such a prose text was written by Mas’ûd Sa’d, as were written by other poets, but is not extant. No other prose work by him survives or is mentioned by any literary historian. In his own words:

   In Persian or Arabic, in prose or verse, there is no sign of a poet or interpreter like me. (Q237)

2. His claim to be a proficient bilingual poet, of which there is ample evidence. Apart from a few lines of Arabic scattered in his Persian dîvân, there is no surviving poetry of his in Arabic. After ‘Awfî, there arose a tradition that celebrates him as a trilingual poet, with an additional dîvân in Hindavi; this is a complex issue that will be examined in the fifth chapter under the rubric of his reception in India.

3. His use of various poetic genres, especially those seen in this chapter, some of which he may have been the first to employ seriously in the service of panegyric verse, is probably the strongest evidence for originality. As he himself boastfully admits:

   Be just, o lord of truth! Does anybody have my tongue, pen and imagination! Among the skilled masters I am [proficient] in every art although today my name is included amongst all the poets. (Q25)

One critic believes that the increased popularity of the qit’âb form in this period is a result of this poet’s continual striving for innovation.

52 See Paul E. Losensky’s illuminating study, Welcoming Fighani: Imitation and Poetic Individuality in the Safavid-Mughal Ghazal (Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda, 1998) for an examination of the concept of ‘newness’ (tâzahgû’î) and originality in Safavid and Mughal Persian poetry, 193–220. By this period, the tradition of Persian poetry was several centuries old and had a heavy burden of the past to bear.


54 De Blois, Persian Literature (London: The Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1994), 5/2: 152–3. The cause of misattribution may have been the fact that an early contemporary of Mas’ûd Sa’d, ‘Alî ibn Ahmad, wrote such a work, Ikhtiyârât-i Shâhnâmah or Kitâb-i intikhâb-i Shâhnâmah, for the Seljuq Malikshâh. Also see Mahmud Omidsalar, ‘Mas’ûd-i Sa’d-i Salmân va Shâhnâmah-i Firdawsî,’ Gulistân 3 (1999), 99–112.

55 For a discussion of his Arabic poetry, the few lines in the Persian dîvân as well as eight lines quoted by Varât, see Sirûs Shamisâ, Zindânî-i Nây, 125–9.
and variation. In the field of classical Western literature, Cairns has written about the manipulation of various poetic elements to achieve originality and innovation:

Originality in generic composition can be treated under four categories, which together cover the whole field: first, the novelty which consists in introducing into a generic pattern topoi and notions not hitherto associated with it; second, the individual writer’s own choice, combination and arrangement of the standard topoi of a particular genre; third, his alterations and modifications of single topoi; and fourth, the employment by a writer of the major generic sophistications which are potentially applicable to all genres.

All these characteristics are to be found in the poetry of Mas’ûd Sa’d as discussed above.

4. His extensive body of work in the genre of habsîyât, never before utilized in Persian literature to the same degree, for which he became recognized as a great poet and remains popular to this day.

The list above is not exhaustive, and any such list would be different, depending on the interpretation of the poet’s words. As readers of his poetry in the twentieth century, with a long but still incomplete history of the practice of Persian literature as our research tool, it is precisely the ‘newness’ and ‘originality’ of his work that strikes us. Criticizing the so-called innovative poets of our time, Khusraw Farshîdvard writes that ‘innovation (naw’âvari) must not be mistaken for new [verbal] tricks and showing off, rather it must be recognized as the result of in-depth reflection and study of the past artistic accomplishments and is the work of talented and profound individuals.’ He goes on to praise Mas’ûd Sa’d as an innovative poet of his time. Punning on naw’ (genre, form) and naw (novel), Mas’ûd Sa’d tells himself that compared to the trite poems of the other poets, he is capable of producing something new in his works:

[Other] birds have two or three standard songs, You are always singing new ditties. (Q302)

He is quick to dismiss the poets of his time as hacks. In another typical claim of originality, he self-referentially utilizes images of writing and composition:

My verses are such that in the technique of their composition, not a word is borrowed and no idea repeated; my soul composes them and my intellect polishes them, heaven declaims them and the world listens to them. (Q2)

This is clearly a hyperbolic statement, since no poet could dare to break away from tradition so completely as to eschew the practices of borrowing and repetition. ‘No author felt inferior or unoriginal because he used, adapted, and modified themes and images inherited from tradition and sanctioned by antiquity . . . To work within a given tradition and adopt its devices is perfectly compatible with emotional power and artistic value.’ In contrast, Mas’ûd Sa’d is carried away and this statement is actually an example of rhetorical devices such as alliteration and personification, to the point that he does not accept agency for his creation at all. Eventually, poetry becomes subservient to him, as in these lines:

From the many erudite refrains and virginal ideas poetry sometimes is compressed in my talent. (Q176)

I am such a one that when his voice reaches poetry’s ear, soul begins to flow in the body of eloquence. (Q237)

The process of poetic inspiration and production is skillfully reversed here. He also attributes his work to his disposition (nihâd) and links

---

57 Husayn Khâliqî Râd, Qit’ah, 12.
58 Cairns, Generic Composition, 99.
59 ‘Naw’âvari va sunnatgarâ’î in Dar bârah-yi adabîyât va naqd-i adabî, 2nd ed. (Tehran: Amir Kabîr, 1373/1994), 159. Farshîdvard emphasizes the fact that true literary innovation must be firmly tied to tradition. He goes on to list nine kinds of innovation found in Persian poets, all of which could be applied to the poet under study. This chapter is an important contribution to the discussion of this subject in both classical and modern Persian literature.
meaning and content together as a final product of the elements of fire
and water. He reiterates this notion occasionally substituting the
Arabic tabī for nihâd:

The product of my talent is this poem in which
you will find a thousand subtle expressions of fire and water. (Q16)

The refrain of the poem also provides an occasion to liken his poetry
to the elements:

I composed panegyre with the genius that you see—
its words and meanings depict fire and water in a notebook. (Q15)

His poetry has the qualities of two opposite elements:

If anyone deserves to be proud of their poetry and prose
it is I, because today my poetry and prose are my own.
My poetry and prose never decrease
for my poetry and prose are pearls and my talent a sea.
My talent is flowing water but
its abundance and power are like fire and air. (Q26)

Although this poem is a response (tazmîn) on one by Labîbî, an older
poet, Mas’ûd Sa’d singles himself out as one possessed of exceptional
talent. Farshidvard points out that these lines exemplify the chief cri-
terion of aesthetics as prized by critics of the period: eloquence (ravâni, fasâhat).61 Mas’ûd Sa’d’s poetry has the qualities of the diametrically
opposite elements of fire and water, the former in its quality of fluidity
and the latter in its forcefulness.

On a more practical level, he makes a reference to the profession of
panegyric poetry and its implications for being a creative artist:

Don’t compare my poetry to that of others
since it is likening a fine golden ruby to straw . . .
A noble person who seeks a good name in poetry
should not slavishly accept payment from people . . .
My verses are like arrows from my talent’s quiver
for one of them keeps my bow stretched taut. (Q8)

For a poet whose professional life was intimately linked to the glorifi-
cation of war and conquest, martial imagery is an appropriate meta-
phor for him to employ to strengthen the impact of his qasidas. Instead
of being weapons, here his personified poems wield them:

My poetry has a sharp sword
my skill has a wide field . . .
I have made a point that is an [entire] work
I have composed a poem that is a collection.
Every moment an ever new skill
is the guest of my disposition . . .
Beware you not tell me when I recite poetry
that this is a verbose prostitute.62 (Q36)

In the following lines, he dwells on the idea of multiplicity, explaining
this concept by analogy to another type of craftsman: the jeweller. He
claims that each dîvân of his is studded with his poems, thus repre-
senting a dazzling image of infinite gems:

I compose a thousand dîvân and in each one
I fashion a thousand panegyrics like a hundred thousand gems. (Q91)

Since the poet did not compose a thousand dîvân, in an exaggerated
fashion he is likening the result of his endeavour to that of shining
gems that reflect each other in infinite ways.

I have not been two-tongued, nor has there been
anyone like me, one body with a two-tongued pen.
In my poetry there are a hundred meanings in ten fine
points—my poetry makes one poem an [entire] collection.63 (Q229)

The result is that his poems become the touchstone for poetry itself:

Be convinced Mas’ûd that this poetry of yours
has become a [measuring] stone in the scale of weights. (Q167)

61 Dar bârah-yi adabiyât, 305.
62 Compare this image to the one of Sanâ’î’s poem as a bride, Lewis, Reading,
Writing and Recitation, 163–4.
63 Yasimi’s ed. has ‘ten dîvân’ here.
This is not an ordinary boast: in addressing himself in such a fashion Mas'ûd Sa’d is claiming a niche for himself in the tradition of classical poetry, much in the same way that Hâfiz would do almost three centuries later in this maqta’ of his well-known Turk-i Shîrâzî poem:

Hâfiz, you have composed a ghazal and pierced a pearl; come and recite it, for heaven will strew the necklace of the Pleiades on your poem.  

Mas’ûd Sa’d utilized the qasida form which allowed more space for exploration of this subject than the restricted parameters of the ghazal. He does not mince words here when he declares himself to be unique:

I am he like whom in poetry no poet is distinguished in words or meaning. Sometimes in prose my words are precious pearls, sometimes in verse my genius manifest lawful magic.  

He falls back on the traditional idea of poetry being licit magic for which he is the agent. Mas’ûd Sa’d does not seem to suffer the anxiety that later poets would concerning the burden of the tradition of Persian poetry behind him. Perhaps this is partly because this tradition was still in its nascent form and its memory did not have the weight to overwhelm the poet with the sheer bulk of its achievement; to a greater extent, he is convinced of his own excellence with respect to other poets. In his world, as the evidence of tazmin verses indicates, two poets of the past were paramount as models: Rûdakî and ‘Unsurî, both court poets whose legacy was powerful for centuries after they lived. The latter’s

---

64 For other usages of the term, ‘iqd-i surayû, see ‘Afîfî’s Farhangnâmah-yi shi’rî, 1802–3.  
65 Bürgel, Feather of Simorgh, 53–88.  
66 Contrast this with the case of the later sâbk-i Hindî poets, who ‘were acutely aware of the collective and individual achievement of their predecessors . . . [and] had to reevaluate, reform, and recreate the tradition in order to do it justice,’ Paul Losensky, Welcoming Fîghânî, 212.
Chapter Five

The Reception of Mas'ûd Sa'd

While other branches of literary studies are tied to the grand narratives and to the concomitant, singular coherence that comes from the coincidence of a language with a polity and with a culture, the guiding and sought-for coherence of this [Western] philological enterprise lies outside those parameters in defiance of the boundaries of given languages and nations, even of conventional periods... ‘Real’ linguistic unity and its necessary state of fixedness is a transparently Edenic notion (and in its rare achievement is death itself), but in the midst of exile, in the most contingent and fleeting of vernaculars, in life itself, superb poetry is born and bred.1

A. Mas'ûd Sa'd among his Contemporaries

There is sufficient evidence to indicate that Mas'ûd Sa’d’s poetry was read in his own lifetime and continued to be read for at least a century after his death. During the poet’s life, there was already a group of his admirers who created a nexus of texts of their poems, dominated by the personality and work of Mas’ûd Sa’d, that would determine the reception of the poet after his death. In the post-prison last years of his life at Ghazna, his impact as an established court poet is attested by the poetical account of two younger contemporaries, Mukhtârî and Sanâ’î, both of whom paid homage to him in different ways.2 The two younger poets had experienced exile and frustration at not being properly recognized, and for them Mas’ûd Sa’d was the model of the poet who had seen great rewards at the end of his period of suffering. Mukhtârî views Mas’ûd Sa’d as a kindred spirit, as seen in the poem discussed in chapter two; as for Sanâ’î, at the request of their mutual patron, Siqat al-Mulk, he paid Mas’ûd Sa’d the compliment of collating his divân,3 in which he erroneously included poems by other poets. He apologizes to Mas’ûd Sa’d for his mistake in these lines, as translated by Frank Lewis:

When this, your servant, saw that your sayings
  turned the infidels all to believers,
He gathered together each of your verses
  just as ‘Osmân collected the Scripture;
When he saw the whole world desirous of your poetry,
  his reason, parading around his poetic sensibility,
Gathered all your poems together
  and made them available in a Divân.
He filled up his quires with the shapes of letters
  according to what was reasonable and pleasant.
Since your words, like a surging sea,
  freely cast their gems and pearls on all the world,

2’Awfî quotes two other contemporary poets, Hakîm Rûhî, Lubâb, 652–6, and Rashîdî Samarqandî, 663–8, who mention Mas’ud Sa’d in their poems. To the latter, Mas’ud Sa’d addressed Q244 in which he acknowledges his debt to him.
3Lewis, Reading, Writing and Recitation, 132–6; Qazvînî, ‘Mas’ûd-i Sa’d-i Sal-mân,’ 46–9. Lewis points out that ‘The fact that Mas’ûd Sa’d himself, who would have been about sixty-five years of age at the time, was not busy preserving his own work, but instead let this task fall to a younger and not very well-known poet who was apparently not personally close to him, may be indicative of the continuing primacy of the performance tradition over the process of written transmission,’ 132–3.

He made it like a jewelbox filled with pearls, and set over it as guard the inability of thieves (to imitate it).

Later, when Mas’ūd Sa’d discovered the errors in the dīvān, and especially the inclusion of poems not by himself, he says (in Sanā’ī’s words):

Tāher relayed this fact to my lord [i.e., Mas’ūd Sa’d]; my lord brought up an objection and proved it: He said, ‘Well, Sanā’ī, in his ignorance, collected the vulgarities of a hod carrier with Scripture; He strung pearls and marbles on a single string and then spilled the beads. Like any ignoramus, he imprisoned a demon in the same place as an angel.’

As a result, Sanā’ī is mortified and explains himself in the following manner:

When Sir Tāher relayed this to your servant, I was so embarrassed, words could never describe! But I entreat you to forgive me, for the miracle of your verses had dumbfounded me. For, hoping to pass themselves off as yours the verse of whatever poet fabricated them. In the strong desire to reveal itself, hid itself in their midst. How would I know about him who, in order to sell, posed as the peer of Hassān? So having composed a poem which turned out well, he branded it with the name of Mas’ūd-e Sa’d-e Salmān.4

This anecdote is informative about the culture of the circulation and readership of poetry in the Ghaznavid period. Sanā’ī’s copying of Mas’ūd Sa’d’s dīvān ensured the fact that it would be read, and at the same time was an opportunity for him to attach his name to the fame of an already established poet, not just by passing off his poem as the work of another poet but by possibly fabricating an anecdote connecting him with that poet. In this act of selecting the text of Mas’ūd Sa’d’s poetry to copy, Sanā’ī is assisting in, to use Manfred Naumann’s term, the process of ‘social mode of reception.’ In this chapter, while discussing the issues attending the reception of Mas’ūd Sa’d in subsequent periods, I follow Naumann’s view that:

It is not therefore literature or works ‘in themselves’ to which the reader establishes a relation in reading them. It is works, rather, which out of the potential stock of produced works have been selected, propagated, and evaluated by social institutions, according to ideological, aesthetic, economic, or other viewpoints, and whose road to the reader has additionally been cleared by measures of the most varied sort . . . By his individual decision to choose a particular work from among those selected, the reader at the same time constitutes a social relationship.5

Therefore, anecdotes like the one quoted above and direct references to the poet in the works of others are valuable pieces of evidence for documenting this process. For about a century or so, the aesthetic judgments that were established stayed in place and Mas’ūd Sa’d’s poetry was a touchstone by which poetry was measured. As seen earlier, Rashīd Vatvāt’s manual on poetics from the twelfth century, Hadā’iq al-sihr fī dagā’iq al-shi’r, includes copious examples of his Persian poetry. However, what would endure over a longer period of time was not this aspect of him but the story of his imprisonment, which was a result of hagiographic efforts on the part of literary historians.

The poet laureate of the rival Seljuqs, Mu’izzī, addresses Mas’ūd Sa’d in admiring tones in a poem:

Poetry is in thrall to, like Solomon’s fairies, the intellect of Mas’ūd Sa’d Salmān. From [his] poetry’s loom, the unique fabric daily gives new silk to the court of the sultan.

5 ‘Literary Production and Reception,’ in New Literary History 8 (1976), tr. Peter Heath, 119.

4 Lewis, ibid., 134–6.
Accounts of his wisdom brighten the heart, recitation of his poetry rejuvenates the soul. From joy at his learning, in the abode of peace Sa’d and Salmân are at peace and happy. If the proof of greatness is wisdom then it is no surprise that he is the great proof of God’s wisdom.⁶

These encomiastic statements also shed light on the validity of the obsessive anxiety concerning the fate of his poetry that Mas’ûd Sa’d expresses in his prison poetry. For a poet of this stature, who was venerated by a poet laureate, with no common experience of exile to create a bond of empathy between them, incarceration for years was indeed detrimental to his career as well as to his future. The work of many pre-modern poets has been lost to oblivion even though during their lifetimes they enjoyed great success. Ironically enough, it was his prison poetry that ensured him the reputation he enjoyed with posterity. In the end, Mas’ûd Sa’d’s campaign of broadcasting his story was successful, and the story would become a myth over time. Mu’izzî also paid a compliment to Mas’ûd Sa’d when he utilized the radîf, âtash u âb, which was first made popular by the latter and became a literary fad around this time.⁷

The author of the Arabic Maqâmât, Abû Muhammad al-Qâsim al-Harîrî (d. 1122), Mas’ûd Sa’d’s exact contemporary, lauds the virtues of the Ghaznavid poet’s work in a poem:

Poetry like fragrant buds growing lush
with whom raindrops have engaged in love-play;
like the zephyr that has spread
fragrance on the expanse of the earth;
like the pleasant scent of fragrant herbs and friends;
like wine making the rounds and brilliant flowers;
like stars of the night and pearls on a string;
like an enviable life and complete power,
of the noble Mas’ûd Sa’d who
has cheered Harîrî in the land of Egypt.⁸

It is assumed that Harîrî is passing judgment on Mas’ûd Sa’d’s Arabic poetry, but it is entirely possible that being a native of Basra the former would have understood and been able to appreciate the poet’s Persian work too. Although Mas’ûd Sa’d’s output in Arabic is almost entirely lost, thus limiting the study of its impact on Arabic poetry of the period, this poem is a testimony to the likelihood that there was a line of contact in that direction too. It is quite possible that this poem and story is a fabrication, like many others about the personality and life of Mas’ûd Sa’d.

Mas’ûd Sa’d remained an active court poet until his death, an event which put an end to poets addressing him directly in their poems, but his poetry continued to be circulated and read sufficiently for it to be quoted, imitated and gradually become canonized. It was mentioned in an earlier chapter that a slightly altered form of one of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s rubâ’îs is also attributed to Abû al-Ma’âlî Nasrullâh Munshî, an influential man of letters at Sultan Bahrâmshâh’s court. He must have known Mas’ûd Sa’d in his early days at court, since the poet served for four years under this sultan before he passed away. Under Khusraw Malik (r. 1160–86), the last Ghaznavid sultan, Nasrullâh Munshî was imprisoned and is purported to have written this rubâ’î, as related by ‘Awfî:

O King! Don’t commit acts lest they question you on the day [of resurrection] when no one fears you: ‘Are you not happy with kingdom and fortune from God?’ Then how can I be happy with fetters?⁹

⁶ Divân, 790; there are two more qit’ahs in which Mu’izzî effusively praises Mas’ûd Sa’d’s poetry, 791, 794.
⁷ Frank Lewis, ‘The Rise and Fall of a Persian Refrain,’ 204–8. A detailed study of the reception of Mas’ûd Sa’d, in terms of imitation by later poets is a rich and yet unexplored topic, but not within the scope of this study. Here I only mention briefly some well-known poems that are imitations of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s works. See Paul Losensky, Welcoming Fighânî, for the complex problem of imitation in the works of Safavid and Mughal poets, esp. 250–313.

⁸ Shamîsâ, Zindân-i Nây, 125–6. This poem was first discovered by Mujtabâ Mînuvî in an Arabic text, Badâ’î’i al-mîlîb, and published in ‘Shi’r-i Harîrî dar bârah-yi Mas’ûd Sa’d,’ Majallah-yi Dânishkadah-yi Adabîyât 5/4 (1337/1958), 10–11. As far as I am aware, the authenticity of this poem has not been questioned.
⁹ Zafarî, Habiyyah, 64–6.
He is obviously familiar with the following rubâ‘î of Mas‘ūd Sa’d, since they are essentially the same except for some alterations:

O King! Be afraid of them who will question you
in the place where no one fears you:
‘Are you not happy with kingship from God?’
Then how can I be happy with your fetters? (R342)

Nasrullâh Munshî is justly known for his rendition of the Kalîla wa Dimnâ into Persian prose, in 1141 CE. The poets most cited in the Kalîla wa Dimnâ are Mas‘ūd Sa’d and Sanâ‘î in Persian, and Buhturî in Arabic. In one instance, a line of Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s poetry is juxtaposed with lines from the poetry of Abû Firâs Hamdânî, his counterpart hab-sîyât poet in the Arabic canon, indicating that medieval audiences read these poets together. Among the varied topics discussed in this mirror for princes, exile and incarceration figure quite prominently, and when Dimnà is imprisoned by the king, there is an appropriate quotation from Mas‘ūd Sa’d.10 Thus, the state of imprisonment came to be naturally associated with the name of Mas‘ūd Sa’d, even after the fact.

At the other end of the world of Persian poetry, which was another frontier of Islam and a breeding-ground for innovative poets, two Caucasian poets, Khâqânî and Falakî, also experienced imprisonment and, like Mas‘ūd Sa’d, wrote poems about this experience (although it bears repeating that no imprisoned Persian poet until Bahâr in the twentieth century would write anything more than a poem or two while incarcerated). Naumann’s premise that ‘[t]he reception of a literary work is not, in fact, the outcome of a knowing that could be separated off from the experience itself’11 is applicable in the case of these imprisoned poets essentially rewriting Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s prison poetry for their own situations. Writing poetry in prison, these poets internalized the experiences transmitted through the work of the earlier poet. The personal life and literary career of Khâqânî bear remarkable similarities to those of Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s: incarcerated while trying to go to the Seljuq court, Khâqânî imitated the practice of writing poetry in prison from the example of his great predecessor and wrote five qasidas in the hab-sîyât genre. One of them is in fact his most famous poem, the qasidâb-yi tarsâ‘yab, in which he utilizes Christian imagery in a most original and innovative way.12 It has not previously been noticed that Mas‘ūd Sa’d has a hab-sîyah qasida in which he describes his pen, using Christian motifs:

You could say it is Jesus son of Mary
who as a baby became known for speaking,
When they took it from water and soil,
it had a mother but no father . . .
It rejuvenates every dead meaning—
behold its wondrous power and success!
How amazing! look how the pen
forms a cross with the fingers.
Like Jesus they mean to kill it,
since they lop its head off every hour.

But when it is crucified on the fingers
its position and rank are exalted.
It reaches that lofty heaven because
beyond that there is no path for the soul.
Since its actions are of a Christian,
why do its traces seem Manichean? (Q137)

Since Khâqânî had read Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s poetry, especially his hab-sîyât, it is possible that Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s poem was partly an inspiration for his qasida. In comparison, Mas‘ūd Sa’d’s poem is short and quite unambitious in the extent and complexity of the Christian images it employs, none of which are foreign to the general repertoire of the classical Persian poet, whereas Khâqânî’s poem is complex and reveals his knowledge of the subtleties of the practice of Christianity.13 Prison was not

---

11 ‘Literary Production and Reception,’ 118.
12 For the background and commentary on this qasida, see V. Minorsky’s article, ‘Khâqânî and Andronicus Comnenus,’ in Bulletin of the School for Oriental and African Studies 11 (1944), 550–78.
13 The following is Beeaert’s summation of Khâqânî’s style, ‘Each of the qasidâs is a highly individual work, in which the conventions of the genre are transformed to such an extent that a feeling of déjà-lu almost never occurs. Frequently, philosophically ambitious, always intellectually demanding, they display a richness
the only bond they shared; like other poets of the time, Khâqânî had to contend with the negative aspects of a poetic career, and sometimes a figure like Mas’ûd Sa’d, who ended up being successful and prosperous, is not seen in the most positive light in Khâqânî’s poetry. In the following qit’ah, in the course of brooding over the action of an imitator who probably caused him some grief by stealing his poem, Khâqânî mentions the relationship of Mas’ûd Sa’d to ‘Unsurî:

Khâqânî, don’t be depressed by this trivial matter, for every imitator of your poetry is your enemy. Although you are broken-hearted by the blow of ignominy, how will you repair your broken heart? In the absence of a just man there is no difference between knowledge and ignorance—when you don’t see an old Zâl in Sistan or in Bust. Is Mas’ûd Sa’d not a distinguished poet in your eyes? Everyone who searched his poetry found a flowing treasure. He wrote in ‘Unsurî’s style and is ‘Unsurî’s enemy, for in his qasidas he has pointed jibes [at ‘Unsurî]. Fire comes from iron and it makes iron liquid, iron comes from rock and it weakens the rock. A rebellious son grabs his father’s beard at the start, a wicked stallion attacks his mother’s hand first. Alas! there is no cure for the workings of fate, for a stye has grown in the eye of our times.14

Khâqânî’s relationship to Mas’ûd Sa’d is equivalent to that of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s to ‘Unsurî. Although Khâqânî’s references to Mas’ûd Sa’d’s jibes at ‘Unsurî are not clear to the modern reader, he seems to be saying that in order to become a great poet one must start by imitating a master, becoming independent and alienating oneself from the former in the process. He himself has followed Mas’ûd Sa’d’s stylistically but wished to be recognized for himself, as he certainly has been over the centuries.

Another poet at the court of the Sharvâns'hâhs, Falakî (d. before 1181–82), most of whose poetic output has been lost, pays homage to Mas’ûd Sa’d in these lines which have survived:

If Mas’ûd had had my poetic style, Sa’d Salmân’s soul would have blessed it a hundred times.15

At the same time, Falakî is also invoking Mu’izzî, who had utilized this rhyme earlier in homage to Mas’ûd Sa’d. Falakî was also in prison for a while and there is one extant habîyah poem by him; although he does not mention Mas’ûd Sa’d in it, his influence can be seen throughout it:

I have no problem-solver for my affairs. What can I do? Fate is not with me. Being patient and waiting is killing me, yet there is no solution but to be patient and wait.16

There are five poems in Mas’ûd Sa’d’s divân with this rhyme, including a long habîyah qasida that begins:

My heart is frightened by oblivion, my body is worried about its health. (Q36) and also the well-known commentary on the state of affairs of his time:

No one feels sorrow for the state, Islam is not being adhered to. (Q37)

in imagery nobody in his age was to surpass. Even more than other classical Persian poets he was a mannerist, in the sense that he was always playing the intertextual game, and emulation of other poets was a powerful incentive for him,’ A Cure for the Grieving, 3.

14 Divân, 618.

15 Divân-i Hakim Najm al-Din Muhammad Falakî Sharvâni, ed. Shahâb Tâhirî (Tehran: Ibn-I Sinâ, 1345/1966), 112. The divân, composed of fragments gathered from different sources, was first edited by Hadi Hasan (London: Royal Asiatic Society, 1929); Hadi’s short study on this poet, Falaki-i-Shirwani: His Times, Life, and Works (London: Royal Asiatic Society, 1929), is a good source for the poet’s life as well as the history of the Sharvanshahs.

16 Divân, ibid., 23–4.
Either of the above could have been the model for Falakî although it is difficult to speak much of influence of other poets on him given the absence of his dîvân.

A poet of immense stature of this period, Anvarî (d. ca. 1190), active at the Seljuq court, describes in a qitʿah the sorry state of affairs of the world without his patron:

In the offerings of an auction for salvation,
the battle with the carnal soul became equal to the soul.
My body has become the fortress of Nay, and in it my soul has become Masʿūd Saʿd Salmân.17

The mystical imagery is quite unusual for Anvarî but the metaphor in the second bayt is strikingly beautiful. This is one of the earliest pieces of evidence illustrating the transformation of the image of Masʿūd Saʿd from that of a great poet to that of a suffering human being. Even the two Caucasian poets, despite their own experiences of incarceration, could only view Masʿūd Saʿd as a model and kindred spirit—they do not actually describe his incarcerated persona. But from then on, it was this image that would endure and find a place in the poetry of other poets. This phenomenon was partly caused by the passage of time, and partly by the role of Masʿūd Saʿd’s biographers.

A few decades after the poet’s death, in his Chahâr maqâlah, Nizâmî ʿArûzî included an anecdote concerning the reason Masʿūd Saʿd was imprisoned. Due to the wide readership that this text has enjoyed over the centuries, it is almost entirely responsible for the subsequent image of Masʿūd Saʿd as a poet languishing in prison. Here is the anecdote:

In the year 572 [actually 472] a malicious person carried the tale to Sultan Ibrâhîm that his son, Sayf al-Dawlah Amîr Mahmûd, intended to go into the service of Malikshâh [the Seljuq] in Iraq. The king became jealous and had him suddenly arrested, bound and sent to a fortress. His boon companions were bound and sent to the fortress, among them was Masʿūd Saʿd Salmân, who was sent to the fortress of Nay in Vajîristân. He sent a dîbâytî to the sultan from the fortress of Nay:

O king! Malikshâh should be imprisoned
so that your chains can chafe a king’s feet.
He who is from the lineage of Saʿd-i Salmân
will not harm your kingdom even if it become poisonous.

ʿAlî Khâss brought this dîbâytî to the sultan, [but] it had no effect on him. Discerning people know what degree the habîyât of Masʿūd have reached in loftiness and what rank they have in eloquence. When I read his poems, my hair stands on end and I start weeping. They read all these poems to the king; he heard them but was not touched at all, and departed from the world leaving that noble man to languish in prison. His period of incarceration was twenty years due to his closeness to Sayf al-Dawlah, and in the time of Sultan Masʿūd-i Ibrâhîm, due to his closeness to Abû Nasr-i Pârsî, it was eight years. He created so many excellent qasidas and precious gems that it is unheard of. After eight years Siqâr al-Mulk Tâhir ʿAlî Mushkân got him freed. Thus that noble man spent his entire life during their [the sultans’] reigns in prison and this ignominy will remain on that House [of Ghazna]. I am at a loss as to what to attribute this situation: to obstinacy, misguided judgment, hardheartedness or malice? In short, it is not praise-worthy and I have not seen any wise man praise this dynasty for this paranoid act. I heard the King of the World Ghiyâs al-Dunyâ va al-Dîn Muhammâd ibn Malikshâh at the gates of Hamadan during the incident of Amîr Shahâb al-Dîn Qutulmush Alp Ghâzî, who was his brother-in-law, say, ‘To keep an enemy in prison is malice for two reasons; either he is good or bad; if he is good, to keep him in prison is a crime; if he is evil, to let an evil man live is a crime too.’ In short, Masʿūd’s trials came to an end and that ignominy will remain until [the day of] Resurrection.18

Although not quite the ‘true’ version of the events of Masʿūd Saʿd’s life, this is a remarkable commentary on the power wielded by unjust

---


18 Chahâr maqâlah, 70–2.
patrons over poets, and, as seen earlier, evidence of the reception of our poet’s body of habisâyat.

Around this time too, Mas’ûd Sa’d’s name became inscribed in the narrative of Persian poetry itself. As the so-called great age of court poetry was ending, the Eastern world of Persian poetry was again shaken up, this time by the Mongol invasion, which was to indirectly provide the impetus for the history of Persian literature to be recorded. ‘Awfî, who traveled around in Khorasan and Central Asia in a time of turmoil, eventually found himself at the provincial court of Sultan Nâsir al-Dîn Qâbâchah in Uchh, Sind. Here, in ca. 1221, he wrote the Lubâb al-albâb, the first extant tazkirah of Persian poets.19 Having lost his books and papers, it was in exile and in a politically unstable period that he began to write the history of this relatively recent literary tradition. Being the earliest writer of such a dictionary in Persian, he still remains the authority on the biographies of the early Persian poets and the literary history of that period. Placing him among the poets of the house of the Seljuqs and Ghaznavids, ‘Awfî writes about Mas’ûd Sa’d:

Mas’ûd Sa’d, who was a rare gem of his age and a learned man among the people, at times flew on the wings of fortune in the heights of the majestic sky and at times was clipped of his wings in the ups and downs of the world; at times like the nay (sugarcane) he sweetened the palate of the world’s soul with wisdom and at times in the fortress of Nay he swallowed the bitter poison of events. He performed noble gestes in the land of India and spent his life in honour and prosperity . . . and although his birthplace was Hamadan everyone knows that his affairs prospered in the Eastern land and he became known among the accomplished men of his time; and in history books they know him as the poet of this country. For this reason he is mentioned in this class, and he has the right to be mentioned in the class of ministers, since his poetry is more than all the poets and he has three dîvâns: one in Arabic, one in Persian, and one in Hindu‘i; so he is included in this class, and whatever of his poetry has been heard is masterfully pleasant . . . 20

This is followed by selections from eight poems, none of which are among Mas’ûd Sa’d’s best or most representative. Scant in biographical details, this account is nevertheless a useful indicator of the extent of knowledge writers had about this poet nearly a century after his death.

The second tazkirah was written almost two hundred and fifty years after ‘Awfî’s, by Dawlatshâh at the Timurid court in Herat in 1487, when there was a massive effort to copy manuscripts and preserve the literary tradition of Persian.21 Apparently Dawlatshâh did not use ‘Awfî as his source, and his biography of Mas’ûd Sa’d is such a fabrication that one cannot help but be amazed by a man of letters passing off fiction as biography. He writes:

He is Jurjani and his dîvân has a great reputation in ‘Irâq-i ‘Ajam, Tabaristan and Dar al-Marz. He was [living] in the time of Amir ‘Unsur al-Ma‘âlî Manuchihr ibn Qâbûs and is a man of learning. He also has many Arabic poems, and towards the end of his life he gave up panegyrizing princes and nobles and composed qasidas about unity and gnosticism that consist of zuhdiyât and asceticism. The learned ones and great men swear by him, as Falakî Sharvânî says in his autobiography, mentioning Mas’ûd’s poetry:

If Mas’ûd had had my poetic style, Sa’d Salmân’s soul would have blessed it a hundred times.22

19 For details on his life, see Mumtaz Ali Khan, Some Important Persian Prose Writings of the Thirteenth Century ad in India (Aligarh: Department of Persian, Aligarh Muslim University, 1970), 87–102. The author discusses the idiosyncratic nature of the dictionary and the omission of poets like Asâdi Tüsti, Nâsir Khusraw, ‘Umar Khayyâm and Falâki Shavvání, but this fact reflects the literary preferences as well as the availability of the poets’ works at that time and place. So far there has been no critical evaluation of the tazkirah genre, other than Ahmad Gulchin Ma‘ânî’s survey, Târîkh-I tazkirah-hâ-yi Fâris, 2nd ed. (Tehran: Kitâbhânâ-yi Islâmî, 1363/1984). A systematic study of these would illuminate the process of shifting of tastes and aesthetics over the centuries as well as clarify issues of canonization in Persian literature.

20 Lubâb al-albâb, 733.

21 For the Timurid court and its literature, see Maria Eva Subtelny’s The Poetic Circle at the Court of the Timurid Sultan Huwain Baiqara, and its Political Significance (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1979).

22 Tazkirat al-shu‘ârâ, 39.
He then cites the only poem by Masʿūd Saʿd in a Sufi vein, a qitʿah (143) that begins:

When I saw with a discerning eye
that the world now is a nihilistic abode . . .

The rest of the entry is devoted to the story of the above-mentioned alleged patron of Masʿūd Saʿd and not to the poet himself.

The three biographical sketches quoted above would inform all the later accounts of the poet, garbled as Dawlatshâh’s version is and unreliable as ‘Awfî’s data are. The most significant contribution from ‘Awfî’s account to the hagiographic narrative of Masʿūd Saʿd is that he wrote poetry in three languages; it will be seen below how this careless bit of information has contributed to serious issues of canonization of the poet in modern India.

B. Masʿūd Saʿd in Iran

From the Timurid until the Qajar period, in the entire intervening reign of the Safavids, Masʿūd Saʿd does not appear to have had a direct impact on poets writing in Persian. Trying to gauge his influence is a difficult process since this was the age when the ghazal form had become predominant, as opposed to the qasida which was the form privileged by Masʿūd Saʿd, and the poetics of Persian poetry had been in a subtle but continual process of evolution. Ghaznavid poetry must have appeared dated to the readers in this period and was not considered fashionable enough to imitate. Judging from the surviving manuscripts of Masʿūd Saʿd’s divān, which are all from the Safavid, Mughal or Qajar periods, it can safely be concluded that although he was known and his divān copied, he was not admired in the way that Khâqânî and Anvarî were in India. Only from the eighteenth century onwards, when poets in Iran, weary of the sabk-i Hindi, turned back to read and imitate the old sabk-i Khurâsânî poetry, especially the Ghaznavid panegyrist, did Masʿūd Saʿd come back into circulation; the qasida form was (ab)used again as panegyric poetry flourished at the Qajar court. This is when his impact seems to have been felt most strongly; his divān was copied several times, and later lithographed in 1879 in Tehran. In a poem complaining about the times, Qaʿânî (d. 1854) invokes not one but two poets who lived and suffered eight hundred years before him:

When the earth works witchcraft and heaven plays tricks,
the mind becomes disturbed and the brain confused . . .
Sometimes it contrives against Nâsir Khusraw
so that he is imprisoned in Yumgan in Badakhshan.
At other times it strives against Masʿūd Saʿd
so that it installs him in a Lahore prison.

This is a reference to the prisoner persona of Masʿūd Saʿd (and Nâsir Khusraw as his contemporary) after a lapse of many centuries, with a deliberate intent to evoke a bygone age. The Qajar poet Naʿîm wrote a qasida, translated and discussed briefly by Browne, explicating the doctrines of the Bahai faith in a rhyme adopted from a poem of Masʿūd Saʿd. Another Qajar poet, Samâʿî, wrote a qasida for the last Shiite imam borrowing a well-known refrain from Masʿūd Saʿd’s poem. In the realm of prose, the Qajar man of letters, Rizâ Qulî Khân Hidâyat, dedicated forty pages to Masʿūd Saʿd in his voluminous tazkirah, Majmaʿ al-fusâhâ, his narrative derived from those of the triad of biographers of Masʿūd Saʿd discussed above.

23 When one begins such an investigation, it is possible to see influences across poetic forms, such as in the instance of Hâfiz. See Muhammad Muʿîn, ‘Difâ’ az dû gûyandah-yi buzurg (tazmîn-i yak bayt),’ Jilvah 2 (1325/1946), 35–9; Nûrî-yân, ‘Shi’r-i Masʿūd-i Saʿd dar dîvân-i Hâfiz,’ Âyandah 12 (1365/1986), 192–4.
24 Literally translated, De Blois, Persian Literature, 5/2: 414–15. Mahdi Nûrîyân has informed me that since then some additional manuscripts of the poet have surfaced in Turkey and Russia.
25 See the excellent study of the bâzgasht movement by the contemporary poet and scholar Shams Langarûdî, Maktab-i bâzgasht (Tehran, 1372/1993), for the complex historical and literary process of this shift in aesthetics in eighteenth-century Iran, esp. 19–79.
27 Literary History of Persia, 4:198–220.
In the twentieth century, the greatest impact of Mas’ûd Sa’d can be seen on the so-called last classical Persian poet, Malik al-shu’arâ Muhammad Taqî Bahâr (d. 1951), perhaps not so much in any direct influence of rhyme or imagery but in the shared experience of prison, which inspired both poets to produce poetry of the first order. Bahâr had an extremely charged political career, being actively involved with the Democratic Party. As a result, he spent short periods of time in the prisons of both the Qajars and the Pahlavis, as was customary for reformists and intellectuals of the time. Bahâr’s body of habšîyât poetry comprises poems in several genres, including a masnâvî, Kârnâmâ-yi zindân, that describes prison life in modern-day Tehran. In terms of prison poetics, Bahâr’s poetry is not classical at all but quite modern, reflecting the literary currents of the period he lived in. In the poem entitled Ba’s al-shikvâ, written in 1918 to protest the closing of all the newspapers of Tehran, Bahâr not only incorporates a refrain of Mas’ûd Sa’d but also compares himself explicitly to the Ghaznavid poet; he invokes the two masters of the Ghaznavid age as Qa’ânî did:

My crime is that at every step
I have been disappointed like the son of Sa’d Salmân.
I am hidden from this group; you could say
I am Nâsir [Khusraw] and Tehran is my Yumgân.

This radîf is also a take on the three qasâ’îd-i nûnîyah of Mas’ûd Sa’d, all written in prison. As with Qa’ânî, Mas’ûd Sa’d and Nâsir Khusraw are invoked together, their poetry of suffering having lumped them into a single category in the eyes of the moderns. Bahâr also wrote the only imitation, to my knowledge, of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s most famous and appealing poem, the apostrophe to Lahore, discussed in chapter two. Bahâr’s poem begins:

Woe! O wide expanse of Tehran, how are you?
Under the flag of Iran’s leader, how are you? 

However, in an ironic twist that marks the dawn of Iranian modernity, Bahâr depicts Tehran as the pathetic victim of a corrupt and cruel taskmaster in contrast to Mas’ûd Sa’d’s beloved, loving and nourishing hometown. No two poets could have been so different stylistically, yet there is much that they share in terms of their prison life and their exploitation of this experience. The fundamental philosophical difference between them is that whereas Bahâr is constantly challenging the political and social order of his times and reviles those in power who are responsible for his imprisonment, Mas’ûd Sa’d never blamed anything but fate for his situation, and only sought to regain his position among the ruling elite. The modern Iranian poet, Rahî Mu’ayyirî, whose poetry is informed by classical themes, especially in the ghazal form, wrote the following poem in 1968, just before his death:

THE PRISONER OF NAY

O Poet! Compose poetry lofty like stars, for not every word raises the poet to heaven.

A person becomes immortal through his timeless poetry—
no more fantasies of the darkness and the water of life!
If literature didn’t exist, the poet’s name wouldn’t last;
Badakhshan is famous for its abundant rubies, after all.

If poetry doesn’t have an effect until,
with fiery eloquence, you put your heart and soul into it.

Sing a poem of Mas’ûd [Sa’d] so you can clearly seethe traces of hot tears and burning sighs.
Prince of the vast realm of poetry,
who raised his lofty pavilion to heaven,

31 For a short overview of Bahâr’s life, see M.B. Loraine’s article in EIr.
32 For Bahâr and the emergence of modern poetry, see Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak, Recasting Persian Poetry: Scenarios of Poetic Modernity in Iran (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1995), 104–36.
when his lips recited metrical words
the nightingales did not dare to sing their songs.
A jealous rival caused him to be put in chains—
strangely, Solomon was imprisoned by a demon!
Many a night in the terrible prison, out of frustration
he rent his collar like the break of day.
Many a night like the twilight he dyed
his sleeves and skirt with the tears of his eyes and heart.
The many pearls that rained from his talent’s treasure
adorned his prison cell like a treasure-house.
Calamity did not leave any traces of dust on his skirt;
can the whirlwind trouble a mountain’s foundation?
Every time that fate made to kill him,
it caused him to compose a poem and live on.
With his resolve he wrested away fate’s hand
and exhausted the moving firmament in battle.
Lahore is proud of him— and rightly so—
as Zabulistan is proud of Zâl’s son [Rustam].
Hail to that musk-laden pen that
penned that dîvân which is the envy of Khutan.
Bravo! to the lyrics of Mas’ûd and his winsome poems!
that rejuvenate the soul like aged wine.
He is indeed the pride of the realm of poetry—
a rose-garden is adorned by the new spring.
I will call you heaven, lofty Lahore,
since you nurtured that bright sun.
Mas’ûd made your name famous
as the master of all poets [Firdawsî] made Khurasan.
Instead of kohl, Rahî lovingly applies to his eyes
the dust of Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân’s grave.³⁶

This is a touching tribute from a modern poet to a classical one, and
although Rahî was never in prison himself, he was thoroughly in touch
with the spirit of pre-modern poetry. The text is replete with classical
touches, from the rhyme itself, earlier utilized by both Mu’izzî and
Falâkî in honour of Mas’ûd Sa’d, to a reference to Farrukhî’s opening

³⁶ Bârân-i subhgâhî (Tehran: Sukhan, 1378/1999), 279–82.
Is Mas'ûd Sa'd to be exiled once again, this time from the canon of Persian literature? Although they may be popular among readers, poets writing at the margins of national boundaries do not have a secure position in canons constructed on nationalistic lines that were never stable anyway in the pre-modern period. This view raises many thorny issues of canonization and national literatures that will be discussed in the following section under the rubric of Mas'ûd Sa'd as an ‘Indian’ poet.42

C. Mas'ûd Sa'd in India

One indication that Mas'ûd Sa'd did not fare as well in India as in Iran is that there are hardly any manuscripts of the poet’s work in Indian collections, although the movements of such literary artifacts in the colonial period can give a distorted picture of reading habits and literary tastes. This claim is supported by the fact that his dîvân was never lithographed, published or edited in India, which is unusual for a poet now considered a major figure in the Indo-Persian canon. The roots of this may go back to the Mughal and Safavid period, when his reception was at a nadir and he was relegated to being anthologized in biographical dictionaries. The bâzgašt movement that rediscovered the Ghaznavid poets was a purely Iranian phenomenon and marks the division of what was heretofore one literary tradition in Iran and India. In India, Persian poetry continued in the sabk-i Hindî style, privileging the ghazal form over others, and when poets did look to the older classical poets as models, they paid attention to the more difficult poets like Khâqânî and Anvarî. Beginning in the eighteenth century, Persian texts did not travel between Iran and India as freely as they had before, a fact that can be inferred from Rizâ Qulî Khân Hidâyat’s tazkirah, which does not include any Indian poet of the period. With the increased use of Urdu for poetry, it became necessary to create a classical tradition for it, and thus began the emergence of the ‘Indo-Persian’

42 I follow Jan Gorak’s definition of a canon as ‘a coherent body of art, a body of texts larger than the sum of its parts’ instead of ‘a servant of larger ideological forces or . . . an assembly of texts invested with the authority of tradition,’ The Making of the Modern Canon: Genesis and Crisis of a Literary Idea (London: Athlone, 1991), 259–60.
literary consciousness and its split from its Iranian other.\textsuperscript{43} Around this time, biographical dictionaries became narrowed by region and locality rather than sweeping and all-inclusive, providing groundwork for the nationalistic canons that would be established in the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{44}

In an event fraught with irony, in the mid-seventeenth century when Indian courts had become the centres for production of court poetry, the Iranian poet Kalîm (d. 1650), who would go on to become the Mughal poet laureate at Shah Jahan’s court in Delhi, was imprisoned on his arrival in India in the fort of Shahdarak (Deccan), on the charge of being a spy. While in prison he wrote two *habsiyât* poems in the *qit’ah* form, one of which is in imitation of the famous Christian qasida by Kháqânî:

\begin{quote}
O lofty ranked one, do you never ask why
fate harasses me mercilessly?
\end{quote}

and:

\begin{quote}
I will recite aloud the story of my grievances against fate—perhaps my cry will reach the court of Navvâb Khân.\textsuperscript{45}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{43} On the related problem of why ‘sometime in the early nineteenth century, users of (Indian) Persian, and Urdu, lost their self-confidence and began to privilege all Indo-Persian writers against the other two’, see Shamsur Rahman Faruqi’s insightful article, ‘Unprivileged Power: The Strange Case of Persian (and Urdu) in Nineteenth-Century India,’ in The Annual of Urdu Studies 13 (1998), 3–30. Faruqi writes, ‘This paper states a problem, but it makes no attempt to present a solution’; the whole question of Persian in India in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries needs critical reexamination. Also of interest, especially for the Iranians vs. Indians issue of the eighteenth century, see Muzaﬀar Alam’s ‘The Pursuit of Persian: Language in Mughal Politics,’ Modern Asian Studies 32 (1998), 317–49; and Mohammad Tavakoli-Targhi’s ‘Orientalism’s Genesis Amnesia,’ Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa, and the Middle East 16 (1996), 1–14.

\textsuperscript{44} Like Gulchin Ma’ani’s larger work mentioned above, ‘Ali Rizâ Naqavi’s *Tazkira-yi Gulshan-I Hind* (Lucknow: U.P. Urdû Akâdemî, 1986), 10–12. The last Mughal emperor, Bahâdur Shâh Zafar also wrote Urdu poetry in exile which contains *habsiyat* images.


\textsuperscript{46} An Intellectual History of Islam in India (Edinburgh: University Press, 1969), 77; Bahâr holds the opposite and more convincing view that both Abû al-Faraj Rûnî and Mas’ûd Sa’d share stylistic qualities with the earlier Ghaznavid poets, ‘Ravâbit-i farhangî- Îrân va Hind va Pâkistân’ in *Bahâr va adab-i Fârsî*, 135. In his opinion, Amir Khursav is the first Indian poet of Persian. Scholars also cannot resist the temptation of assigning schools based on the regions in which poets lived.

Through the intermediary of Kháqânî, the genealogy of the rhymes and images of Kalîm’s two poems go back to Mas’ûd Sa’d. The reason this incident is significant is that once again a Persian poet was incarcerated in India, this time at the end, rather than at the beginning, of an important era in Persian literary history. Writing *habsiyât* became an established practice in India, and poets like the Mughal emperor Shâh ‘Âlam Âftâb\textsuperscript{46} and Ghâlib Dihlavî\textsuperscript{47} both wrote a few prison poems, although it is doubtful that they had read Mas’ûd Sa’d’s poetry.

Since Mas’ûd Sa’d was born and lived in India, it has been suggested that the origins of the ornate and rhetorical Indian style of Persian poetry, *sabk-i Hindî*, prevalent in India during the Mughal period, be sought in the works of our poet. In the words of Aziz Ahmad:

\begin{quote}
[Elements, which are the components of this highly symbolic, fanciful and complex style, can be traced as early as the beginning of the eleventh century in certain poems of Abû-Abd-Allâh Rûzbih an-Nakatî. Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân, writing in Ghaznavid Lahore, has two distinct styles. One of these is the simple, straightforward ‘Khurâsânî’, but the other one is closer to the later intellectualized ‘Indian style’ in its efforts to create difficulties of expression for itself.\textsuperscript{48}
\end{quote}

Although Mas’ûd Sa’d does have two distinct styles, his difficult non-*habsiyât* poetic diction is the language of the panegyric qasida and therefore not to be taken as a proto-*sabk-i Hindî* style, the favoured poetic form of which was in any case the ghazal. Mas’ûd Sa’d’s
work must be placed in the context of his own literary milieu, as Waris Kirmani suggests:

Early Indo-Persian poetry, however, is free from the display of craftsmanship. Abul Faraj Rûni, Mas’ûd Salmân and many other poets belonging to the pre-Sultanate and Sultanate period followed the style and also echoed the feelings which were introduced by the great poets of Mahmiûd’s court at Ghaznîn.49

It seems that the act of writing the history of literature has not remained unaffected by political history:

The history of literature, in its own history, has been inseparable from the emergence of the modern nation-state around 1800 and the subsequent proliferation of nationalities-in-formation through collective scholarly and public practices that have produced national selves capable of being aware of their own, newly defined, shared accomplishments and heritages.50

Thus, whether it be Browne writing the literary history of Iran rather than the history of Persian literature, or scholars looking for a unifying thread in a region’s literature, certain poets are left out or have a role created for them retrospectively. In anthologies of Indo-Persian poetry, the modern-day tazkirahs, Abû al-Faraj Rûnî is usually the first name, followed by Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân. In Muhammad Ikram’s Armaghân-i Pâk, compiled to honour the Shah and Shahbanu in 1954, and in the more recent anthology of Indo-Persian poets by Waris Kirmani, Dreams Forgotten, the first name on the list is Abu al-Faraj Rûnî, followed by Mas’ûd Sa’d Salmân.51 As long as claims for separate literary schools and influences are not made, there is of course nothing terrible in compiling anthologies of regional poets. But what

49 Dreams Forgotten: An Anthology of Indo-Persian Poetry (Aligarh: Department of Persian, Aligarh Muslim University, 1984), 8.
51 Also see Persian Literature in the Indo-Pakistan Sub-Continent by Ghulam Mustafa Khan (Lahore: Barque, 1972), which, since it is an anthology of both poetry and prose, begins with Hujvîrî.

of poets who do not fall into certain neat categories or whose complete works are not extant? The question is further complicated by the issues of the languages the poet chose to use; with Mas’ûd Sa’d, this is a most thorny problem with few satisfactory solutions.

In the twentieth century, Mas’ûd Sa’d has become the site of contestation between two competing literary histories, Urdu and Hindi.52 Many tazkirah writers have repeated ‘Awfî’s statement that Mas’ûd Sa’d had divâns in three languages: Persian, Arabic and Hindî’i. Even Amir Khursaw repeats this statement but it does not appear that he had actually seen or heard the Hindî’i poems.53 Since not a single line of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s poetry in Hindî’i (or Hindavi or Panjabi, i.e., a North Indian vernacular of the region of Lahore) survives in a written or oral source, this problem has inspired much debate and led to problems with including him in the canons of modern Hindi and Urdu, both heirs to the Hindî’i of Mas’ûd Sa’d’s time. Two European orientalists, A. Sprenger and N. Bland, separately addressed this question in 1853 and came to the conclusion that, given the fact that Mas’ûd Sa’d was born in India, it was entirely possible for him to have written poetry in a vernacular. Sprenger confidently asserts that ‘[t]he very name of ‘Dywân’ which is given to Mas’ûd’s collection of Hindustânî poetry is a guarantee, that it did not consist of Slokas, Kabits, and Dohrâs, but of Mathnawies, Qaçydas and Ghazals written in the Persian character.’54 He adds that ‘surrounded by Hindî slave women as the Mohammadan nobles of Indian courts always were, it is not unlikely that the language of India was his mother-tongue.’ Sprenger is projecting his observations of the Indo-Muslim culture of his time onto

52 For the appropriation of Mas’ûd Sa’d in the canon of modern Hindi literature, see R.S. McGregor, Hindi Literature from Its Beginnings to the Nineteenth Century (Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1984), 8–9, 11. For Urdu, see Shamsur Rahman Faruqui’s forthcoming article, ‘Aspects of Early Urdu Literary Culture.’
54 ‘Early Hindustânî Poetry,’ Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 5 (1953), 413. Following the various accounts of the poet’s life in tazkirahs, Sprenger’s version is quite garbled.
the Ghaznavid period, about which we do not have much information. In his piece on the poet, N. Bland was responding to an article by the scholar Garcin de Tassy in which the latter discusses the role of the Persian poet Sa’dî Shîrâzî as the first poet of Hindustani. Bland’s analysis of the rather confusing and conflicting facts concerning Mas’ûd Sa’d is sounder than Sprenger’s, and he convincingly argues that many Persian poets, especially in Ottoman Turkey and India, were bilingual or trilingual and composed poetry in all the languages that they knew.

In the linguistically complicated and problematic history of the languages that go by the names of Hindû’î, Hindavi, Hindustani, Hindi and Urdu, the Persian poet Amîr Khusraw Dihlavî has been assigned a major place mostly on the basis of the orally-transmitted, and to a large extent apocryphal, poetic compositions in these languages which have attributed to him. Amîr Khusraw’s position is remarkably similar to that of Mas’ûd Sa’d: both were of non-Indic stock but born in India (Amîr Khusraw’s mother was Indian), and both are supposed to have contributed to the development of the vernacular language of North Indian Muslims and Hindus. As to the question of whether Mas’ûd Sa’d composed any poetic works in Indian vernaculars, it is entirely possible that he did, but given the complete lack of supporting evidence, with the exception of one statement made by the unreliable biographer ‘Awfî, to whom all similar subsequent statements can be traced, I consider this a moot question. Though the fact is that there was such poetry produced by Muslim poets: a remarkable example is a work from Panjab or Rajasthan in Apabhramsâ called Sandesârâsakâ by Abdurrahmân, an approximate contemporary of Mas’ûd Sa’d. This work is in the bârahmâsâ genre discussed in chapter four. The existence of such a work leads McGregor to conclude:

“We may discount the biographers’ references to a Hindi dîvân as such, and think rather of composition of occasional verses or poems by Mas’ûd, of which he may not have taken great account, just as Amir Khusrav (c. 1300) speaks non-committally of his own ‘few Hindi compositions’ (cand nazm-i hindi). To judge from Mas’ûd’s Persian poetry the ‘Hindi’ poetry which he composed is likely to have included some writing in the Indian theme of the changing seasons (bârahmâsâ), against which the emotions of the individuals can be described.”

As has been suggested above, Mas’ûd Sa’d’s relation to India is a complex one. There is no denying the fact that he was influenced by his Indian milieu, given the existence of such images as a pân-eating beloved and a monsoon cloud. However, these few significant features do not characterize the nature of the entire body of his poetry. Assigning him to a particular stylistic school or national canon would be doing a disservice to his poetry, which ranges across many styles and anyone to boast of knowing two languages while concealing the fact that he was acquainted with a third. Such action could be ascribed by sensible persons, not to humility, but only to simplicity or inadvertence. ‘Mas’ûd-i Sa’d-i Salmân, 700–1, to De Blois’ response, ‘[T]his argument overlooks the fact that in Ghaznavid India Arabic and Persian were prestige languages, while the native tongues were not. It would seem most likely that Mas’ûd, as the scion of a family long-established—as he himself states—in Lahore, did know the local language and it is thus not impossible that he might have composed some poetry in it,’ Persian Literature, 414.

A late form of Middle Indo-Aryan that precedes the appearance of the Indic vernaculars.


56 For a traditional comparison of Mas’ûd Sa’d and Amîr Khusraw, see Sayyid Hâshmi Farîdâbâdî, ‘Mas’ûd Sa’d aur Amir Khusrav,’ Oriental College Magazine (1964), 84–97.

57 Compare Qazvînî’s conclusion: ‘Nor can it be contended that he omitted all mention of Hindustanî out of humility or dislike of ostentation, for in poems of this class, wherein the poet’s intention is to glorify himself and vaunt his talents, such qualities would be entirely out of place, besides which it would be absurd for
genres. He is simply a Persian poet who must be reckoned a significant force in the history of the development of this poetry’s tradition. There have been other poets active on the periphery of the Persian world, such as Khāqānī and Mawlānā Rûmî, who borrowed from the cultures they lived in while belonging in the literary tradition of the language they wrote in. It is important to take the larger view of reading and appreciating literature and not be mired by baseless speculations:

One reason literature remains important is that it counteracts, on the one hand, the impersonality and instability of public memory and, on the other, the determinism and fundamentalism of a collective memory based on identity politics. Literature creates an institution of its own, more personal and focused than public memory yet less monologic than the memorializing fables common to ethnic or nationalist affirmation.61

This is precisely why situating Mas’ûd Sa’d at the crossroads of two cultural complexes allows us to avoid the trap of limiting our vision when we read his work. In the assessment of the quality of his work (and each age and individual has used a distinct set of aesthetic criteria) his voice has reemerged louder and perhaps with more appeal in our complex world, and it is hoped that this trend will continue as we approach the millennium of his birth.

او اربی خزانه کتب کرد که از اعتیاد کت را اخوان و فرمانی از اعتیاد باد (25)

پیرادی و پارادیز جان نامید بود و امال حال بنده به پیاده و پارتدیست
کسی را چنانکه مکروت از این بنده تو راست جام و محل و مرمت و کار و پاریدیست (25)

از زیرگنهر همان در همه آنها عمت مگر امور مارا ناز جمع شرایط (28)

در من امور همی هیچ ندانند کانوک سخن را چه بیان و چه بسانست (28)

هزار دیوان سازن بنیام و دره یک هزار متر طرحی که صد هزار نگار

(28, 133)

CHAPTER 2

پیش از مارا سخن گفت خطر کردن بود یک خطر کردن بر آرزوی از بین انگیر (35)

در شعر میچ و در مینوا چون اکتبی ابست احتمال یافته (35)

از این گفتی بینه ی بند که ایا گیور از این کار بند
کی این یک بندانه که یکان سخن دانش از پریگن هم
دگر شاعران را نارازاری از همان حرم خود نگار به کا
که شاعری چه جنده یکونده چه امانگی نباید با
بیان پرگاه پیان پرگاه فلسفه پرگاه پرگاه
فیکتیا به پرگاه پرگاه

که یا بی روابط باش بی یارپورد به دلست شرفین بر فوروز

بیفت شوقت محروم و در زمانات ماندی

(38)

جز این فنونه که نشاخته قدر فردوسیی

از خداوند انتره در حالی شد که در گردا گرد ا çünkü مرظش فلک همی چون رتببتیوتان کی

از خوانگیان که در برگرد گردد نگفت همی تهاداند همین

(41)

هزار میلادی اندر زاروین شعرا کسی جز اینهای ناتوان جهان بکثر

به تبیت می‌یابد و از پرگاه زنک شیک فک پرگاه زنک

به زرگردن ماندی در این دور بیان دستی دیگران عصری

(41)

مارا به پی بارا برافروختی بود رفوت و با تو بیکاره شکست آن بارا (43)
ز غاریزان به بحث انرژه بین آب بانگه ز مصرف باد بر خودار
ننوده در هند آثار فتح شمسیان، طف صبا نامیگر، مهربان ایرانی (44).

با توجه به این، حضوری از آب‌بانگه‌ها در زمین‌شناسی مطالعه
چه کرده‌ایم که از پاردختی، همه هم‌خوان و بیانگاه بر خیمر
همان‌نما نهادی‌که از این نظر آب‌بانگه، از زمین‌شناسی مطلق و محرز
به نام معنویتی کسی از این سفر، ادبی قابل واقع و الفاب دیبر
باید را به مبنای بلوغ فویزیته، به دور تحقیق کننده‌ی (49).

باک خراسانی چون به جایی ادب معدن‌دان‌های کوسکون دشت
هکت که را با دوی بلش و کردن، خانه و رین و بهی و روند شد (50).

سالم که زن ای داد مرخسان را در ایله را خله را هن و نادان را
دیگ را که تناک تکن به خره و پیامش که وفا تکن هچمی خره و پیام
نگ که کیدی که در دست نیست و این چوب خرسای به چند گوه چبیده‌که مرخسان را
به ملک تارا چراه ای پاد به کبود جلال و عشق محمود پاولستان (51).

زنهران بچه پیروگی چیزهای سه‌دان دیار پردازی (51).

پیام‌مدهب‌ها که تراز‌های این حزین تانگ‌کته، بدلی (51).

ارزه و دیگر زندگی گویی‌ها زنگ‌های بی‌گه‌گی مگرا
در جال خزیشی بچه همی‌زلف و بلگم صفر همی‌لارید زند به سر مرا
گویه‌ها در جلال برهن رزمانا کرک دنیه بی‌دهانگ مرا
گدرن همان‌نما از جلو و خان کرک را این چوب خره (52).

اگر دیگر از حیرتی، پس تری به شباب و هم غرمی از سخن‌های پروپی‌غراب
گویی من به خواده‌ای بر از فرح فرح‌یه روز سر و روی شبیله گلاب (52).

که با من می‌خواهد شسته‌ای زیاد خریب و بچه‌ی راز رود و روی به دنیا
گرفته‌هایی از آب‌بانگه‌ها استاد از مرا از دوستی که هفته، است
ز مهربانی که خسته نیست، رستم از این دندان، بی‌پرستی بی‌ biod
غیربختی خوشاب، خوست و نیست، که با هر کوه، از خده‌های کر چوب خره
غیربختی حاون مردان علم است. (53).

ویکی‌ای تغییری را خانمان، قاف و رایگان، بحث
فکر از خورشیدی و خوشی. کربرد نموپا و خریدی کشی
گویا برآوردی، از تاج استاد خواهرین خوستمان خود در به‌بینین.
خواهرین‌فرین فلکیست عرش و غریبی به نشته‌های دو پیکست (54).

خدمت در راک‌بیکنی و کسان
چون رستاها و تو کی هر کس
از در هر جا و با خودی
مهم در هر جا و با خودی
این چون یک تکن که
جوان بی‌فیکتی، قطع
شده و جوان کیست
راز هر ماسی‌کشتی
کسان با گاهی زبان و بست
کف در گاه خان و دان و هوس.

بر اهل‌خان تنه هستی میدان، و زجا با یک دانه‌های
از عصر هر سحر کافر، و به
دانه که از اهل‌خان جذبیت‌دان، دانسته و در هر جا و بست
کرف و ایا به‌فیکت و معتی
نعت همه، به‌بی‌بست، و اریان
زرین دل برندش، شاگرد را
بی‌فیکت و از هر جا و بست
(55–56).

ویکی‌ای خونود چرا کریمی
محفظ از بقای خزانه
کار یکی‌سان و ویژه‌ی
فیکت هم‌با در که
از بی‌پنجره و بی‌دام
از بی‌پنجره و بی‌دام
در کردن مرا طوق بند، و رزدان (56).

از که مسود‌دان سلمان، کری و پی را از دیدن
شب یورو می‌لوید، گوش به بهانه‌ی پیداورد
زنگ ریزی که سیری، چک ای، به هر اجر دارد
زنگ بر خوشنوند شکتی و از دریافت مجلس شاه (57).

شاعری از چنین گاوگانی که گوگر خون به نظم فراغ
چون آن مفسد، به‌نتیجه‌ای زندوه‌ها، گنگرگن
در کاری‌های، اندازه‌ای دا، به جای نوش‌دان، توان، دکر (58).

نیست خال قصیر چه گرچه شرکت‌یا، باین‌بیان‌یست (58).

جو دیده‌ها در مر سفر، دسته در هویه‌ها و گفت‌های، به‌پرس راز کاره‌ی عیان
همه‌گیری همی‌فصل‌های مسکن و موصل جان و در حال، سفر مشابه
چکا توانی رفتن، ز بر اه، محوری، هم‌نظر همانی، که آمیز، تری گرفت
فراغ‌ها که در ارگ‌های، به مشایی، و از از جوان
پوده، داده، و گفت که هرگونه، صلاح را از این است و هم‌بود، صواب
سرازیری از کردن، و از هم‌بود، صواب
که بکش، اند دیار هستی‌دان، که کسان با، چک در این
گفاین، هم‌بوده، که این همان، در تاب (60–61).

چون دیده‌های، و این خوانند. کری کوسک که از هر جا و بست خوشی،
مر ای نسبت به هر این و به‌بی‌بست، جمال حضور خط، غریبی در، هر اجر،
پی به این نسبت از وصل آن، نگار، مرا جناب حضور خط، در گاه خروش، و مقصور (60–61).
در سمت نوان توان آرامیدن که تنگی آن نیمایی خسیبی
با بر گی بیش خواهی دیدن جالی که در ار فراخ نوان دیدین (3-82).
در آن تنگ زدنان را درست که هستم شب و روز چون چنین ی
کرا یاده آن جهان باخته بات زمینیشی بی در
درب زوری پاتن دیدن کر یکی نمی‌بینم زه اخیری
وزنه تنگی نمی‌هند بلکه یکی رفته کاست چون آور ی (83).
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در پارسی و ناحیه و در نظر و تک کس چون می‌داند تبدیل گویا و ترجمان (129)

هدیه را رو به مرگ ده هر از این فرآیند حق این زبان و لحاظ و تفکر خاطر که مرادت از بی‌گمان در به‌هم‌انواع منطق گره از بی‌گمان در به‌هم‌انواع منطق و شعره‌تر (130)

تواها ی مرگان دو هر نوع باشد تو در دم زدن با توایی ناوی (131)

اشترا این آن است که در صمت تظمش به‌طور مراکز و تعیین منشی است اشاره کننده روح و منطق کننده غردن کن اما و زمانه کن اصطقا (131)

ز بس فاقد جز و در نگاهی بکر که گاه نظم دو کرم طبع از مجمل (131)

انه که بانگی در این بخش سخن رسد اند تند فضاید گرد روان روان (131)

نهایی‌بسته در طبع این مشاهده و اندر در اطه‌بی عاب آیه هزار از انش و آب (132)

به‌کننده فلمند دیدن بهانه که هست لطف و معنی این آتش دفتر انش و آب (132)

بیشتری که سیستم از فرآیند دو کرم و نظم مراکز به‌طور وقت نظم و نجوم که نظم و ترک در است کن می‌باشد نظم و ترک در است کن خاتمه باشد و نظم و تنها که آن و سیستم چوی از جهت و هواست و هواست (132)

نظم مرا که دو کرم دیگر ضبط چوی باشد و نظم نیکان که زنده از نظر و تک کس از آهنگ بیش از شاید یک دوبلو نام‌های بچه‌ی کپنکی آزاده را که چوی این تکوی شعراً چوی بنده‌دان ز خلق نایسته نباید باشد ابی‌حیثی از چوی این‌تست است طبع از من زیرا یکی کشیده کمک‌انداز از این‌نما (132)
سخن در راهش مشترکت هسته را فراهم می‌آورد.
تکه‌ای زندگی که آمیخته در آن گفته می‌کند بر طعم من در آن‌ها نیاز به هم‌زننده‌ای وجود نمی‌یافت.
تا گویی جو شعر بر خوانی: گینه پیامی گوی کشورانه (133)

نیدهام به زبان هرگام و بدون چیزی به خاطر در زبان یک نت اردنی می‌گفت.
بود ظالم در چه بقایی جمعی و زنگ زنگی دیوان (133)

یقین دان تا مسعود کابین شعر تو کسی سکان در تارا و سیل (133)

غزل فلسفی و در سفتی با و حوش بخوان حافظ که بر نظم تو افشااند فلک عقید ثریا را (134)

من این کسی که بشر اند داده گذنده بی‌درد و می‌داند که فیلم افتراق (134)

گری‌یان نذر فانی از نظم‌های مسعود شعر حال (143)

CHAPTER 5

چون دیده این رهی که گفته تو کافران از همی‌سالان کرد
جمع کرده این هیثی فنی تا چون تبر عمان شکست
چون ولوعه جامان شعر تو دیده گذاره چنان کرد
شرح‌ها را جمله در دیوان چون فراهم‌یابه دیوان کرد
درخت خوشی را یافته چنانژ فیضی فقیر چنان کرد
تا چون دوی را یافته چنانژ فیضی فقیر چنان کرد
چون یکی درب متشکل بر دود عصر در دیوان کرد
ظاهر این حال شیش خوراکی ناحیه چنین تکه‌ها گفت و برحان کرد
گفت این سالتی از سر به نهایت نبود
چون زنگ‌های بستگان کرد
در و حمیره در یکی رنگ چون اینه اینه زندگان کرد
بی‌توجهی در فیکته به یکی جان چون اینه اینه زندگان کرد
خواهر چون اینه به شغل سخن که وصف توان را
لیک معدون دار از تکن‌ها، عجیب‌خوان کرد
زاکن پنهان جوان شعر هر شاعری که سخن در کرد
پهلو شقایق دیده کرده خوشی، خوشتیشن در بینه‌نهان کرد
بنچره‌ی سبز مشترکت هسته را و فراهم‌یابه دیوان کرد.
پس چون شعر ی نگفت و نیک‌امد داغ مسعود سعد سلیمان کرد (8–137)

کلام کور برای غفظ قدرت
و ریح اشاره‌ای به هر دیده نشان دهنده آمیخته عطر
ونعوت عرفان و عرفان تو و دندان خور و نور و جمله
تکه‌ای فظه و نظر اکنون و مضمون امر
لسعه مسعود سری المانی
سلا برای بیج و دیوان (1–140)

ای شاه ملک اینه پیرینه او روی که به‌دنیه که ترسند از تو
خروست نمک و پنکا ز خاکیه می‌دانند چون خروست ارت (141)

گرفت که عمیق یی‌بی المی‌ست که از کودی در به‌دنیه شعر
چو پرده‌نشین ز بی و گال یکی مادری ی بود ی بپر
همه‌ی عمد زده که تفکر در کاینگ ی دیگر
شکفتگی که کن که کام‌کام همی‌نانی می‌دانند به گفت
چو دیسی در گشت دارن دیسی که هر ساخت او را بپرین سر
ولیک چو پر داد اگش ده فرزون گردیده فرده جاده‌های
بر این آسان برگیرش نشود که به‌سختی جان را از این پیشر
پدید مسحی‌کاره یا چرا پتی و مانی از او ایزه (143)

خلاقانی زدن سپی سرگ ری‌پیش، کو هره زاده رازین مسحی ثابت است نظم توست
گرچه دانشکده مهی‌دانشکده بی‌خوشی، خونه دیوان که که درست
خوان ماهیت به‌دنیه که جهن می‌دانند به‌دنیه که بیست
مسود سعد سعید نشان داده یا از ساخت سبز مسحی با یکفه
بر نظر افراد عصر که نیست، که دیگر فرده‌دست دیوان که دیگر
خواننده قابل شناخته نیست که نیست، که دیگر فرده‌دست دیوان که دیگر
 حالی است این بی‌خوشی که اینه به‌دنیه می‌دانند، مسحی (144)

گرفت اینه شعر خوان در شماری مسعود سعید نیست
بجان صد افرین کردی روز سعد سلیمان (145)

همچنان که به‌سخت و دیوان (145)
کشتی، هزار و انگار کرده که به‌دنیه اینه (145)
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